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got the desire
to he a Champion.

Dreams of conquering the skies are
what makes a winning pattern flier. But
even the best contest competitors know
that you ve also got to have the right equip
ment. Futabas J-series radio control
systems are just that. Pure, state-of-the-
art electronics with high-performance
features like full programming capability,
dual mixing circuitry, roll and snap roll

control buttons and servo reverse

switching. And serious fliers can also
appreciate our water and dust proof, dual
ball bearing S121 .servos, modular RF
boards and direct servo control.

The J-series Futabas
are available in 4.5,6 and
8 channel systems, plus a

5 channel Helicopter sys
tem. Write now for complete
technical data, because
the sky's not the limit any
more.

All J-series systems use quick-
change RP modules for band and

oiodolation selection.

or\i

baick psnd a
rogramming contr«>l settings,
neluding 2 dual rates and,.
3 noii'lineAnty functions.
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From the Shop
□ ON DEWEY

At the Edge of the Field . . .
That was the title of the

editoria! that appeared in the
first issue of R/C Modeler
Magazine publ ished
seventeen years ago this
month in October, 1963. The
last two paragraphs of that
editorial read as follows: "We
have begun with a challenge
— to bring the finest material
together between two covers
of a magazine in order to
provide you—the radio control modeler—with a panoroma of
the R/C world in a fashion unmatched by any other magazine
or media. It is your magazine ™ It will be what you want it to
become. This is our promissory note to you — our editorial
policy.

"The true riches of any man's life are in the friendships he is
privileged to enjoy — the measure of his success lies In the
challenge to be of service to others. In these respects, we
consider ourselves among the most fortunate."

I can remember writing those words just as distinctly as if
they were written yesterday. And, just as they were true then,
they are equally as valid today. Seventeen years ago,
however, the model aviation publications of the time thought
we were totally insane to devote an entire publication to a facet
of model aviation that had previously warranted only a short
monthly column and an infrequent feature article. After all,
radio control was for the electronic experimenter ™ the radio
controlled model aircraft really didn't have much of a future.

However, there were a number of us who believed that the
future of modeling would be in radio control. Even though, at
the time, we were arguing the relative merits of the SN versus
the compound escapement, we could see beyond the
rudder-only aircraft that spent more time on the ground than it
did in the air, to a time when R/C would become a reality for the
average hobbyist. Today, seventeen years later, the sport and
hobby of radio control is larger than all other forms of modeling
combined.

Yet, just as ROM is still a "teenager," so is radio control still
in its adolescence. Today we enjoy, and routinely accept, that
which would have been considered totally impossible only a
few years ago. Radio controlled helicopters. Quarter Scale
aircraft, R/C motorcycles and boats --- all were
"inconceivable" when the first issue of RCM appeared. Yet,
we are still standing on the threshold of a whole new frontier in
the sport and hobby of R/C. The next few years will see
developments we would not have dreamed possible today.
Tomorrow will bring the impossible a step closer ™ and will
have the excitement of new challenges and new concepts in a
hobby that is just maturing and just beginning to grow.

We have not seen it all, by any stretch of the imagination.
We have only seen the beginning ™ the best is yet to come.

★

One of the things that has become evident over the past
seventeen years is that, every time a new facet of the hobby is
developed, someone deems it "dangerous." There is a certain
iriherent danger in everything we do. That danger is
diminished when we conduct ourselves, and our activities in
the hobby, in a responsible fashion. Every major advancement
in the hobby — every step forward — was declared
"dangerous" by one group or another. The latest target are the
Quarter Scale models. We would like to present the following
few paragraphs by Ken Runestrand of Roseville, California on
this very subject:
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Now Let's Hear It For The "Monster" Flyer!
"Of late, I've heard and read enough of fears regarding the

advent of the larger "monster" Quarter-sized models. Persons
with no knowledge of the facts surrounding these birds are
casting doubts from all directions and apprehensions
concerning safety, conflicts with the FAA, and a threat to all
modeling.

"If no one challenged a desire, or didn't want something new
or different, where would our hobby be?

"I've been modeling for over 30 years, am an active member
in AMA, and the local flying club, as well as a member in the
Quarter Scale Association of America. I have flown "biggies"
in local air shows and fly-ins for years.
"Big" does not automatically mean unsafe. There is more

danger in overweight, overpowered scale models, novice
fliers, pattern ships flying on power instead of wings, squirrelly
1/2A bombs, unorganized flying, etc., etc.
"Think positive! The bigger planes are here to stay. All

modeling had a starting point, and changed to its present state
of the art evolving by modelers challenging the new and
unknown. The Quarter Scale movement isn't any different, just
another chance to expand the horizons of modeling, and
create new enthusiasm and participants, Everyone wants a
model that looks real, so why not one that flies realistically, as
well?

"Anyone that invests $400.00 plus in a giant scale model is
not going to endanger that investment by becoming a terror of
the skies. Furthermore, the dynamics of these beauties almost
totally prevent them from being so. There is no reasonable
way that the bigger birds can be made to fly the way that the
standard .60 sized pattern or racing ship does — the dynamics
of the birds almost totally prevent it. For example, if the Nosen
Mustang were to fly the same as the standard Top Flite
Mustang with a .60, it would have to weigh approximately 45
pounds, and be powered by an engine producing five times
the power of that Schneurle .60! That is, of course, totally
ridiculous! The planes like these Nosen Mustangs are going to
end up weighing about 25-28 pounds, and meant to be

to page 183
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Bridi RCM TRAINER 40
List price $54.95

54" span for 4 channels,
.35-.49 engine.
ADVANCED TRAINER.

Lanier JESTER C
List price $73.50 SaU'
63" span, for 4 channels W.oo
and .60 engine. HAS ^
WON EXPERT CLASS PATTERN
CONTESTS! Almost-ready-to-fly!

Midwest CESSNA A-R-F fO
List price $32.95 ^Of^i

ALL FOAM- nOk
ASSEMBLED! <1^-^
Flies best with a .15 and
3 channels.

SIg PIPER J-3
List price $44.95

SCALE KIT. Big 71"
span for .19 to .35
engine. 4 channels.

s-'"!

Bridi RCM TRAINER 60
List price $62.95

58%" span for 4 channels na
for .40-.61 engines.
Advanced Trainer-
CADILLAC OF BALSA KITS!

Marks WANDERER 72
List price $23.95
72" span 2 channel
glider.VERY EASY TO
lUILD! Just S16 will buy the
accessories to getjtj;ead^^oJ[^

Bud Nosen AERONCA CHAMP
List price $99.95

9 FOOT SPAN!

Lanier TRANSIT A-R-F
List price $46.50

3 channel BASIC
TRAINER. 65" span for
.3545 engines.
ALMOST READY TO FLY!

ALB!

S
BEGINNERS!

?/r I (and CONVENIENCE-MINDED pros!)
* SENSATIONAL PRICES ON KITS!

PHONE YOUR ORDER IN QUICKLY!
Prices in effect oniy to Sept. 29, 1979. COD or CREDIT CARDS only!

When you phone for your kit, order the KIT ACCESSORY PACK.
We've figured out every hardware and covering item that's needed
for each kit in this ad. Our ACCESSORY PACKS contain every
thing you need to complete the plane except for engine, radio and
tools. Cost? Usuallv less than the kit.

Sig KOUGAR
List price $47.50

SHARP LOOKING 4
CHANNEL plane. 51'
for .35-.50 engine.

Sureflite
PIPER
J-3

List

$39.95

span

Lanier COMET II
List price $62.50

63" span ADVANCED
TRAINER. For 4
channels and .50-.61
engine. Almost ready to fly!

M.E.N. TRAINER
List price $31.95

58" span for 3 channels
and .i5-.25 engines.
Super stable beginner's plane!

Sig KADET
List price $39.95

GREAT TRAINER. For
3 channels, 19 to .30
engine.

sjr:

For .15-.19 engine, 52" span, 2 to
4 channels, 2 hour assembly.

Sureflite
CESSNA
SKYLANE
182 FOAM
A-R-F
List $39.95

For .15-.19 engine, 53" span,
420 sq. inch area, 2 to 4 channels.
Steerable nose gear, 2 hr. assy.

Lanier CESSNA
List price $48.50

48"span. GOOD
BEGINNER'S PLANE.
For 3 channels, .19
engine. Almost ready to fly!

Midwest SUPER
CHIPMUNK List $33.95

ALL-FOAM. ^
ASSEMBLEbl
46"span for 3
channels and .10 to .19 engine.

Sig COLT
List price $22.95

45" span FOAM WING.
3 channel trainer. For
.09 to .15 engine.

Top Flite HEADMASTER
List price $28.95
48"spanfor.l9-.35
engines, 3 channels. Good v*
TRAINER-EASY TO BUILD!
The kit box doubles as a fuselage jig!

*  0

NTERNATIONAL Rt 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, Tl\l. 37027 • 615/373-1444



"Of summer prices on
DREMEL tools!

DREMEL MODEL 572 DELUXE MOTO SHOP
WITH ACCESSORY KIT $59.97

List price $94,95

R&S HOBBY PRODUCTS

SKYGLASS FIBERGLASS & FOAM
AIRPLANE KITS

We don't know of a cheaper way for you
to outfit yourself with a high performance
fiberglass RC plane.

T/ri Hot summer prices on
DREMEL toots!

DREMEL MODEL 381 VARIABLE SPEED
MOTO TOOL SET $44.97

List price $72.95

F-16A0»lu*« $129.95 $94,00 Phoinix6-60 $ 55 00 $47.45
MIG21Delux« $129.95 $94.00 Nutcrick«r60 $ 65 00 $47.45
P-5 Deluxe $129.95 $94.00 BenthteSO $ 05 00 $47.45

6? $ 69.95 $52.00 P47 60 $ 05.00 $47.45
E-Z Does It Tfimef $ 69.95 $52.00 Troublemsker 60 ....$ 65.00 $47.45
Basrcaieo $ 65.00 $47.45

y

SunFli4.60 $ 65.00 $47.45 .40 Site Kits
Complete kit with cutting, carving, routing accessories.
Speed variable from 5000 to 25000 RPM.

MOTO TOOL!
5 tools in one: (1) Jig Saw, (2) Disc Sander, (3) Buffing r!2 | "'S® tllil SSo"" I 55 m mil BEST PRICE WE'VE EVER OFFERED ON THIS DREMEL
Wheel, (41 Beneh Grinder, (51 Flexible Shif, tool fo? olt "ClS" o iJiJl I !!:!! S
drilling, carving and routing. Phaenix5-60 $ 6500 $4745 ME-1094O S 55.00 $43.00
BEST PRICE WE'VE EVER OFFERED ON THE DREMEL Vertigoii $ esoo $47.45 JipZerq40 $ 55.00 $43.00

MOTO SHOP!

$
.WMMf*
ALU

Order quickly-you don't have to
shop around for a better starter
(there isn't one}, nor for a lower
price.

SULLIVAN

12 Volt

ELECTRIC

STARTER

$23.88
List price $38.95

Scale Instruments\
for 114 Scale!

Hobby Lobby
1/4 Scale Cockpit

Instruments

§

$9.95
20 Absolutely scale repfoduciions of
lull sire aircrafi instruments. Faces
are printed in 4 colors, are die cut.
and are on pressure adhesive flat
black stock, Instrument housings are
accurately molded scale reproduc
tions. And there arc clear plastic
faces that snap into each housing. A
superb product from West Germany.

jOMMUf
\AL£!

CORVETTE

fm99

ORLINEKITS SOPWITH PUP
^£}/lll price $1 1 9.50

Introductory Price $86.00

milKBMSAWOOD
20-1/16x3x36 SZ77
20-1/16x4x36 477Jf
20-3/32x3x38 S9.99
15-3/32x4x36 ^////
10-1/8x4x36 SifM
10-3/16x4x36 S9.99
10-1/4x3x38 $7.77

There are three things wrong with
this wood: It (till hii the tswdusi
on it; It's » little longer lhan 36";
It doesn't have anyone's name
stamped on it.

List $152.00

Ready to Race!
-with-

2 CHANNEL RADIO!

Winner of '78 ROAR NATS! 1/12 Scalel PRE-ASSEMBLED-
READY TO RACE! 750 mw transmitter with steering
wheel, independent front suspension, 6 nicad batteries and
charger included. Install 8 pence!! batteries (not included)
and RACE IT!

ORLINE KITS FOKKER D VII
jLtrll// List price $97.50 A/*** ««««

Introductory Price $69.99

Sum
sq. inch wing area.

\AUf TOP ELITE MODELS

CONTENDER 40

HOBBY LOBBY

SENIOR
TELEMASTER

— and —

FOX EAGLE 60 RC

List price
$49.95

Bent or straight wingi All balsa kit with
47" span for .40 engine and 4 channels.

PERRY
CARB!

$133.00
Total list price value

$182.40

Magnificent kit - includes 5" scale wheels, scale machine
guns, scale pilot, decals, aluminum engine mounts, pin hinges,
snap links, instruction manual, etc., etc. For .60-.80 engine.
8l(j 72" wing span, 4 channels. A TRAINER THAT LOOKS
LIKE AN AIRPLANE! Not scale-EASY to build!

SONICTRONICS

Electric Fuel Pump

I NTERNATIONAL

m

Giant Size

5 Minute
EPOXY

$3.88
List $6.95

Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle. Brentwood. TN 37027 (615) 373-1444

D

12 Volt Electric S9.99
List price SI 5.95

EVCON
9 OZ. SIZE

hobbylobbycanada-hobbylobbycanada-hobbylobbycanada-hobbylobbycanada-hobbylobbycanada-hQbbylQbbycanada-hobbylobbycanada-hobby-1
o

CANADIAN
CUSTOMERS
ONL Y...

Send $3.50 for Catalog!

A GIGANTIC
CLEARANCE

SALE
IS going on at 00, CANADA,,0 PRICES!.#. COST!

11830-103rd Street, Edmonton. Alberta, Canada T5B-4M4 - Phone (403) 471-2345 & 477-3456 Send for free Price

.-.-.Vf CALL FOR Many items are
SENSATIONAL LOW BELOW OUR

b
b

y
c

a

n

a
d

List!
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%ALi! BEGINNERS!
^  (and CONVENIENCE-MINDED pros!)

SENSATION VI. PRICES ON KITS!
PHONE YOUR ORDER IN OL'ICKLY:

Prices In effect only to Oct. 30. t979. COO or
CREDIT CARDS only!

When you phone for your kit, order the KIT
ACCESSORY PACK. We've figured out every
hardwere and covering Item that's needed lor eech
kit in this ad. Our ACCESSORY PACKS contain
everything you need to complete the plane except
for engine, radio end tools. Cost? Usually less than
the kit.

Andrews H-RAY^'V^CiflE!'^"
List price $39.95

Gentle trainer! Easy to $7-^*
build! 50" span for .15,2-3 channels.

Bridi SUPER KAGS 40
List price $55.95

52" span, 4 channel, for
.35-.49 engine. 4^6.^"
GREAT FLYER! ^

But

Bui

Nosen
9FT.PIPERJ-3 QQ
List price $119.95
d a classic! 9' span, easy flyer.

Airtronics SQUARE SOAR .
GLIDER tfU'ir
List price $24.95 -a

EASY, EASY TO BUILOr
72" span, for 2 channels.

Bridi DIRTY B1RDY 40
List price $59.95 C*i£f

PATTERN FLYER ON
A BUDGET! 58" span. '

Midwest ATTACKER
List price $44.95

All-Foam, 3 hour assembly!
48" span, for 4 channels, .19-.35 eng.

Southwestern HONKER
List price $19.95

3-hour assembly! Pre-built
wing! 36" span, for .049
and 1-2 channels.

FLY ELECTRIC

- CHEAP!

Malibu
Powered
Glider

ASTRO FLIGHT

SUPER MALIBU OUTFIT $77.00
Total list price $119.85

DUMAS

DEEP VEE 10

TAKE YOUR CHOICE . . .

7/2 PRICE WOOD KIT
List price $12.50

-OK-
112 PRICE FIBERGLASS KIT 1 OO

List price $22.50

$6.25

4

Astro Flight Astro Flight
Astro .05 Motor Battery RAPID CHARGER

Electric airplanes fly best when they have lots of wing area
in relation to the motor size. Reason: the batteries are pretty
heavy. So, what better way to successfully fly an electric
than to fly an electric-powered glider?! This works-try it!
(And, save a bundle off the regular price!) .
ASTRO FLIGHT BOOK

QUIET REVOLUTION $5.95
_  All about electric flight.

LZ
3ALC!

Here's a cheap end easy way to try RC boating. Order either the
easy-to-assemble wood kit, or the fully assembled fiberglass kit.
Use an .049 to .09 or .10 engine.

Order one of the following Running Hardware Kits with it:
DUM 209 Running Hardware for Cox .049 S10.50

DUM 226 Running Hardware for OS 10 $16.75

DUM 227 Running Hardware for Enya .09 S16.75

Sm
from $82.90 list price!

Fox EAGLE 60 RC
with

Perry Garb!

COVERITE for BIG airplanes!
Super Ccverite t gj^
15 FOOT ROLL $28.97 —^ ItBfl

List price $38.84

6.i. HiM- Cadmium
Satten'es

1.2 volt 500 mah. Pencell site , . . . . .-. re .n
^ A - — This IS the high quality G.E. cell
A fnt> SWXX that's origlnar equipment in the
• mVm radio outfits. Cells have
R( iiiii,ii $3.70i',i(.i> —Or solderiabs.
Replace all 12 nicads In your radio!

(8 in your transmitter - f2fOf^f9,9Sj
4 in your receiver pack) ' ̂

How to sow OS much os 50°A

cm US! ,
We make buying mistakes occasionally ...
(" Occasionally?" How about "frequently?"

signed: Hobby Lobby Accountant)
Anyway ... our telephone sales people
have lists of THINGS THAT WE ARE
STUCK WITH. Call us and ask for...
EX-PURCHASING AGENT'S MISTAKE
LIST Number 2."

X

m m-'ma
H

1. We actually fill your order while you
are phoning it in to us!
2. We are rarely out of stock on an item
we intend to carry!
3. If we are out of stock we can tell you
while you are on the phone-just ask!
4. When you order an RC kit, we can tell
you exactly what accessories you 'II need

for it while you are on the phone!

obby Lobby gives you
the best phone and mail-order service

in the RC hobby!
Since we opened in 1964 Hobby Lobby has had a reputation for giving
reliable and customer-oriented service. During the past several months
we have radically improved our service. We have added highly trained
phone salespersons, more phone lines, customer service specialists and an
on-line computer system.

Here's what eur improvements mean to you:
5. We won't waste your time while you 're
dialing our number-we have plenty oj
phone lines!
6. We won't waste your time when you
reach us on the phone-we have plenty
of sales people!
7. Your questions about your orders,
(delivery, back orders) can be answered
instantly on the phone!

Except as noted prices good to October 30, 1979

□ 1 ENCLOSE CHECK FOR $
ADD $1.90 HANDLING

□ charge TO MY BankAmericard
□charge TO MY Master Charge

CARD NO..

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY - STATE - ZIP rcm 10

EXPIRES,
($3.60 HANDLING)

□ SHIPC.O.D.
($3.60 HANDLING)

V».Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, IN 37027 • (615)373-1444 INTERNATIONAL ^



C. Papillon

Channel

Senior Teiemaster

E. Junior Teiemaster

^OWER PANEL

3 Channel Radio

lUAiiiniM

mM 14

K. Harpoon "
H. 12 Foot Teiemaster 1.

Evra 190

Engine

L CF-5 Tig
Q- Cessoa^^g

"Cessna Skyhawl P. Schneider
Variprop R.Superkote

T. U.
10" Multi-Prop 12" Multi-Prop

N. Gemini Bipe

0. Easy Flyer

M 373^/44^
Hobby Lobby gives you

the best phone and mail-order service
in the RChobby!

Phone in your order end heve it shipped the same day. We can ship
COD or you can charge It to your VISA or MASTER CHARGE
card, (S3.60 handling on COD or Credit Card). On mail orders add
S1.90 for handling.

V. Delta 40

W. Taig Micro Lathe

INTERNATIONAL

Route 3, Franklin Pike Circle
Brentwood, TN 37027
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A. HOBBY LOBBY 6 CHANNEL RAOlO
The Hobby Lobby 6 Radio System Is your best buy: Spare
servos (or the main (light functions cost you only S14 each;
There is no radio made that is more reliable than a Hobby
Lobby radio; Hobby Lobby radios are so weil-designed
electronically that many can be flown with transmitter
antennas partially collapsed: The Hobby Lobby Radio will
still work even if one cell goes dead in its airborne battery
pack; You can reverse the direction of rotation of a Hobby
Lobby servo in less than a minute; Control stick tension is
adjustable; The servos are tiny but strong enough for the
largest 1/4 scale RC planes; Hobby Lobby radios are so pre
cise that the servos center within 1/2 d^ree of the same
center every time; Hobby Lobby radios have very low current
drain-they'll fly longer (and safer) on a charge; Service on
HL radios is performed by the same people who sell them-
us!
Regular Price $219 ^AL£! $188.00
Flight Control Servo for HL6 and HL3 —$14.00

B. HOBBY LOBBY 3 CHANNEL RADIO
3 channel Transmitter; 3 channel Receiver, 3 servos, airborne
battery box and switch harness, servo mounting grommets
and extra output arms and wheels, Instructions, 3 month
limited warranty and your choice of any 72-75 mht. band
frequency. The system requires 4 alkaline pen ceils for the
receiver and a 9 volt battery for the transmitter and is ready
to install in your R C plane, boat, or car.

Regular Price $133.00 ^Al£' $129.00
C. PAPILLON
45%" span, for 2 channels and .049 engine. Beautiful trainer,
slope-soarer, schoolyard flyer, thermal soarer. Its slow,
gentle flight is perfect for a beginner.

List Price $24.95 Our Price $17.96

D. SENIOR TELEMASTER
The easiest flying RC airplane ever! Huge wing area (95"
span, 1330 sq. in. area) and ultra light weight allow
SENIOR TELEMASTER to do things that other planes
can't: Like 2 foot takeoff rolls; tike 7 mph landings. For 4
channels and .40-.60 engines.

Regular Price $99.50 ^At£^ $86.86

E. JUNIOR TELEMASTER
50" span, 409 sq. inch wing area for 2 to 4 channels
(ailerons are included) and for .10 to .25 size engines.
Machine cut balsa. Nice stable flight for the beginner who
gets to start right off with "full-house" (4 channel) flight.

List Price $42.95 gAU' $29.99
F. POWER CENTER
6" x 3 5/8" power panel at a super LOW PRICE. Has
connections for l'/? and 2 volt glow plugs, 12 volt electric
starter, electric fuel pump. Has "fuel" and "de-fuel" switch
for pump. Has meter that indicates glow plug condition and
current flow during fast charging of your radio pack.

List Price $29.95

G. HOBBY LOBBY Z-10 ADHESIVE
14 gram bottle. Why pay more than this for a cyano glue?

Regular Price S2.44

H. 12 FOOT TELEMASTER
Gigantic 12 foot span RC plane with unique features like
air-boosted ailerons (so one small servo can easily move both
huge ailerons), 2-piece wing for easy transporting. Designed
to accept our Evra 190 engine with its aluminum shock
mount. Flying the 12 FOOT TELEMASTER is as close as an
RC'er can get to the sensation of flying a full scale plane.

List Price $199.00

Summer Sale prices in effect to October 30,
1979. Other prices subject to change without
notice.

INTERNATIONAL

I. EVRA 190 ENGINE
Hobby Lobby's EVRA 190 is a 2 stroke cycle ignition
engine designed for very large RC aircraft, like most 1/4
scale planes and our 12 Foot Teiemaster. It is 1.9 cu. in.
displacement (31 cc.) roughly 3 times bigger than a .60
Runs very economically on regular gasoline mixed with 2
cycle oil.

List Price $139.95 Our Price $97.50
Aluminum Firewall Mount with 4 Lord Shock

Mounts $19.00
Muffler $ 9.00

J,K,L,M,N,0-Hobby Lobhy/JLM A-R-F Kits
All these fabulous "kits" are really "A-R-F's" (Almost-Ready-
to-Fly). Wings are foam and are already sheeted with balsa
and tips are in place. Fuselages come fully built plastic with
fiberglass reinforcement. The fuselages are so smooth you
can fly them "as is" if you waiit. Control surfaces are balsa.
Just a few hours after you open the box you can have the
best loaking, most durable (<C airplane you've ever seen.

J. MINI STAR
A very hot performer! 60" span, 460 sq. in. wing area, for
.35-.46 engines. A mid-sized pattern-sport plane in the
European style. For 4 channels.

List Price $100.00 Our Price $79.00

K. HARPOON FLYING BOAT
Did you ever see a better looking seaplane? Here's the easiest
way for you to start flying off the water. 57" span, 540 sq.
in. wing area for .35-.40 engines and 4 RC channels. A nice
feature is that the pre-built polyflite fuselage is automatically
watertight.

List Price $115.00 Our Price $93.00

L. CF-5 TIGER
Very, very swift! This is an all-out large pattern plane with a
very low drag factor. CF-5 Tiger is 61" wing span, 660 sq.
in. wing area. Fuselage is 48" long! For 4 channels and hot
.60 engine.

List Price $135.00 Our Price $105.00
M. CESSNA SKYHAWK

BIG-the fuselage is 6" wide at cabin! Near scale model that
makes a great beginner's plane or beautiful expert model.
66" wing span, 680 sq. in. wing area, for 4 RC channels and
.40-.60 engine.

List Price $120.00 Our Price $95.00

N. GEMINI BIPE
Designed by Jim Newman. Gemini is a spectacular performer.
J.L.M's clever engineering solves a host of biplane building
problems: Fuselage and cabane strut-completed; wings-4
panels all sheeted with tip blocks in place; wheel pants
mounting plates-soldered in place! 46" span, 740 sq. in.
area. For .60 size engines and 4 channels.
List Price $150.00 Our Price $117.00

0. EASY FLYER
This is a 4 CHANNEL beginner's plane-a very gentle flyer
that's stable, recoven quickly from unusual attitudes and is
very EASY to assemble. 57" span. 540 sq. in. wing area, for
.35 to .40 engines. The very clear plans are ideal for a first-
time RCer.

List Price $100.00 Our Price $79.00

P. SCHNEIDER VARIPROP
in-flight variable pitch propeller. 11" diameter, spinner size
2" diameter. For .40-.60 engines. A standard RC servo is
sufficient to operate the pitch-change mechanism. Reverse
pitch for very short landing roll—Low pitch for landing
pattern and final approach—High pitch for fast entry to
maneuvers such as 8 point roll.

List Price $149.95 Our Price $124.50

Q. HOBBY LOBBY CESSNA .09 TRAINER
42%" span, for .049-.09-.15 engines and 2 or 3 channels. All
balsa-very easy to build. A great beginner's plane!

List Price $38.95 $25.50

R. HOBBY LOBBY SUPERKOTE
Sensational plastic heat-shrink model covering! Each roil
is 27" wide. 6 feet long. Easiest to apply, tremendous
shrinkability, strong, no air bubbles, requires low heat,
invisible joints, great for foam airplanes, resists sagging.
Cessna White Aero (light) Blue Metallic Gold
Beechcraft Red Midnight Black Metallic Green
Piper Yellow Campaign Brown Metallic Blue
Waco (dark) Blue Terra Green Metallic Plum
Ryan Orange Taylorcraft Creem Aluminum

(NEW PRICES) List Price $8.69 per roll
HOBBY LOBBY PRICE $4.99 per roll

S. HOBBY LOBBY/TRUELINE TIGER
The 52" span foam wing comes READY SHEETED with
Obechi wood veneer-just epoxy the two panels together
and cover with Superkote. The fuselage and tail are very
simple balsa sheet structures. Construction is a snap! And
does it ever FLY ... ours holds knife-edge attitudes almost
without the flyer having to hold control pressures. It does
victory rolls straight up until it's almost out of sight, and it
slows down like a trainer for easy landings. For .40 engines
and 4 channels. A beautifully crafted English import.

List Price $89.95 Our Price $66.00

T. HOBBY LOBBY/SLEC 10" MULTI-PROP
List Price $14.50 Our Price $ 9.99
U. HOBBY LOBBY/SLEC 12" MULTI-PROP
List Price $15.95 Our Price $11.99
Props can be adjusted on the ground to any pitch you want!
Each prop comes with 3 blades, but can be used as a 2,3, or
6 blade prop.

Spare 10" Blade — 99^ Spare 12" Blade — $1.49

V. DELTA 40
DELTA 40 is a double-delta RC plane for 3 channels,
(Aileron, Elevator, Throttle) and .20 to .45 size engines. It's
big (53" long, 744 sq. Inch wing area) and lightweight (only
3 pounds, 6 oz. with radio) so ... it gets up and goes!
Delta 40 flight characteristics are remarkable: Slow flight
and landings are normally at a 20% nose up attitude with
excellent handling characteristics. And high speed perfor
mance is about what you'd expect... WILD! Delta 40 will
do axial rolls that'll blow your mind.
The kit is unusual in that most of the wing is built of pre
cisely cut pieces of Rohacell foam, with balsa and hardwood
outer framing. The control mixer for the elevens is included.
Delta 40 is certainly not for a beginning flyer. But, if you're
up to it you're in for a very rare treat with this supersonic
replica from West Germany.

List Price $74.95 Our Price $59.50

W. TAIG MICRO LATHE
About half the price of competitive precision metal-working
lathes! Taig Lathe is a heavily overbuilt machine that was
originally designed for light industrial use. 4%" turning
diameter, 7%" length capacity. Cross slide travel 1%".
Accuracy 5/10,000". Included are Taig 15" bed lathe, 1/10
HP Dayton motor, mounting board, 3 jaw chuck, 1/4"
Jacobs drill chuck, 7 piece tool set, tailstock, stepped pulley
& belt set, self-adjusting motor bracket. Many other access
ories are also available.

Our Price $219.00
* $36.80 MUiing Tool included with Lathe

until October 30,19791
rm-

Dncriplion Price E*. Qujn. AmounI

SHIPPING CHARGES:

Prepaid ,... $1.90
c.o.D SJ.ao
Credit Card $3.60

SUITOTAl

6% Tax (TN only)

SHIPPING

TOTAL

Name

Address

City _ -State. -Zip.

Master Charge Visa Expiration Date

Card No.

RT. 3, FRANKLIN PIKE CIRCLE. BRENTWOOD.TN 37027 • (615)373-1444



SundQu FilerKEN WILLARD

ow I've heard everything. Afew
issues ago, I repeated a joke
that was told to me by Dr.

Ralph Leidener, the well known pattern
filer in Florida. It was the story about the
Blue Angels flying in close formation,
and when they did the "bomb burst" a
farmer looked up and said "Dadglimmit,
son, I told you to be careful or you'd bust
that thing up!"

I should have identified that farmer as
coming from Michwisota, the mythical
agribusiness capital.

Shortly after the article appeared, a
phone call got through to Don Dewey
from a member of the faculty of a
Minnesota educational institution. He
bent Don's ear for about thirty minutes
on the "derogatory remarks
presentation of illiteracy" relating to
Minnesota farmers.
Anyway, a couple of weeks ago I went

to Florida again. Dr. Leidener was a bit
nonplussed by the reaction to his story,
but, as always, had a placebo for the
occasion.

"Sorry the guy felt that way. Guess he
didn't really recognize the difference
between stupidity and ignorance. The
farmer was a highly skilled
agribusinessman, but not informed on
aeronautics. Lemme tell you about a
friend of mine. He has a son who knows
all about aerodynamics stall angles,
spanwise flow, decalage, sweepback,
dihedral, — you name it, he can identify
and explain it. But the kid didn't know
anything about nature — grew up in the

city and had never bothered to learn
about country sights.
"So, his dad decided to take action

and send him to a boy's camp in
Minnesota, where they'd take him on
hikes, teach him about flora and fauna,
and the wonders of nature. As they
drove in the camp, they went past the
mess hall. Alongside was the trash pile,
which was piled high with Carnation
evaporated milk cans.
" 'Look, dad,' said the kid, all excited.

'There's a cow's nest!'"
Now I suppose I'll get an irate letter

from Florida educators. Don't bother.
Send it to Ralph. He'll have an answer.
He's one guy who has a story for every
occasion.

Speaking of ignorance, here's a letter
from one of you sharp eyed readers. Bob
Penhale of Calgary, Alberta, writes:

Dear Ken,
I have just finished reading your

column in the June 79 issue and I would
like to suggest a couple of corrections to
you concerning your comments on the
Luftwaffe's S3A combination. Instead of
the bomber guiding the pilotless fighter,
it was the other way around - the pilot
flying both aircraft from the fighter,
before separation occurred. After
separation, the bomber was on Its own,
controlled only by an automatic pilot
and not the fighter's pilot.

The bomber, unlike the fighter, was
modified radically for its new role. The
entire fuselage forward of the wings

was replaced with a massive tulip
shaped fairing, which was tipped with a
long comical probe. In this fairing were
3,800 pounds of high explosives. When
any of the four fuses tipping the probe
were ignited, the main charge was also
detonated. The charge burned from the
area forward, with its full force directed
along the center of the probe. A
bulkhead of soft metal sealed off the
face of the charge. As this bulkhead
was hit by the blast of heat from the
explosion behind, it would melt and
shoot forward at approximately 12,300
miles per hour. Tests showed that the
molten metal was capable of burning
through armour plate four times as thick
as the diameter of the charge. The
charge was six feet across, so it is clear
that it could go through 24 feet of
armour; in a fraction of a secondl

I hope that this information has been
of interest to you, and all the best in the
future. fMosf of the above information
came from the January, 1975, issue of
Air Classics magazine, which has an
excellent article on this very interesting
subject.)

Yours sincerely.
Bob Penhale.

Bob's letter was typical of several that
I received, correting my statements on
the Mistel 3. In addition, several more
pointed out that I incorrectly referred to
the shoulder harness on Jim Funduk's
cockpit rendition of the P-38 as being

to page 179

BIG BIRD PERFORAAANCE ON A SMALL FUEL BILL
SUPERB HANDLING OVER A WIDE SPEED RANGE.
PREMIUM SHEET BALSA CONSTRUCTION.
OPTIONAL SPINNER OR CHOPPED NOSE.
COMPLETE DRAWINGS, FULL SIZE.
INSTRUCTIONS AND PHOTO AIDS.

SEND 25c FOR BROCHURE.

TpMKITTYS

»

T0MKITTYMK15 $44.95
44 Span 15-23 Engines
TOMKnTYMK40 $59.95

55 Span 35-45 Engines

TOMKITTYIVIK40 $64.95

with Foam Wing Cores

12111 BEATRICE ST., CULVER CITY, CALIF. 90230
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F6F—HELLCAT
A Famous Navy Fighter

3 $26.95 Plan also shows R/C Version
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A famous U.S. Navy Fighter, the first production
model F6F-3 was completed October 4,1942 and on
January 16, 1943, VF-9 became the first operational
squadron to receive the new Hellcats. The Hellcats
and their pilots went on to prove that they were

superbly suited to the role as a carrier based Fighter.
The Hellcat is officially credited with 5,155 Japanese
Aircraft shot down which is well over half the enemy
aircraft shot down by all types of U.S. Navy Aircraft
in WWII.

Profile Fuselage with solid sheet tail surfaces. Wing
constructed on the Board. Kit contains Diecut Balsa
and Plywood Parts, Vacuum Formed Clear Plastic
Canopy, Hardware Package, authentic Decal Sheet,
Detailed Parts List. Performance with comparable
engines rivals that of the New Ringmaster. Plans
show R/C version.

KIT: S46

WIngspan: 42"

Engi nes: .19 to .35

terlinq
I MOOflS U

INC.
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O Calalofl of cnlir* Ifne of aifplane control line model hil* R C scale
and Trairser Kilt, t>oal model fcili. accettonet. elc SOt enclosed

D "Sccrelt of Model Airplane Building ' Including design, construction
covering, linithing, flyiisg. ad|utting. control systems elc 2Se
enclosed

□ Secrets of Control Line and Carrier Flying including prellighl
soloirtg. slunlifsg. Carrier rules and regulations Carrier flying hinis
and control line installation instructions 2SC enclosed
aso checks Only U S morsey orders or currency accepteo

STERLING MODELS • i620 G ST PHILA PA. 19134
If no dealer available, direcl orders accepted — with 10*> additrondl

charge lor handling and shipping (60C minimum in U S . t1 2S
minimum outside U S )

Name

Address .City, -State. -Z'P. 3



Engine Clinic CLARENCE LEE

efore getting to the letters this
I month I would like to bring to
your attention, three new

additions to Art Suhr's line of old time
model engine booklets. Art has
rendered the old time engine buffs a
tremendous service by making these
booklets available. Art's first booklet,
"Antique Gas Model Engines," was
composed of 68 pages of
manufacturer's ads and illustrations
from the pre-WW II and early post war
years. It is the best quick reference book
available on spark ignition engines. This
booklet has been available for several
years at a price of $5.00. Art's foliow-up
booklet was "Model Engine Reviews"
and is composed of over 200 pages of
old time engine articles, tests, etc., that
were printed in Model Airplane News, Air
Trails, and Flying Aces between 1935
and 1955. This booklet was sold out for a
while but a limited number are again
available for $15.00. Don't let the price
scare you because the book is worth
every penny if you are interested in the
old time engines. Also available in the
past have been reprints of the 1940
Hurieman catalog for $3.00 — 1940
GHQ catalog for $3.00 — H & H Motors
catalog for $2.00, and an index and
inventory sheet listing all the major and
many minor U.S. model magazines for
$2.00. Art has a special package deal of
$10.00 for all of the above mentioned
booklets excluding the $15.00 Model
Engine Reviews;
New booklets now available from Art

are an 85 page "Glow Plug Model
Engines 1950-65" for $7.00 which is a
continuation of the earlier Antique Gas
Model Engines — a reprint of the 1940
Bunch engine catalog for $5.00 which is
a must for any Bunch engine buffs, and
also a reprint of the 1935 Brown Jr.
instruction booklet. The Brown Jr.
booklet also includes an authentic
reprint of the original box label and
gummed motor mount label and sells for
$2.00. The labels can be bought
separately for $1.00. All prices postpaid.
The address is, Arthur G. Suhr, W218
N5866 Maclynn Court, Menomonee
Fails, Wl 53051.

Dear Clarence,
Here is a subject for your great

"Engine Clinic" which I hope has not

dealt with before. Four cycle
engines-engine reduction drive
combination.

I have just received a Dave Platt
"Sucker Jungmeister" 1/4 size, and
plan to use the above combination.
Since Dave Platt's model needs either a
powerful .60 or a .90, scale propeller is
in the range of a 22" diameter, what is
your opinion in regards to this
combination?

Seeing a big fan turn so scale-like,
plus sound of my O.S. .SOPS Four
Cycle, and such a beautiful model, it
would look great. But, what are your
comments in regards to Four Cycle
engines being used with prop reduction
units, and what can I expect in power?
Is It a good idea? Is this project worth
taking into consideration?

There is still time. I plan to start
construction in a months time. Your
prompt reply would help a lot.
Thank you and congratulations for

your excellent work.

Best Regards.
Antonio Gil Perez

Madrid, Spain
Although I have run the O.S. four

stroke engine and tried several of the
prop reduction drive units, I have never
tried the O.S. fourstroke with a reduction
unit. However, I do not think this
combination would work out too well due
to the rpm's involved. Most of your
reduction units run in the 2-1 reduction
range. This means that 'the engine turns
in the 13,000-14,000 rpm range in order
to turn the propeller 6,500-7.000 rpm.
Some fellows are lugging the engines
down with larger diameter propellers
turning anywhere from 4,000 to 6,000
rpm. The O.S. four stroke is not a high
rpm engine and seems to be happiest
running in the 8,000 rpm range. The
O.S. having the equivalent power of a
.45-.50 size engine. However, as you lug
the engine down it does have good low
speed torque characteristics, and will
swing a pretty hefty prop in the 6,000
rpm range. So, running the engine at
6,000 to 8,000 rpm range you would
have a prop speed of only 3,000 to 4.000
rpm. Due to the low rpm you would need
a higher pitch prop — 8" to 10" pitch. I
doubt very much if the engine could
handle a 22" diameter 8" prop. And a
lesser pitch prop would not give you

sufficient air speed. The diameter would
have to be reduced. So, in short, I do not
think the O.S. four stroke would be the
way to go if you want to stay with the
scale 22" diameter prop. I think I would
go with a .90 size engine myself, and
deviate from scale on the prop size.
And, incidentally, you fellows using

the O.S. four stroke in scale ships might
be surprised at how large a propeller it
will turn when lugged down. Depending
on the particular propeller it can turn
16/6's and 18/4's in the 5,000-6,000 rpm
range, Better than many .60's with this
size prop.

Dear Mr. Lee,
I was wondering if you could help me

to track down the origin of an old engine
I have in my possession?

It appears to be about .60 cu. in. in
size and the name on the casting makes
it out be be a KEN. The serial No. is
1099. It is set up to run on glow plug, but
the front of the crankcase has a
shoulder machined and makes it
appear that it might, possibly at one
time, have been fitted for ignition. The
crankshaft runs in ball bearings.

It is by no means in mint condition and
the needle valve is missing, but
otherwise it is in real good shape
internally with lots of compression, with
a lapped piston.

I would also be curious as to what
kind of value It might have, although of
course I realize, that that is up to me, but
as i don't even know how scarce these
engines are (maybe there are hundreds
sitting around) I wouldn't even know
where to begin. If you need any more
information, i would take some
measurments and some photographs
and send them to you.
On another thought, with all the latest

craze in big engines and big models
and the search for big engines and
particularly twin cylinder engines, I
often wonder why nobody is using the
old system of coupling two engines
together inline fashion. Back in the early
mid-sixties, an article in RiC Modeler
Magazine described this. I tried the
system, and coupled an old tired Fox
.25 with another old tired O.S. Max .30
and the results were better than anyone
could imagine, with the best throttle

to page 15
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REVOLUTIONARY NEW

INSTANT GLUE

DOES JOBS THAT NO INSTANT GLUE

COULD DO UNTIL NOW!

Normal model instant glues are watery-thin, and do a great job within
their limits. But new SUPER JET has "body," just like regular model
cement. Now you get the best of both worlds - the workability of model
cement, and the high strength and quick-setting of instant glue. With
SUPER JET you can now:

# Glue joints that are not perfect fits
0 Laminate large area doublers
0 Glue plywood to balsa

# Glue hardwood bearers to balsa
# Glue end-grain balsa
# Even glue old balsa

Alt These joints have been difficult or impossible with previous model
Cyano-acrylates. SUPER JET is a new type - you use it like traditional
model cement - but it sets in secondsl You can apply it to one side of
the joint, then press the parts together briefly-and that's iti You can
build the whole model with SUPER JETI Good modelers who've tried
it are so enthusiastic they say you don't need any other kind of glue.
Even put in firewalls with it. We just say, "Try it. We believe you'll
like itI" Now at your Dealer's.

SUPER JET 1/2 Oz, ( No.384 )S3.95 1/4 Oz, (No.383 ) $2.25

We are pleased to show two outstanding examples of modeling
structure. Above is the Quarter-Scale Fleet by Concept Models.
Below is the 62" Stinson SR-6 by G-S Products. Whether Scale,
Pattern, Sailplanes, or any of the many other fascinating aspects
of modeling, SUPER JET will help you build it strong and
faster than any other single glue.

AVAILABLE IN CANADA

WifiSELSooi



We've got
the boats
and
hardware
too!
Model Boating and You. Relaxation, good company, meeting
new friends and competition are just a few of the many things
model boating offers you. Why not send for our compre
hensive catalog of boats and hardware ($1.00) to see what
may fancy your interests. Whether you are a new modeler
tongtime flyer or already a boating enthusiast, we have the
boats and hardware for your fun and enjoyment.

dumas.
the, 1 noat
Mo^ople

P

Dumas Sail Control Unit (SOU)
Kit #3701

This dual action, swing arm SCU controls both
the jib and main at the same time.

30" Star Kit #1105
A smaller version of the 45" Star, this
wood construction kit can be radio controlled
or tree sailed.

Bingo Kit #1108
50/800 Class winner, this sleek fiberglass kit
will give you all the speed, thrills and challen
ges you're looking for.



East Coast 12 Meter Kit #1111

For the yacht enthusiast this fiberglass
radio controlled model offers the ultimate in

competition and sailing pleasure.

Etchells 22 Kit #1109

A semi-scale model of the Etchells 22 built by
Skip Etchells, this fiberglass kit is great for
fun sailing or one-design racing.

Alcort Sunfisti Kit #1103

A wood scale model kit of

the Alcort Sunfish for fun

sailing.

19' Lightening^ Kit #1110
A 1"-1' scale model of the popular Lighten
ing class sailboat. This wood kit is suited for
display or free sailing.

Ace Racing Stoop Kit #1102
A wood kit. this fun little boat is great for
sailing in a swimming pool or small lake.

v.

45" Star Kit #1107 wood or

Kit #1112 fiberglass
Whether wood or fiberglass, the star is a
great sailing boat for the beginner or ex
perienced racer. The Star is a one-design
class of the American Model Yacht Association.

L'

Huson 36 Kit #1113

The Huson was patterned after an ocean
racer and is ideally suited to detail after your
favorite cruising auxiliary. This fiberglass kit
can also be sailed in the AMVA 36/600 class.

dumas

ioats
DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC.
909 East 17th Street,
Tucson, Arizona 85719

(602) 623-3742
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TOP FLUE
Top Fllte Models, Inc.

1901 N. Narragansett Avenue • Chicago, Illinois 60639
For a 12-page catalog plus a free MonoKote sample

and prop chart send request plus 50 cents to Top Flite.



ENGINE CLINIC

from page 10

response I have ever seen. The two
engines retain their own carburetors
and also only one of the engines are
modified, leaving the front engine in
stock condition. As for vibration

problems, they are non-existaht, as the
smoothness is unbelievable. The only
requirement is that the two engines be
of a different size, why, i don't really
know.

Thank you for your patience.
Sincerely yours,

J. Nissen

Langiey BC, Canada
The KEN .610 (Ken Six Ten) was

made locally here in the Los Angeles
area in the 1946-47 period. It is one of
those engines that I would like to have
done an old time engine article on, but
just do not have sufficient information. I
have several in my own engine
collection and have had half a dozen or

so pass through my hands in the past
few years. The engine spark ignition
intended mainly for U-control speed.
However, it simply was not competitive
with the Hornet, McCoy, and Cooling.
The engine featured an unusual intake
system in that the crankshaft
counter-balance disc was also the rotary
intake, i.e., fuel induction was through
the crankshaft disc similar to a rear disc

rotor induction. This meant crankshaft

end play and clearance between the
case had to be held very close in order to
seal the case. Also featured, was a fan
blade in the intake which hindered

performance more than any help
achieved. Back in the mld-40's when I

was heavy into U-control speed, I gave a
Ken a try briefly. Removal of the fan
blade was good for 500-600 rpm with the
engine turning in the 14,000 rpm range.
We used to think this was high rpm back
in those days.

I do not know how many Kens were
made, but judging by the serial numbers
I would guess in the neighborhood of
2,000. Most engines I have seen had
serial numbers in the 1,000-2,000 range
so it is possible that the numbering may
have started with 1,000. I have never
seen a serial number below 1,000, but

this does not say that they do not exist.
Up until a few years ago the engines
were not too hard to come by here on the
West Coast. Lately with the large
number of fellows taking up the hobby of
old time engine collecting, Ken's are
becoming a pretty good collector's item
and increasingly harder to obtain. As 1
have said in past articles on the old time
engines, I no longer like to quote cash
values as this, in turn, can become a
guide. Prices being paid for many of the
old time engines are getting out of hand
and actually destroying the hobby for
many of us who are in it for the

enjoyment. Also making it difficult for
fellows new to the hobby to get any kind
of collection started. I hate to see the
way prices are going for some of the
more rare old time engines (not the Ken)
but personally do not want any part of
establishing a cash value.

I believe the article you refer to
regarding joining of two engines inline
fashion appeared in American Aircraft
Modeler. An operation such as this is
generally beyond the capability of most
modelers. A lathe, etc., is required which
few modelers have. From a production
standpoint the cost makes it prohibitive.
K & 8 marketed a series of inline twins in
both aircraft and marine versions many
years ago. I recall the article you
mention, but do not remember why there
was any reason for using two engines of
different displacement. I see no real
reason why this would be necessary. 1
think it was just a case of using what the
author had available. I built several inline

twins myself using engines of the same
displacement. One problem always
encountered was that of the rear
cylinder (engine) running hotter than the
front. May be engines of unlike
displacement helped this respect. A
smaller cylinder in the front would allow
more airflow to the larger cylinder in the
rear, but I do not think it would make that
much difference.

Dear Mr. Lee:

After seeing Bob Vioiett's A4D and
Larry Wolfe's Mirage, I have been bitten
by the ducted fan bug. But, not being a
racing pilot, I have always been a bit
apprehensive about operating very
high rpm engines — they always sound
like they are trying to tear themselves
apart, and I'm afraid I would probably
"cook" one or two of them before
learning how to tune one to peak power
and then back off just the right amount. I
have had this happen on my
non-pressurized sport engines;
probably due to having the engine lean
out as the fuel level drops, and not
noticing it in time due to the presence of
a muffler.

With the above in mind, I felt that I
would like to get started with a less
ambitious project than the Skyhawk or
the Mirage. Therefore, I bought a
Midwest Heinkel 162 kit which is
supposed to build at about 7 pounds,
and plan to use a K & B 6.5 FR at less
than the absolute ultimate power levels
required by those heavier and faster
models. So, i now have acquired a used
(traded for) 6.5 FR; it turns a 9/7 Top
Fiite prop at 16,000 rpm on 12% fuel
(wio muffler) which seems fairly
respectable, f^y questions follow, they
may be of general interest for your
column, or as indicated, you may wish
to quote me prices and decriptions of
mods you do on the 6.5 FR if they seem
appropriate to my case.
(1) Since the fuel tank on the HE 162

must be about 5" below the carb

centerline and the plane is supposed to
be aerobatic, pressure is obviously
needed. What Perry pump I regulator I
carb is used with the 6.5 FR? It would
seem that the system for the K & B 40
sport engine (#8011) would be
inadequate for the high revs or the 6.5
FR, and the system for the K & B 61
would not fit. is this the mod I have

heard that you do to fit the 61 system to
the 6.5 FR? If so, what do you charge for
the mod, and do you do it to a presently
owned engine such as I have, or rs a
new engine package only? I also heard
that you somehow get the carb inlet into
a more favorable position in the Scozzi
duct; is this correct? Or, for the "less
than fire breathing monster" engine I am
contemplating for my first try at a ducted
fan, would a Robart pump be
acceptable with the stock Perry carb
supplied, just to maintain fuel flow
through such a large variation of
pressure head? I am experimenting
with a Robart on my sport engine but
have not been able to get consistent
operation and unless I do, I would not
want to put it on the 6.5 FR.
(2) The engine comes with the

transverse muffler which obviously
would choke the duct, so a straight
exhaust (like the rear rotor 6.5) is
indicated. Not knowing anything about
tuned pipes I am again at a loss as to
whether or not to put such a unit on the
engine (or even where to obtain one
since I have not seen such advertised
except the sideport Fox), and if so, what
kind? I haveseenthe divergent
convergent types (Fox) and those that
only diverge and then step down
sharply to a small outlet (make
unknown). But in one of your recent
articles you talked about tuning a pipe
by cutting off a little at a time until no rpm
increase is noted. How is this possible
with the types I mentioned above? Or
does a constant cross-section tube act
as a tunable pipe also? Again I am not
interested in getting the max possible
power out of the engine, but since I have
to channel the gunk (exhaust) down the
tailpipe a bit anyway, I may as well take
advantage of whatever rpm increase a
tuned pipe can provide.

Thank you very much for your time in
reading the above.

Sincerely yours,
Dick Kolodziej

Van Nuys, Calif.
Prior to the Introduction of the new

K & B 7.5 ducted fan engine, I modified
quite a few engines for use in Bob
Vioiett's Skyhawk and Larry Wolfe's
Mirage: in excess of 150 engines.
However, with the introduction of the
K & B 7.5 there hasn't been too much

call for the modification to the 6.5. I do

sell Custom versions of the 7.5 (see ad
in classified) but if someone has a 6.5
they want modified, I can still do so.

to page 172
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Cunningham On RC CHUCK CUNNINGHAM

' e modelers are a strange and
contrary bunch. It has been
mildly amazing — for several

years—the Interest and growth in larger
models, just when the size of
transportation has been shrinking.
Half-A sized RC craft are also growing at
a rapid rate, but 1978 and 1979 have
really been the years of the big model
and, as most of you know, I think that this
is great, The motto of the Quarter Scale
Association, "Big is Beautiful," really
expresses it very well. I get a constant
flow of letters from the builders and fliers
of biggies telling me of their new models
and new products. Right now, as I write
this month's column, I am getting ready
to hold the Second Annual
Southwestern Jumbo Fly In, and
wondering if the gas shortage will let up
enough to enable all who have written,
that they are going to attend, to make it.
Nothing is more inspiring than to see a
whole field covered with the big birds.

Pt/lany new products are beginning to
reach the market place for those building
big models, and many more will be on
the way. One of the interesting sidelines
of this new interest is the growth of plan
sales for big aircraft. Putting out a kit, or
a new line of kits for big airplanes, is not
an easy task. It takes lots of time and
money, but putting out a set of plans for a
good flying big airplane is really a very
practical idea. Two of these I would like
to report to you about now.
The first is a set of plans for a quarter

size Super Scale Skybolt by Wendell
Hostetler, 1041 Heatherwood Lane,
Orrville, Ohio 44667. The span is 76V'2",
weight is 23 lbs., power is 2.0 cu. inch
engine, and wing area is 1800 square
Inches. The plans and instruction
manual sell for $21.50. The plans are
very well drawn with much detail
information. In Wendell's letter to me he
Indicated that he is also interested in
contacting anyone who would be
interested In making fiberglass parts,
such as cowl and wheel pants, for the
Skybolt, or possibly kitting the entire
aircraft. If any are interested, contact
Wendell for further information.
The next set of plans that I would like

to tell you about is from Don Godfrey,
254 Washington St., Binghampton, New
York 13901. Don is a self confessed
Stearman nut, and has designed a
Quarter Scale Stearman that, from the
pictures, looks simply fantastic. By the

way, guys, please send me pictures in
black and white so that we can print
them in the magazine. The cost of
converting color to black and white is so
high that we have made a policy of not
making these conversions. I know that it
is harder to get good developing service
from the local print shop on black and
white, and that they take a heck of a lot
longer to get back, but please send them
anyhow. But, back to Don's Stearman.
The wing span is 92" top, 88" bottom,
chord of 14". Weight is 25 lbs., power Is
2.0 cu. In. engine, and the model is
equipped with a Harry Higley smoke
valve, and secret smoke formula which
Don is going to make available soon. All
in all, it sounds like a really great aircraft.
Don didn't tell me the price of the plans
so write to him if you're Interested. He
also has a cowl, wheel pants and several
other parts available.
As mentioned earlier, the plans route

may be a really great way to go for the
biggies. Most of us have adequate tools
to fashion our own parts, be they balsa
or hardwood, and it really is tough for a
kit manufacturer to assemble all of the
items and parts necessary to construct a
large aircraft. Shipping is a problem all to
itself. For example, the Sky Master kits
of the Lazy Ace, Miss Texas, and
Eindecker are all too large to ship
overseas via air mail or regular mall, and
have to be shipped via air express,
which is quite costly. The Eindecker kit,
tipping the scale at 14 lbs., is really hard
to ship, and all of the new large kit
manufacturers have the same problem.
Perhaps an overseas version of the
larger kits should be made, leaving out
the sticks and sheet wood, and
supplying only the cut-out part, thus
making the package much easier to
ship. Food for thought for big kit builders.
Don Godfrey mentioned that he was

using a Higley smoke valve In his
Stearman. I just ordered one the other
day, so will be hooking up a smoke tank
in the near future. Now, the only real
problem is how to spell the words
correctly when sky writing, and in the
Texas wind that's pretty tough as the
words will blow away just as soon as
they are out of the pipe.

★

Several months ago I wrote about the
Hawker Hurricane fighters (full size) that
are being built almost entirely of wood.
Well, I've been taken to task by Jim

Newman, Technical Illustrator. Take the
floor, Jim.
Dear Chuck,
Just read the opening paragraph in

your January column. Oh Boy, either
your good self, or author Delghton,
really knows how to hurt an old Royal Air
Force career man. On this side of the
Atlantic I have found it to be a common
misconception that the Hurricane was
predominently all wood, so let me put
the ki-bosh on that once and for all.

The only wood in the ship were the
little formers that held the spruce fairing
stringers away from the frame in the
fuselage section twixt wing and
tailplane. The rest of the ship was all
metal. The fuselage was .an extremely
rugged (massive, even) bolted and
braced tubular steel rectangular basic
frame, faired as explained. The forward
fuselage and around the tail was all
quickly detachable metal panels. The
tail group was all aluminum, with
aluminum skin (Hawker Patented), top
and bottom spars joined by heavy web.
A truly massive affair. Ribs were
duraluminum channel and web, built-up
affairs which, after the initial few built,
were skinned in aluminum. It's
interesting to note that the Hurricane
was unique In that it went through WWII
with very very few modifications despite
being altered to suit deck landings,
catapulting, dive bombing, carrying (8)
.303, (4) 20mm, (2) 40mm plus (2) .303
or (8) 60 lb. rockets. It just shows how
rugged the basic design was. It was
capable of absorbing tremendous
damage. One Hurricane escaped
France with three of its four longerons
shot through and a large percentage of
its tail surfaces absent. (I could give a
three hour lecture on both the Spitfire
and the Hurricane but space Is scarce.)
Even the poor old Spitfire has been
accused of being a wooden horse. I
have seen It in print In American
magazines. Not so. She was a
beautifully built, flush rivited,
semi-monocue aircraft and the only
wood in the ship were the toothpicks in
the Skippers pocket. Best wishes.
Chuck.

Jim Newman

P.S. To my knowledge, the only wooden
front line combat aircraft was the
Mosquito by deHavilland. Did you know
even the Me 109 from F onwards had

to page 18
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Flightline Shirts Give You
"Fiight Insurance"!

You've got S90 in the plane, S70 in the engine, another
S30p worth of radio, and who knows how many hours

of labor - why trust It all to a SI flag on your
transmitter that's hard to see? Flightline Shirts are

colorfiji 100% cotton shirts with your frequency
in large numbers on the back. They match the

transmitter flags and have "Radio control
modelers do it with frequency" on the front. Stop
confusion on the flightline. Don't be the last flyer

the field to wear one. All shirts only S6.95 postpaid.
Californians add .45 tax per shin:.

Name.

Address.

City

Send coupon vwth check or nx)ney order for S6.95 per shirt (S7.40 in CAJ to:
Flightline Shirts, 12504 Saratoga Ave., Saratoga, CA 95070

Size: □ Sm □ Med
(34-36) (38-40)

Frequency;

□ Lg □ Ex Lg
(42^4) (46)

□ 72320 MHz

Visa/MC, number and exp. date.
Intertank No Signature.

.State. .Zip.
□ 72.080 MHz

□ 72,160 MHz

□ 72.240 MHz

□ 72.400 MHz

□ 72.960 MHz

□ 75.640 MHz
NX/rlte for special rates for clubs and dealers. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

CUNNINGHAM ON R/C

szTTiai
"ST/LL THE BESrr

cMILLCOTT
MIU.COII C ()RP<)KAII(>%

RADIO ( OMROI SN SMMS
177-i RIVI RSIDI AMNll

NHVPORi Bl AC H. C A 9Z66.1
47ID 67.i-Sill

NEGOTIATOR
• 4 channel * ® ">^"9 wt.

• Sport-pattern * Balsa & ply
• .35 to .45 engines wing span

• Easy to build • Essy to fly

MICHIGAN HOBBY HANGAR, INC.
460 W. Broomflsld Rd.. Mt. PltatMit, Ml 463S8

Direct Offlers $54.95. Dostpald, Dealers DIst. inquiries invited

mm

OqCq
mOOEL PRODUCT/

CADDY: $89.95*Weather, Fuel and Mar
Resistant Surface in 4 Colors: Blue,
Red, Orange and Yellow*Llghtwelght*
Tool Storage*Paper Towel Holder^One
Pair of Interchangeable Fuselage, Wing,
or Boat Cradles that Tilt and Telescope
for Field Repairs - Select any two.

Fuselage: 2y2"-3Y2"-5"-6V2"-8"-10y2"
Wings: 14"-16"
Boats: 6"-10"-16"

(Optional Features Extra) Detachable power
module case that carries TX-starter-power panel
-12 V.battery and coils starter and glo-clip cords
•$19.95 • Clear plastic 10 drawer organizer $8.50

See your local dealer first
or send for free literature.

P. 0. Box 14078, Omaha, Nebraska 68114
PATENT PENDING .

from page 16

wooden stabilizers?
Thanks, Jim, for the information and

for the picture showing the guts of the
Hurricane. So much for the information
In Len Deighton's book, "Fighter," still, a
very interesting book for those of you
fascinated by aircraft doings in WW II

★

Received a letter the other day taking
me to task for mentioning, a couple of
months back, that a flat bottom airfoil
tends to balloon when making a turn into
the wind. Well, I'll leave all future
discussions of such things as downwind
turns to my good page neighbor. Ken
Willard, but for just this once, I want to
get into the act. Sure, 1 know that the
aircraft is flying in a mass of air and,
except for gravity, doesn't know what It is
doing with relation to air... but.. . you
show me a model that doesn't fly In air
that is turbulent, disturbed by the
ground, trees, houses, buildings, etc.,
and, then, just maybe I'll come around to
a puriest way of thinking. Most times we
fly within a couple of hundred feet of the
earth's surface and plenty of turbulence
abounds ™ the air is never clean and

pure, and it's never a perfect medium for
the aircraft. Second the PC model is
flying with relation to the pilot on the
ground, and anything that the aircraft
does is in relation to the pilot, not to the
air in which it is flying. Try flying an
antique model in winds blowing at 25,
gusting to 35 as we did in the last Texas
Pride Old Timer and Antique
Tournament, and you will begin to
realize that you're flying that aircraft with
relation to you on the ground, and not to
the "perfect air mass." I can tell you
positively that when you make a turn into
the wind, that an aircraft with a flat
bottom wing section does "balloon,"
maybe not in relation to the air mass, but
in relation to the pilot on the ground.

Try flying soaring aircraft and find out
whatthe air is really doing. Updrafts from
wind blowing over obstructions on the
ground, downdrafts from wind blowing
over obstructions on the ground,
turbulence, thermals, or any number of
things are going on in the air, and all with
relation to the aircraft, and to the pilot on
the ground. How about the bottom of a
passing cloud, plenty of updraft there. I
thermalied my 9 pound Miss Texas, 84"
span, open cockpit pattern type aircraft
for over five minutes, with a dead
engine, at the bottom of a passing
cumulus cloud just a couple of weeks
ago. Had to keep diving it to keep from
being sucked right up into the base of
that cloud. And, guess what, the bottom
of that cloud was very dark, almost
black. But clouds don't have any color
(unless they're full of smog) do they? But
from where the pilot was standing, the

to page 166
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IT'S A...

a new TOM WILLIAMS design

A PIECE C CAKE^TO BUILD

A PIECE C CAKE^TO FLY

AtnP^®''

.s\eP

^  nPOVOS

..AWS

X
Qd^&i

IqOOY

Specifications

Wing Span 6 ft.

Wing Area 573 in.2

Flying Weight 24 oz.

Landing Speed 16 m.p.h.
(most trainers 25-35 m.p.h.)

Wing Loading 6 oz./ft.2

Engine 049 reed valve

Airfoil 12% flat bottom

INCLUDES CLEVISES,
HORNS, CONTROL RODS,
FORMED LANDING GEAR,
WHEEL RETAINERS, AND
EVEN SERVO RAILS.

20115 NORDHOFF STREET • CHATSWORTH, CALIFORNIA 91311 • (213)998-3700



R711 I'D
AIRTRONICS

Q-Tee

Square Soar
GereSpon
Quesior

AquilaSt I
Olympic II
Acro-star i

ASTRO FLIGHT

ASW-l? SAILPLANE 6
MONTEREV SAILPLANE 3

MALIBU SAILPLANE 2
FOURMER 3

ASTRO START HI-START 3

ASW-1S SAILPLANE *

ELECTRA FLY-ELECTRIC 1
HI START-STD 2

HI START - HEAVY DUTY 2
BUSHUASTER 3

ELECTRA TWIN 7

P-ea VICTOR 3
MONOCOUPE l'2A 2

CALIFORNIAN SAILPLANE S

ASTRO-10 5
ASTRO-25 FLT SYSTEM 9
ASTflO-06 FLT SYSTEM F
ASTRO-15 FLT SYSTEM 3

ASTRO 075 FLT SYSTEM 4

ASTRO-02 FREE FLT SYSTEM 1
ASTflO-02 fi/C SYSTEM 2
ASTRO-02 TWIN SYSTEM 3
ASTRO-05 TWIN SYSTEM 5
ASTRO-15 TWIN SYSTEM 11

ASTRO-25 TWIN SYSTEM 1'
ASTRO-25 MARINE SYSTEM 9
ASTRO-10 MARINE SYSTEM 6
ASTRO-15 MARINE SYSTEM B

ASTRO-05 MARINE SYSTEM 2
RAPID CHANGER 2

AUTO CHANGER 2
MINI STARTER 1

Bridi Hobby Enterprises
Trainer 10 1i
Trainers 1'
Trainer 20 2-
Trainer Wing 20
Trainer 40 3'

Trainer Wing 40 1'
Trainer Fuse 40 2-

Trainer 60 4-

Trainer Fuse 60 3i

Trainer Wing 60 1i
Basic Trainer 2'

Basic Trainer Wing 1
ROM Sportster 2'
ROM Sportster Wing 1
15-500 2'

15-500 Wing 1
Quickest 200 1'

Quickest 500 3<

Soar Birdy 1i
SuperKaos 40 3!
Super Kaos Fuse 40 2:
Super Kaos Wing 40 1'
SuperKaos 60 4l
Super Kaos 60 Wing 2i
Super Kaos 60 Fuse 2'
Kaos 41

Kaos Wing 2i
Kaos Fuse 2'

Dirty Birdy 40 4
Dirty Birdy 40 Fuse 2'
Dirty Birdy 40 Wing 1'
Dirty Birdy 60 5!
Dirty Birdy 60 Wing 2:
Dirty Birdy 60 Fuse 3i
Shrike 13l

Shrike Wing 21
P-51 10'

Brown B-2 10

AT 6 Texan 10'

Chipmunk 9"
T-28D 10'

Rearwin Speedster 10'

AN EMPIRE EXCLUSIVE!

FULLER ENTERPRISES

OUTRIGGER 40

69.95

LANIER COMET II

Reg. $62.50
Now $39.95

OUMAS Sail Boats
HobieCat 8.4J

Aicort Sun Fish 14.8!

30StarCiass 36.7!
45StarCiass 86.2!
Bingo 50/800 Fiberglass 195.0(
219 Lightning 15.7!

"NEW* Dumas Huson 121.5!

Etcheiis 50/800 163.9!
East Coast 12 Meier

Fiberglass 195.CH
Probar Sail Unit 40.S<

Dumas Hardware 25% O!'
Current List

OUMAS Scale

PT-109 29.8!
Coast Guard Lifeboat 43.1!
Tuna Clipper 35.2!
Little Shelley Foss 32.0!
Shelley Foss 58.8!
Coast Guard 40'Utiiily 34.5C
Dauntless 56.2E
* NEW * USCG 44'

Lifeboat 74.95

* NEW * AfTierican

Enterprise 56.25

DUMAS Hydro & Deep Vee
AVL-1 Atlas Van Lines 8.65
AVL-40AtlasVanLines40 41.65
Pay 'n Pak 29.85
Hot snot Tunnel Hull 24.DC
U-76 Hydro 39.35
DV-20CF Deep Vee 20

Compelition Fiberglass 60.00
DV-40CF Deep Vee 40
Compelition Fiberglass 71.25

DV-60CF Deep Vee 60
Competition Fiberglass 75.CC

DV-10 Mahogany 8.65
Deep Vee 21 33.75

Atlas Van Lines U-1 37.50

Hot Shot 21 Glass 52.50

* NEW * DV-10 Glass 16.85

* NEW * Li ! Rascal 18.75

NEW * Ouickee 40 29.95

MIDWEST CONTROL LINE

PRICES SLASHED!

215 Magician 15
235 Magician 35
236 King Cobra 35

244 P-40

8.75 ImS
12.49 WiK
14.95 3*(98

14.95 2»!tS

E.D. Tuned Power MKI Pipes
#1 (15-20) 17.25
#2 (29-40) 18.65
#3 Quiet (40-60) 21.75

FOX ENGINES
lieOOlSSchn 1

21600 15 SchnR/C J
21900 19 R/C 5
22500 25 R/C 5
l350035Stunt 1
1360036 1
13700 36 BB Combat Z
2360 36R'C/C 2
24500 45 R/C Schn J

26099 60 BB Eagle R/C 4

Fox Tanks Wheels All m Stock
Mufflers 25%0/fList

GOLDBERG
Ranger 42 ARF 1
Falcon 56 II 3
Sr. Falcon 4
Jr. Falcon

'NEW* SKYLARK 56II 3
Jr. Skylark 1
Skylane62 4

HUGHEY BOATS
T21C10 TUNNEL XlT • 21

R2500 RIGGER KIT- 20

R2600 RIGGER KIT • 21

R4500 RIGGERKIT-40

H5000 HYDRO KIT - SO

HSQOO HYDRO KIT - 60

INTERNATIONAL PIPES

TRANSISTlON ADAPTERS

(OVERWINGl "-'5
TRANSISTlON ADAPTERS

(UNOERWING) 14-95
TRANSISTlON ADAPTERS
IRACECARSI 14.9S
MUFFLERS (RACE CARSI 14.9S
WATER COOLED AOPTS (8UT-ASSY) 17-95
WATER COOLED ADPTS. (CARBS ) 14.95
WATER COOLED HEADS 14.95

TUNED PIPE-2 500 115) 14.95
TUNED PIPE - 3 boo ( 21) 15.75
TUNED PIPE-5 Occ I 29) 16.45
TUNED PIPE - 6 5CCI 40) 17.25
TUNED PIPE - 8 5cc ( 45- 49) 17.95
TUNED PIPE - lOoc ( 61- 71) 18.75
TUNED PIPE - 1500 I 71-1 20) 20-95
TUNED PIPE -3 5oc PATTERN 15-75
TUNED PIPE • 6 See PATTERN 17.25

TUNED PIPE - lOcc PATTERN 18.75

MUFFLER (FOR TUNED PIPE) 15-21 7-45
MUFFLER (FOR TUNED PIPE) 20- 40 8-25
MUFFLER IFOR TUNED PIPE) 41-51 8.95
MUFFLER (FOR TUNED PIPEl 61-1 2 9.75

K&B
6711 19 26.95
6712 19 R/C 33.75
84503.5 F Rotor 41.75
8384 3.5 cc Inboard 54_.g5
8600 5.8cc FF Racing 89.65
8380 3.5ccR/C 48.50
8011 40 R/C 42.25
8360 40 R/C Pump 60.49
6525 61 R/C 57.49

8060 .40 R/C Marina Sportsmanl$6l .87
6535 ,61 RC Pumper 71.48
9080 7.5cc Marine 89.95

9362 3.5cc Outboard 63.15

LANIER

Cornel II 43.95
Cessna 34.65
Pinto 34.85
Jester N SS.15

MARKS MODELS
Vyindward72 25.80

Wlndlree99 35.25

MIDWEST

106 Tri Squire
109 Lil Tri Squire
122 DasLilStiK

125 Cessna Cardinal

126 Super Chipmunk
128 Sweet Stik

129 Cardinal Squire
130 Strike Master
131 Pitts Special

134 Attacker

Love Machine
AXIFLO40
AXIFLQ049
Easy Flyer
COTrainer

Hfemkei He-162

Paasche Airbrush Co.

H'1 H-1 AIRBRUSH KIT

2P.M-1 H-1 TRAVELLER S KIT

HsS H-5 AIRBRUSH KIT

2P-H-5 H-5 TRAVELER S KIT

VL«1 VL-1 AIRBRUSH KIT

VL-1/2 0Z VL-1/2 0Z

COLOR BOTTLE ASSY

PICA

RC-2T-28B

RC-3 FW 190

RC-4WAC0 F-3
RC-S Duellist

RC-6 Cessna 182

SIG

Kadei

Kougar
Komander

Ciiabra

Chipmunk R ■ C
J-3 Cub
Clipped Wing Cub
Smitn M ni Plane

Doubier i|

Super Sport
Liberty Sport
Sig Minow
Cessna 150

Mustang Stunter U'C

STEVE MUCK
North Wind 40/60 Mono

Lil Lightning 21 0 B
Bushwhacker 20 Hydro
Lil Northwind 20 Mono

SURE FLITE MODELS

J-3 Cub ARF

Spitfire ARF
7' Citabria

Bird Dog

TOP FLIGHT MODELS

P-51 Mustang
P-40 Warhawk

P-39 Aircobra

P-47 Thunderbolt

SE-5A

School Master

Freshman Trainer

BATTERIES GALOREI H

1.25 Volt NI Cads B

Want anything you don't see — call us!
CALL (602) 881-1257 FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS.

DEPT A P. 0. BOX 42287/TUCSON, ARIZONA/85733

AA-SOO MAmp 2 Amp
1.75 1.98

POSTAGE AND HANDLING and insurance orders up to S5 DO add 95 S5 01 to
$10 00 add $1 50, $10 01 to $20 00 add $1 95. $20 Oi to $30.00 add $2 50. S30 01 -
to $40.00 add $2 95. $40 01 to $50 00 add $3 50. $50.01 to $80.00 add $3 95, over
$80 01 add $4 50 Send money order or certified check for fast service APO s
welcome. Export welcome Prices subject to change, some quantities limited Note
some of the larger fiberglass kits are sent freight collect best way available. Reserve
the right to clear checks

|a| COO within 48 continental slates only
Please add $3,00

(b| Outside 48 Continental Slates add$1S.00ior actual
postage and handling, excess will be refunded
Arizona residents add 4°., sales lax

(c) BankAmericard/Visa and Maslerchaige welcome 06



RC Boat Headquarters We Speak Boats—Gary, Bob, Jim & Russ

ED MK I TUNED BLOWN PIPES NEW' DUMAS
' LIL RASCAL $18.75 K&B MARINE PARTS

1032 .40 Outdrive

Dbl Rudder 0=^ 28.85

#1 #2 #20 #3 #30
17.25 18.65 18.95 18.50 21.75

DUMAS SPEED $18.75
CONTROL FOR

6 OR 12 VOLT MOTOR

NEW!,

SDecial of the Month

K&B

I  ̂ «| 6525 61/RC ̂
79 ASTRO AUTO CHARGES Reg. $96.5^

22.50 Sale

$53.43

1041 .40 Variable

Outdrive

SPECIAL

NEW!

MIDWEST ■ '
STRIKEMASTER

Reg. $70.°° Now $42.°°

SUREFLITE

L-19 BIRD DOG

Reg $59.95
Sale $44.95

H-5 TRAVELER'S KIT

Reg. $40.50 nqw $34.^5

NEW!

DUMAS

CMT^ OC AMERICAN
$55.25 ENTERPRISE

Powerful 6 Volt Motor

Hi-Torque - Perfect for
Boats . . . $30.00 value

1009 Master Motor

Mount

DUMAS

SCALE BRONZE PROPS
NEW!

3 Biade-Righi 2 ̂
3 Blade-Left 2'.-"

3 Blade-Right 2"
3 Blade-Left 2"

8.95 12 00

8.95 12 00

7.75 12.00

7.75 10.00

$14.95

OCTURA MODELS

.15 Flywheel (Steel)

.15 Flywheel (Aluminum)

.30 Flywheel (Steel)
45 Flywheel (Steel)
.45 Flywheel (Aluminum)
.60 Flywheel (Steel)
Slant .40 Eng. Mount
Slant .60 Eng. Mount
6-60 V-Type Mount
Kool Klamp Size 0-14

Competition Props
All Sizes Available

DUMAS $69.
USCG 44' LIFEBOAT

INTERNATIONAL

TUNED PIPES

MRC TURBO

OUTDRIVE $47
MRC WATERPROOF

RADIO BOX $15

1010 insert Adapter (.40) 4.95
ton Insert Adapter (.60) 4.95
1023 Safety Shear
Rudder (.40) 10.65
1024 Safety Shear
Rudder (.60) 10.65

1034 .40 Outdrive W/Shear

Rudder (Single) 25.50
1000 Double Skeg (.40) 3.30
1001 Double Skeg (.60) 3.30

Complete Line in StocK'

DUMAS

SHORT STUFF

FIBERGLASS

NEW!

$16.85

ROAD RUNNER MARINE
.150 cable 150 per ft
.130 cable .95 per ft.
.186 cable for

40-61 engines 1.50 per ft.
TFE tubing for
.130cable I.OOperft.

TFE Tubing for
.186cable I.IOperft.

Many other available items. Call.

C.G, SKYLARK 46 MK II
Reg. $54,°° Special $33.°°

J.G. BOAT PROPS

ENGINE SIZE

10P MONO HYDRO Pf
.7 19

HUGHEY

21 OUTRIGGER

Send for new catalog $1.50
(Refundable with first order over $10.00)

$97.75

WHITE SILK 36"
WIDE $2.95 -v

Three Blade

Three Blade

Three Blade

(K&B350utboaf

EMPIRE MODELS
DEPT AB P.O. BOX 42287/TUCSON, ARIZONA 85733

CALL (602) 881-1257
FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS



BIG 1/ BeouUfuL

BY DICK PHILLIPS!

Among my correspondents is
Giorgio Sotgui who lives in
Lunamatrona, Sardinia. We

have been writing back and forth for a
couple of years now and the Vuitee L-5
plan mentioned here a few months ago
was sent to me by Giorgio. He has
repeated his generosity with another of
Giuseppe Fantini's well executed plans.
This one is for a large Bucker
Jungmeister. (Plan is available for
$10.00 U.S. from Giuseppe Fantini, Via
G. Daneo 31/16,16144 Geneva, Italy.)
The dimensions are all metric but if

you remember that 1 meter equals about
39", you can make the adjustment to the
more familiar measurements we use.
Span is 2.3m, fuselage is 2.03m long,
weight is 8.6 kilograms (approximately
2.2 pounds to the Kg). The original was
flown on a 1.2 HP engine (make
unknown) and speeds where: stall 35
krnh, top speed 95 kmh, and cruise in
climb 40 kmh. To make the speed
conversion, multiply by 6 which gives a
top speed of about 57 mph.

Naturally all of the information on the
plan is in Italian, my copy has been
annoted by Giorgio to help with some of
the detail work. His comment on the plan
after finishing the translation for me was,
"Hope the translation will help, I'm dead
tired, get on with it! Learn the Italian
language and enjoy yourself!" Be
warned, however, if you order the plan,,
find someone who reads Italian to
translate it for you.
The plan is good, with a couple of

novel methods of attaching the landing
and flying wires shown. It would be quite
adequate for the experienced 'scratch'
builder to produce a model from and I
think it could stand to weigh more if
powered by a 2 HP engine such as the
Quadra. 8.6 kg equates to just under 19
pounds and the Quadra could handle it
well at up to 24-25 pounds. Only one of
the four identical (except for location)
wing panels is shown and the wings are
mounted and are rigged much as was
the original, so set-up at the field should
not be difficult nor should it be time
consuming. The landing gear
incorporates a spring loaded shock
system which should be good for grass
field flying. All of the fuselage joints are
shown gussetted which I have

suggested for some time and I'm glad to
see it being incorporated into more and
more models.

The fuselage is all framed with some
balsa covering and some of the material
could be larger if a larger engine than 1.2
HP were to be used. The firewall should
be beefed up for the larger engine as
well, but other than that, I suspect it
would be a rather nice model. Regular
readers will be aware that I am fond of
the Buckers, and especially of the
Jungmeister so there is some bias in
favor of this model.

It's about 10" longer in the span than
Dave Platt's recent kit and would be a bit
better suited to the larger engines. Don't
get me wrong, I'm not knocking the Platt
kit (I have one under construction), but
this larger size would be better suited to
the larger engines. It is actually 1:2.8
which is a bit less than 1/3 Scale, but a
bit larger than Dave's 1/4 Scale Bucker.
Anyway, if it turns you on, order one from
Giuseppe, but be prepared to wait
awhile for it, the one Giorgio sent me
took over a month to arrive!

★

Don's Custom Models, 9892
Vicksburg Drive, Huntington Beach,
Calif. 92646, has a new 1/4 Scale kit out
now. It's a semi-kit of the Piper
Tomahawk. Span is 8'4" and flying
weight is 18 pounds with Quadra
aboard. $149.94, plus shipping costs
which are not detailed, will put you in
possession of this new big one which
has a detailed epoxy cowl, lightweight
epoxy fuselage, landing gear and full
sized detailed plans. Coming soon is a
full kit with all of the wood and a formed
canopy. Sorry guys, I don't have any
details on the flying qualities nor any
reproducible pictures. Don has other
models but this appears to be the first of
the Quarter Scale jobs from his stable.

★

At the risk of repeating myself, it sure
would be great if those of you coming
onto the market with a new item would
send me more information. It is hard to
describe a new kit, product, or whatever
from a minimal brochure page which is
okay when the item has been around for
awhile and everyone is going to
recognize it. When it's a new item, the
more information, the better. You may

have noticed there are some Quarter
Scale items available on which I have
not commented and that often signifies
that I haven't used the product and may
weli have heard poor reports on it
elsewhere. Those items I have used and
had a chance to test will be so described.
Failing such a description, items such as
Don's Piper Tomahawk above are taken
from advertising material and, naturally,
no opinion is possible.

★

I have mentioned a couple of places to
get plans enlarged photographically in
the past, one place in California and one
in New Jersey. I had a note recently from
Technical Services of Ohio, Inc., 935
Goodale Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43212,
informing me that they were prepared to
take care of the middle of the country as
far as enlarging is concerned. One of
their company directors (un-named) is
another R/C fan who is in the throes of
completing a 1/4 Scale Big Fleet.
They, too, will shoot a negative of your

original material and blow it up to a max
of 40" X 60". Cost is: negative $4.00,
enlargement $25.00 on paper. Material
up to 20" X 30" originals can be used. If
exact dimensional stability is required,
enlargements onto Mylar are available
at $2.75 per square foot. Mylar would
permit reproduction time and time again
if required.

Don't forget, if you are enlarging a
plan which is the property of someone
else, your reproduction of it for profit may
well get you into hot water! Expensive
hot water!

If the plan you want reproduced will
result in a size in excess of the
apparently standard 40" x 60" don't
despair. Those of us who have been
around for awhile recall having to tape,
pin, glue or staple plans together in the
past in order to obtain a workable
drawing. Anyone who has taped a plan
together from one of the other model
magazines will be familiar with the
process. By the same token, if your
original is arrangeable, you may be able
to sort it out in such a way that most of
the parts, etc., can be reproduced on a
single sheet and then the fuselage might
require two pieces.
Some of the plans I have in my

collection end up being upwards of 10'

22



B O B C O
The Helicopter Place, now has new & used helicopters. A complete line of American, Kavan, & Schluter
helicopters & all the parts needed to keep them flying, and with each copter sold, 1 additional set of main
rotor blades free. Ask about our discount program! Call or write for details.
We have a growing line of products to help keep your copter In the air at up to 50% savings.
jet Ranger Blades $12.95 se( Alouette Blades $12.95 set Commander Blades $ 8.95 set
Hell-Boy Blades $ 8.95 set Rev-I & Hell-Baby Blades $ 4.95 set Rev-I Rotor Shaft $ 4.95 ea.
Commander Rotor Shaft $ 9.95 ea. Fan Shroud 40, 60 size $ 7.95 set Blade Retainers, set of 4 $ 2.00 set

10% off of rotor blades for 5 or more sets. We have technical assistance available for building & flying your copter.
So give us a call and let us help! Dealer programs encouraged!

Calif, residents add 6% sales tax. Allow 2 weeks for check clearance . Add $1.50 Postage & Hanoiing. We ship UPS daily. Weekdays 9-5.
Send check or money order to:

B O B C O 2504 C-1 S. Santa Fe Ave., Vista, Calif. 92083. (714) 727-4130.

long an(d it's great when they're in one
piece when you have them spread out
on the living room floor to look at them,
but It becomes a bit of a problem when it
comes to working on them. Where do
you spread out a 10' plan to build on only
part of it!
We modelers seem to be a funny lot in

some ways. I know guys who would not
build on the original of a plan but have a
copy made on which to work. They are
the same guys who consider model
magazines to be almost holy and who
would no more cut a coupon out of a
magazine than they would desecrate a
church. Kind of nice in these days of

instant, disposable almost everything.
★

By the time this column appears in
print, we will be crowding the Annual
QSAA Rally in Las Vegas. If you haven't
arranged yet to be there, you should
think about it. Las Vegas is quite a spot if
you have never been there and the
QSAA Rally is the premier of such an
event in the country. Who knows, you
might get bitten by the BIG bug and
spend the winter building your own
Quarter sized monster. At this time of

year, at least in the northern parts of the
U.S. and Canada, winter is not that far
off and the building season approaches

once again. If you like the building
aspect of our hobby, choose one of the
many models coming Into the market for
your building project and do that super
job on it that you have been promising
yourself to do for years. If you don't like
building, try it anyway. You'll find that
building a large model is not nearly so
difficult as some of the smaller ones and

when you get a part of a Quarter Scale
model finished and off the board, there is
something worthwhile to look at. it's hard
to lose a part of a Quarter Scale model
on your workbench!
Then, next spring, when flying season

to page 164
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THE PERFORMAl

Super Sport Fuel is the first of a whole new generation of
fuels developed by DynaKnight Industries for today's high
performance engines. Here are some of the important
advantages as compared to conventional fuels:

*More power and RPM's than regular fuels
with 10% nitre.

'Gives a longer engine run per tankful.
•Improved idle and throttle response.
"Improved lubrication reduces wear and
prolongs engine life.

•Superior protection against rust and
corrosion.

•Burns cleanly and does not form power-
robbing varnish or residues.

FACTORY DIRECT WHOLESALE PRICE

$5 per gallon on five gallon can orders.
($6 for single gallons)
54 gallon drum.. .$210.

THePRICEl

rANFIBLD'S
MIUM FUEL

DLjnai:nlght industries
5007 15th St

Lubbock. Texas 79416

(806) 795-7597

ay or Night until 10 p.m.

The DynaKnight

Your Guarantee of Quality
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aero sporl

9BL0 2I10U

180-DAY

WARRANTY
Ad Aero Sport radio Systems are shipped with a
written warranty that expresses If there are any
defects due to workmanship or parts we wIM re
pair the system for you at no charge for labor or

replacement parts within ISO days of receiving
your radio systam from us.

aero sport
two

7999
Aero Sport Two Systems Include: 2 channel
receiver, 2 channel transmitter, both for AA
Alkaline battery operation (batteries not im
eluded), two (2) NS-IC servos, dry airborne
battery box, switch harness, frequency flag, ex
tra servo wheels and full 180 day warranty.
72 mHz only.

aero sport mB-aa
three 105"®

Aero Sport Three Systems Include: 3 channel
receiver, 3 channel transmitter, both for AA
Alkaline battery operation (batteries not in
cluded), two (2) NS-IC servos, dry airborne
battery box, switch harness, frequency flag,
servo trays and full 180 day warranty. Choice
of 72 or 75 mHz.



■■

73.240MHZ

i' tu

DEPENDABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL,
QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP & ELECTRONIC DESIGN

MOOT

aero spoil
four I69«»

Aero Sport Four Systems Include: 4 channel
receiver, 4 channel transmitter, all Ni-Cads for
both transmitter and receiver airborne, dual
charger (charges both batteries at the same
time), four (4) NS-IC servos, servo trays, ex
tra servo wheels, instruction book, frequency
flag and full 180 day warranty. 72 mHz only.

aero spori
RADIO CONTROL SYSTEMS

Hobby Shack takes particular pleasure in
knowing that we are offering the American
mo(feler the finest line-up of radio systems
and accessories at real money saving prices.
For the past seven years we have been con
tracting for our radio systems to be man
ufactured by the best and largest radio maker
in Japan. This has allowed us to keep pace
with new electronic technology and get
quality craftsmanship. For 1979 we have
four systems, giving you a choice of four
radios to choose from, depending on your
needs and progression in the radio control
hobby.

As of this writing no one else we know of
has a better two channel to offer you than
our Aero Sport Two. Our two channel has
a vinyl covered aluminum case unlike the
others with plastic cases. Only Aero Sport
Two offers a triple tuned front end receiver
just like our other radio systems. Only Aero
Sport Two offers you a choice of three servo
types. We think the Aero Sport Two is the
best two channel you can buy at any price,
and our price is only $79.99! We have ex
panded our servo line which now offers you
a choice of six types to suit your needs. In
fact, all systems are shown in our catalog
with several servo options for the initial pur
chase. We also have introduced our new
open gimbal stick assembly which has a dust
shield to keep the dirt out.

When you select an Aero Sport system you
are getting quality, dependability, up to
date engineering design and back-up service
St warranty. That is the reason we have al
ways sold so many radio systems each year,
and know we have the best for 1979.

For more detailed informalion on our .4ero Sport
radio control systems, send $2.50 for our 1979
Modeler's catalog. This big 192 page catalog has
96 pages in full color. Along with complete infor
mation on Aero Sport radio control systems, servo
options, parts (£; accessories, it has everyth ing else
the. R/C modeler needs!

aero sport |gggg
Aero Sport Six Systems Include: 6 channel
receiver, 6 channel transmitter, all Nj-Cads for
both transmitter & receiver airborne, dual charg
er (charges both sets of batteries at the same
time), four (4) NS-IC servos, servo trays,
extra servo wheels, instruction book, frequency
flag and full 180 day warranty. 72 mHz only.

CHARGE IT

There's only one place to get if!
Hnhhl# OODtR BY MAI!
USSSSfiSJr OR CALL US

Shack. Area 714
963-9881FOUNTAIN VALLEY,

CALIF

BANKAMERIURD

URDS
. 92708

Claiifornia residents add
y^Add S3.00 postage & handling. 6% state sales tax. ̂
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WE'VE GOT INSIDE CONNECTIONS

ROYAL'S BUILT-IN GLOW PLUG STARTING HARNESS

With Royal's new built-in starting harness, you don't have to be
on the "in" to get your engine started right. Asa matter of fact,
this handy accessory lets you plug your starting battery into an
external jack mounted anywhere on the outside of the aircraft's
fuselage. This feature is especially handy for cowled-in or hard-to-
get-at engines, in short, for convenience sake, it pays to have
the right connections. See it today at your local dealer.

Set includes pre-wired jack, alligator dips, Q C
positive glow plug "head gripper" and alien wrench.

THREADED RUDDER HORNS

V  \; if

I- j I' "i; , .S

m

r  I' .

i! !' !

A unique control horn that is com
pletely adjustable. By simply screwing
or unscrewing the nylon clevis, minute
control surface settings can be obtained,
each horn comes with threaded back

GLOW PLUG

SNAP SOCKET

The Original

Starting Socket

This accessory is unique among starting
clips. Its socket style design provides a
positive locking, clamp-like grip and it s
six contact points transfer current from
the starting battery to your engine's glo-
plug with maximum efficiency.

$2.99

FUEL FILTERS

Molded nylon in-line filters with a press
fit that will disassemble for easy cleaning

2 for $.99

SCALE COCKPIT INTERIORS

V

ROYAL
PRODUCTS CORP.

790 WEST TENNESSEE

DENVER, CO 80223

Molded with the detail-conscious scale
modeler in mind, these new cockpit kits
are designed to fit perfecly into Royal
(or similar size) scale aircraft. The kit
comes complete with gauges, seat, seat-
belts, all control features located on the
dash, floor, sides and rear of the cockpit.
Detailed painting and assembly instruc
tions are included. Molded in fast-to-

assemble sections which for a little extra

time will give a truly outstanding touch
to your scale project. Available at your
local dealer.

.60-SIZE

P-51

Spitfire

Bearcat

.  . $9.95
FW-190

Zero

Corsair

.40-SIZE

Corsair

I4A SIZE

Corsair

. $8.95
Zero

. $6.95
P-51

More On The Way I



SoQfIn AL KINDRICK

e have some good news on a
subject that has been

*  mentioned many times in the
past. Many of the modelers are asking
about where they can obtain carbon
fiber wing spars already made. A vast
majority of modelers are not equipped to
laminate their own, or they just don't
have the time.

Bill Mueller holds the laminated plank
as it comes out of the press prior to
ripping into widths.

Bil l Mueller of Hi-Flight Model
Products, is about to market a carbon
fiber wing spar that is within the price
range of the average builder/flyer.
As Bill says, he came across the

graphite fiber laminate material he sent
me as a result of a telephone
conversation with Terry Koplan. Both he
and Steve Work are using this material
for spars in the sailplanes which they
flew at the World Championships in
Belgium. The graphite fiber sandwich
was originally manufacturerd as sail
battens for sailboats.

Bi l l contacted the original
manufacturer with the intent of possibly
acting as a distributor for these
laminates to the modeling market. It
happened that the gentleman that
owned the equipment was diversifying
into other areas of carbon fiber

manufacturing and had planned to

discontinue production of this particular
product. Hi-Flight Model Products has
purchased the equipment and materials
and will begin production of graphite
fiber foam laminate spars for use in
model construction and they will be
marketed under the same name

Flight-Spar.

This is what the finished Flight-Spar
cut to width with the various

thicknesses will look like.

Lee "Speedy" Renaud as he and
Barbara are about to present the very
striking sculptured awards.

Up until this time, there have been
several graphite and epoxy spars made
but they were generally too heavy and
presented other problems which
eventually limited their market ability. In
the case of Flight-Spar, the graphite
fiber is purchased in rolls impregnated
with epoxy resin and catalyst. The rolls
are 12" wide and the material is

approximately .006". A layer of the
"pre-peg" is placed on a polished
aluminum platen, then a layer of high
density foam and a second layer of
"pre-peg" and another polished
aluminum platen. This sandwich is then
compressed and heated to 250°F. The

Who says that sailplaning isn't a
family affair - the John Dalman's of
southern Calif, shows us it is.

sandwich is stabilized at this

temperature for one hour and then
slowly cooled. As the sandwich is being
heated, the resin flows from the

"pre-peg" into the foam creating an
inseparable band. This plank is then cut
into the desired spar sizes.

Bill anticipates marketing Flight-Spar
in the following sizes: 1/4" x 1/2",
1/4" X 3/8", 1/4" X 1/4", 1/8" x 3/8", and

1/8" X 1/4". All sizes will be available in

35" and 48" lengths. Longer sizes, upto
86" will be available on special order.

It is anticipated that Flight-Spar will be
in the hobby shops sometime between
Thanksgiving and Christmas.

Bill has done a lot of experimentation
with resins, epoxies, and glues, and
found that they are all compatible with
Flight-Spar. In most cases some
roughing of both faces of the spar with
400 paper will achieve an inseparable
bond.

If you are not able to find Flight-Spar in
your favorite hobby shop, write: Bill
Mueller, c/o Hi Flight Model Products,
43225 Whittier Ave., Hemet, Calif.
92343, or call (714) 927-4666.

♦ ♦

From Charlie Reed of the Kansas City
RC Contacts, comes some good
information on the subject of visibility of
our sailplanes.

to page 160



FROM THE SIG MAIL BAG

Dear Friends,

We send you a picture on which you can see 3 Kougars built
by 3 French modelers in Reims (Champagne Country).

The Kougar is a very pleasant model for acrobatic flying and
we are very happy to fly each week-end all together.

It is not very easy to find Sig products in France. We found
one kit of Kougar in Great Britain and we built 2 other
Kougars with the kit. We use .40 cu. In. engines: 2 Webra
.40 Speed, and 1 O.S. .40 FSR.

Aero Modele Club Remois

Good Bye,

P. Perchat

Dear Sir,
Sioux City, lA 51109

Enclosed you will find three pictures of my recently completed Kiwi. As you
can see I converted it to two engines. Since it does fly extremely well and is
a great crowd pleaser, I just thought I would let you see the completed plane.
I have found that it works equally well whether flying on one or two engines.
Weight, 7-1/2 pounds, engines, O.S. Max 25's.

The plane will be used exclusively this summer for demonstrations I perform
for the Siouxland Air Carnival, Golden Kernels AMA demonstration team.

The wing span of the plane was increased by 3-1/4 inches per wing panel.
This was done with the materials provided in the kit, all I did was space the
wing ribs further apart when built.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you for all you have done for
the modeling hobby. I have owned several Sig kits and I have no complaints
about any of them. My Kougar is now on its third year and still going strong (1
have worn out three .60 engines on it). At the Sig tournament last year it
was equipped with an OPS .60 and tuned pipe. The plane was clocked by the
city police radar unit last fall at 113 MPH. Not bad for a Kougar.

Sincerely,
Upper Right: Rick Alter's Twin Kiwi was converted from the

Rick Alter popular sig single-engine Kiwi kit. Lower right: Rick's Kougar
zeros in on the target in a "Kill The Kite" fun-fly competition.

FLY ONE OF THESE

FLIGHT-PROVEN DESIGNS

RC-35 KOUGAR $52.50

RC-42 KIWI 47.50

RC-32 KOMANDER 49.95

RC-31 KADET 43.95

K
SIG

CATALOG & ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:

See your dealer first! If he does not stock Sig kits,
order direct. Orders over $10 are postpaid. No C.O.D.
Send $2 for latest catalog of kits, accessories and sup
plies by SIG and other major companies.

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Sig,

I have followed your advice with the "Learn To Fly The Sig Way"
training program. I have built your Kadet and am presently flying
it.

Enclosed is a few pictures of my Komander. Since I had all winter
to build it, I took my time and put some work in for a good finish.
I entered it in the junior category and came out with first place.

You proved it was a great plane to build and fly, but it is also a
winner at shows. The reason for the tuned pipe is so I can get
away with using little or no nitro. The colors are bone white and
metalicsaffaron.

Bruce Bennett

5 OTHER KITS BEFORE SUCCESS WITH KADET!

Gentlemen,

Last year I started flying RC after building models all my life. I
have gone through one each of the following: , —,

^  and . None gave me enough flying time to

develop any skill at all. Your Kadet is hands-down the best trainer
of them all. I have flown my Kadet all summer, (enough time
to go through 5 gallons of fuel) and have developed all the basics.
I really enjoy RC but might have given up on it if it were not for
the Kadet. SUPER PRODUCT!!

Thomas R. Skonie ^



$77.50

ENGINE SIZE: 60 Cu. In.

Wing Span; 64"
Length: 44"
Wing Area: Approx. 652 Sq. In.
Weight: Approx. 7-1/2 lbs.

Approx. 8-1/2 lbs with Retracts

:5IG^
KIT RC-41

Designed by HANK POHLMANN

RC SPORT SCALE

RC SPORT FLYING

KIT FEATURES:

FULL SIZE PLAN LAYOUT FOR RETRACTS

FOAM WING CORES WITH TIP CAMBER AND WASHOUT

The smooth lines of Beech's classic Bonanza are Ideal for modeling and
since one of the airplanes hangared at Sig Mfg. Co.'s home field is President
Glen SIgafoose's E-33A. it was a natural choice for a kit. The Bonanza uses
a basic balsa box fuselage and is finished by the addition of a full length
formed cabin made of A.B.S. Clear molded windows fit into the inside of

the top to provide an authentic, scale-like look. Since the conventionally
constructed balsa main fuselage takes the vibration and flight loads, the
plastic top is essentially only a decorative fairing and not a structural part.
This combination gives excellent appearance without sacrifice of durability.

St

KIT CONTAINS:

Full-Length Formed Plastic Fuselage Top
* Molded Clear Windshield and Windows
* Formed Plastic Cowling
" Precision-Cut Foam Wing Core
" Handy Printed Fuselage Sides-

Build Directly on the Wood
" Formed Wire Landing Gears
* Die-Cut Plywood Parts

Sig Quality Balsa and Plywood
* Large Full-Size Plan

Decal Sheet

-  Illustrated Step-by-Step
Booklet

" Photos of Full-Size BONANZA
Nylon Control Horns

* Nylon Screws for Bolt-On
Wing Attachment

Molded Plastic Hinges
Tuf-Steel R-C Links

* Aluminum Motor Mounts

Blind Nuts, Screws and Other
Small Hardware

SIG MANUFACTURING CO Monfezuma, lA 50171
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The Hobby Lobby Trueline Tiger is designed to be a
fast and stable sport plane with the capability of being
competitive in fun fly events and in the novice class of

pattern.
When the kit was opened, the packaging was very compact

and all parts were easy to identify via the plan match. The lack
of pre-shaped parts meant that lots of carving and sanding
would be necessary. The plan sheet was 30" x 40" and
showed drawings of the basic fuselage construction. The
plans and parts need to be studied before starting the building.
Of course this holds true for any kit.
Construction:

The fuselage is straightforward in construction with only the
fin attachment that needs any comment. Here the plans show
butt gluing to the top of the fuselage. Two pieces of 1/4"
triangle stock on each side of the fin greatly increases its
strength. If you desire, you can carve and sand the fuselage to
an almost round shape due to the thick top block and large
triangle stock used inside.
The control horns can be made to fit inside the fuselage tail

section with access to them through a hatch behind the stab on
the bottom.

Covering:
The wing is precovered with obechi wood and only needs

gluing together and light sanding before covering or painting.
Hobby Lobby SuperCote was used on our model to keep it as
light as posible. Trim was MonoKote trim sheets and Air Force
decals that were supplied in the kit.
Engine:
The engine used was an O.S. Max .40 with Semco flow thru

muffler. A Kraft Motor mount was used and is included in the

kit. A Sullivan 6 oz. slant tank was used with plenty of room in
the long nose.
Radio:

We used a Cox Sanwa 4 ch. radio with standard servos. The

HobbyLobby

TRUELINE TIGER

SPECIFICATIONS

Name TRUEUNE TIGER

Aircraft Type Sport
fVlanufaotured By Hobby Lobby — Trueline

Rt. 3, Franklin Pike Circle
Brentwood, TN 37027

Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $66.00
Available From Both Mfg. & Retail Outlets
Wing Span 52 Inches
Wing Chord 10 Inches (Avg.)
Total Wing Area 520 Square Inches
Fuselage Length AlVz Inches
Stabilizer Span 20 Inches
Total Stab Area 100 Square Inches
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range 40-.45
Recommended Fuel Tank Size 6 Ounce

Recommended No. of Channels 4

Recommended Control Functions Rud., Elev., Throt., Ail.
Basic Materials Used In Construction:

Fuselage Balsa
Wing Foam & Obechi wood covered
Tall Surfaces Balsa

Building Instructions on Plan Sheets Yes
Instruction Manual No
Construction Photos No

RDM PROTOTYPE

Radio Used Cox Sanwa 4 channel

Engine Make & Dtsp O.S. .40
Tank Size Used 6 Oz.
Weight, Ready To Fly 80 Ounces
Wing Loading 22% Oz./Sq. Ft.

SUMMARY

WE LIKED THE:

Wing precovered with Obechi wood; long one piece main landing
gear; spar combination; snappy performance.

WE DIDN'T LIKE THE:

Lack of more complete Instructions; the tremendous amount of
carving and shaping on the fuselage.

centering and power of these servos is among the best that we
have used. We were pleased with the smoothness and
centering of the transmitter sticks.
The radio compartment has lots of length but care must be

taken to insure that the aileron servo will clear the rudder and

elevator servos.

Flying:
The long nose and short tail moment will tend to make the

Tiger a bit nose heavy. If you find that the flare on landing is just
a bit hard to get the nose up, then you may want to add a little
weight to the tail section. I used 1 oz. of lead in my test model.
This seemed to allow a smoother flare that resulted in slower

landing.
Take-offs are quick, and vertical climbs are possible just

after breaking ground. Knife edge flight is a breeze with only a
standard .40 size engine, i believe that climbing knife edge is
possible with a good Schneurle engine. Loops, both inside and
outside are true and no tracking-out is noticed.
Conclusion:

With 12 years of R/C experience in building and flying, I feel
that the Hobby Lobby Tiger is truly a fine flying airplane that will
offer the owner many hours of pleasure at any flying site. □



AN OPEN LETTER TO ALL R/C MODELERS

FROM BRIDI HOBBY

Dear Friends:

The folks here at Bridi Hobby sincerely want you to enjoy both building

and flying our BRIDIKITS. We recognize, though, that no matter how

much thought we put into designing and manufacturing our kits or how

detailed the construction notes are, it's not unusual for you to run into

some problems or questions you'd like answered. Because we build

and fly what we sell and want you to enjoy our products as we do,

we've set up a special Customer Service Line to answer your questions.

All it will cost you is a telephone call to 213/594-4971. So, if you have

trouble at the building board or at the flying field, give us a call. Ask for

Customer Service. We'd like to help.

Sincerely,

Send $1.00 for a complete set of Brldikit Catalogue Sheets

'AKE A LOOK AT OUR CROWING LINE OF QUALITY R/C KITS

TRAINER BRIDIKITS STAND-OFF SCALE BRIDIKITS SPORT FLYER BRIDIKITS

Wing Wing Wing

Eng. Span Const. Eng. Span Const. Eng. Span Const.

RCM Trainer .60 .60 60" balsa Brown Racer .60 59" glass/foam Tweedy Bird .19 48%" balsa

RCM Trainer .40 .40 50" baisa Sirius .60 64" giass/foam 15-500 .40 51" baisa

RCM Trainer .20 .20 4516" balsa Chipmunk .60 58" giass/foam Quickest 500 .40 5oy4" balsa

RCM Trainer .10 .09 36%" balsa AT-6 .60 68" glass/foam Quickest 200 .051 31%" balsa

RCM Trainer .05 .049 36%" balsa P-51 .60 64%" glass/foam Sun Fly 4-20 .19 48%" balsa

RCM Basic Trainer .19 50" balsa T-28D .60 68" glass/foam Super Kaos .40 52" balsa

PATTERN BRIDIKITS
Kraft Super Fli .60 6016" balsa/foam Dirty Birdy .40 58" balsa

Deception .60 63" balsa/foam
Shrike T/.40 7916" glass/foam

BOATS
UFO .60 6416" glass/foam

Tiger Cat T/.40 65" giass/foam

Dirty Birdy .60 64" giass/foam
Spitfire* .60 64" glass/foam Chubasco .40-.60 glass

Dirty Birdy ,60 64" balsa
Waco Meteor* .60 62" glass/foam Chubasco .21 I/O glass

Super Kaos .60 5816" balsa SAILPLANES

Kaos .60 5816" balsa Soar Birdy .049 78" balsa

Big Birdy 99" balsa •Available late '79



I  Introduction
met Duane Cole through our mutual friend, Mike
Clark,-while at the annual Confederate Air Force
Airshow two years ago. As I watched Duane's flying I

was impressed with his performance and with how easily his
plane would adapt to R/C.
The full-size clipped wing Taylorcraft flown by Duane Cole is

a 1938 model B-50. It was modified in 1950. The modifications

include reducing the wingspan by reshaping the tips and
"clipping" the inboard end of each wing panel. Duane
chuckled as he told us he bought the plane for $995.00 and
has grossed over $300,000 with it. He has flown it in all 48
contiguous states and 7 foreign countries including back of the
Iron Curtain, With it he has won 2 National championships and
was a member of the world acrobatic team.

For this project I obtained
a set of 3-viewsanda

brochure on

current .> v.. •.

Taylorcraftfrom .
Taylorcraft Aviation Corp..
14600 Commerce Ave., N.E., Alliance,
Ohio 44601 . Then I made a table of
dimensions to compare the stock model to
the clipped wing version and to the Quarter
Scale which I desired. From these comparisons
f drew the outline shapes for the model.

Actual construction of the original prototype
spanned only eight days from scratch to the model
many of you saw at Toledo in 1979! The reason for this is
that my wife helped immensely. She did both rough and
fine sanding while I glued and carved.
We had originally intended to fly the plane after the Toledo

show but we didn't because inclement weather prevented it
until too close to time for the Southwest Modelers Show,

Being basically lazy I just didn't want to chance it, so I didn't.
After the Southwest Modelers Show was over I installed
Kraft FM Radio in the plane and headed for the flying field
to test hop my creation.
Test Flight Report:
The very first flight on my Quarter Scale clipped wing

Taylorcraft was something to behold. I had run and adjust
the engine during the afternoon prior to test flight day. Now I
had completely assembled the airplane at home and brought it
to the field in my van. I unloaded the bird, fueled it, gave it a
walk-around pre-flight and control check and finally
pronounced it ready to go.

It was hot, windy, and no shade nearby when
we began to "prop" it. Not much hand cranking
on a 2.6 cu. in. engine with an 18" prop is
necessary before you shut down and check out the
problem spots. Since we had primed and choked the

engine our thought was ignition. Remove the spark plug,
ground it to the engine, turn prop by hand, reveals no spark,
hence no combustion, thus engine wasn't running.
There followed a shut down, tear down and inspection,

minor maintenance to restore spark ignition followed by
lengthy reassembly — all in the mid-afternoon sun. The
experience gave credence to Kipling's "mad dogs and
Englishmen in the noonday sun" theory. The point of my telling
you this is twofold: it sets the stage for what follows and it
should be a lesson to you. Don't do the same thing I did. If
extensive maintenance is required don't try to fly immediately
after tiring yourself to the point of being less than totally cool
and rational.

Now, the engine started quickly once the spark was restored
and to say it roared to life is conservative. The jump from piped
60's to the 2.6 cu. in. Super Hustler was almost more than I
could absorb. The thrust and vibration levels are immense. As

the plane was positioned for take-off I mentally filed the flight
plan in my mind to be sure I knew what I wanted to do. Just
forward on throttle, right rudder to counteract torque, build

speed, back pressure on elevator, climb to 150 , turn left
and enter a racetrack holding pattern.

What really happened was quite
different. When I advanced

the throttle the

tail was

Designed in Quarter Scale, Duane Cole's famous clipped wingT-Craft
makes a natural for the "Big Is Beautiful" crowd. Can be powered from
a .91 to a 2.6 cu. in. By Jim Simpson.



immediately airborne. Back stick and more right were
needed but the "don't snap roll ' alarm in my head screamed
"easy now. easy, easy .. .'Suddenly its airborne but not
smooth — pick up the wing — aileron command shows up the
first great problem. The ailerons are so incredibly
sensitive that the planeimmediately rolls 45 right—correction
gets 45 left — Holy Cow. ease up on ailerons. I think, but at
nearly the same time I ease up on elevator and discover
that nose pitches over too quickly. Oh no. elevatortoo
sensitive as well.

Here's the situation. A 20 pound plane is rapidly
disappearing while performing non-symmetrical 3
dimensional oscillations and I'm the only guy who can control
it. I wanted the take-off to be hands off like everyone else
writes about.

I just looked at the untrimmed plane and thought how nice a
fishing trip in the Rockies would be!
Back to reality — I swam the Taylorcraft up to 1 CO feet

altitude and called for full up trim, full right aileron trim, then full
right rudder trim in that order. Mike Clark was at my side and
put in each trim for me. It's smoother that way. I then flew it
around in large circles and figure eights until I was
calm enough to plan the approach and landing.
As I throttled back and turned to final -

approach heading I had to fight a
tendency ^
to turn

right. No time to'
wonder about that —

just hold heading,
more left, heading, left, descend. 1^^

whoops! What's hanging down between the
wheels? Oh no! The 3/16" wire main strut has vibrated

loose. Oh well. Continue the landing more left, looking good,
6", 3", 2". wouldja look at that drift, 1' — touchdown.

In the tall grass. Roil-out is real short. Grass hands and
grass arms grabbing the landing gear. Nose heavy plane goes
up, up. up. and over. Complete stop. On its back. The only
damage was to the 18/10 prop. Now I could easily have left out
this experience and said it flew hands off. instead, let us learn
together.

All that grief was caused by too much fidelity to scale. I had
all the details but didn't need to be so accurate. Only minor
changes were necessary, fortunately, and one at at time, here
were the adjustments; change prop from 18/10 (scale
diameter) to 20/8. Result was much less torque and/or

P-factor — aileron trim back to neutral. Change aileron throw
from scale movement of 23 each way to less than half that.

Thank goodness, my Kraft KP-7C has rate switches. This was
simply a matter of turning a screwdriver. Same thing for the
elevator. Moving the Center of Gravity back will cure the
noseover. Slight rudder trim is necessary to compensate for
the vertical fin being out of alignment.

It takes a while to get used to these big Quarter Scale
planes. The rewards for more effort are scale-like speeds and
sounds.

By the fourth flight of the model we had the trim just where it
should be and the take-off was truly hands off — smooth and
graceful. The plane is quick and crisp. It does nice point rolls.
Spins like a top (even noseheavy) and for brute power I just
pulled the nose up from level flight and when vertical
commenced to snap roil. Got 3 complete before it fell over the
top into a spin with easy recovery and nice landing. Build it.
You will love it.

Preparation:
Before assembly it would be wise to fabricate all the many

parts for two reasons. First, by so doing you will become more
familiar with the plans and understand the assembly better.
Secondly, you won't be held up in the assembly process while
you make another part or two!

Beginning at the tail and working forward you can make the
tailwheel assembly or buy it ready-made. C.B. Associates,
inc.. 21658 Cloud Way. Hayward. Calif. 94545. manufactures
such an item. It is Stock No. 5510 HD. called the Heavy Duty
Tailwheel Assembly and lists for $9.95 at this writing. If you
choose to make your own, I can't be of much help because I
used the C.B. version. In either case you must cut the mount
from 3/16 " ply. drill the mounting holes and install blind nuts on
the top side.
The main landing gear is compsed of 3/16" diameter music

wire and 118" aluminum sheet grade 6061 T6.125 thick which
is 4 Va" X 27''/2". The center section is 10" wide and the four
mount bolt holes are 1" inboard of the edges so they form the

corners of a rectangle 2V2" x 8". The amount of
taper is shown on the side view and is best cut

on a band saw if you don't have
access to a larger shear. Sand the
edges and round the corners

then drill the 3/16" diameter axle holes. Finally, drill
thespade bolt hole 112" back from the leading edge

on the centerline. Bending the gearto shape
is best done on a sheet metal

brake press.The proper
angles are

shown

in the front view.

The wheel pants are for
looks only and can be made of either fiberglass
or balsa plywood. We don't recommend flying with them on
unless you have smooth paved runways.
Otherwise, they get nicked or damaged in rough surfaces or
they get clogged with grass.'dirt, snow, etc. T0 make them with
baisa and plywood, begin by cutting the core pieces of balsa
thick enough to clear your tires. Note: we used the Du-Bro 4"
tires which have to be pumped up. This makes them wider so
be smart and pump up the tires first, If you have trouble finding
1V2" baisa it is okay-to laminate whatever you have to reach
the desired thickness. Next, cut the 118" plywood sides (they
overlap the wheel openings by 1" front and back), epoxy in
place and sand to shape. The top view of the finished pant
should resemble a fish with blunt tail. This shape is dictated by
the size of the wheel cut-out.

The cowl pieces are shown in the side and top views. Again,
if those sizes of wood are unobtainable they can be pieced
together. Cut 2 firewalls of 114" aircraft grade plywood. They
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TOP LEFT: Underside of tail showing C.B. tailwheel
assembly. Goldberg long horns were used on each

elevator. TOP RIGHT: Top view of tail assembly
showing 3164" x 5l16"steelstrapsforbraces.
ABOVE LEFT: Wing panels ready to attach fo

fuselage. ABOVE RIGHT: End view of wing panel.
Rear aluminum tube plugs into center section. Front

hole accepts tube built into center section. Note
servo extension cable for servo In each wing panel.
RIGHT: Large aluminum wing tube built into center
section. Note spade bolts on landing gear for wing

strut attachment. Smaller wheels shown on

Taylorcraft are for use with wheel pants.

will be laminated to prevent warps. Cut the landing gear floor of
1 /4" aircraft grade plywood. Cut the instrument panel of 1 /8"
sheet balsa. With the exception of the cabin center section the
fabrication of the fuselage and tail is complete.
The cabin center section and the wing parts are fabricated

simultaneously. The first step is to make an accurate template
(from the fuselage side view) of the wing airfoil. Locate and drill
the spar holes. Remember that the center section has a 112"
tube secondary spar and the wings have 3/8" tube spar holes.
If you do not have access to shop equipment you may want to
consider cutting and shaping the ribs in 3 sections. That is Left
Wing, Right Wing, Center Section. Notice that the wing root
ribs are identical to the center section ribs except rear spar
hole size. Therefore, you cut 4 ply and 23/8" balsa ribs and then
drill, stack and sand them as one piece. It Is wise to use the
center section aluminum tube spars as guides. These spars
are cut to length by the top view and sanded/deburred by
hand.

Cut, sand and deburr the two sets of wing spars. Sanding

removes the oxide and makes a better bonding surface for
white glue so use rough sandpaper. There are 13 balsa and 4
plywood ribs in each wing panel. You may wish to cut the
blanks to a size of 2" x 1 AVa" drill them, and then stack them as
one piece and bandsaw them to shape. Finish sand the ribs to
final shape. Cut seven balsa ribs and one plywood rib to
accommodate the aileron spar and aileron. Make four more
aileron ribs of 1 /8" balsa. Cut the 1 /4" ply aileron sub spar to
shape. Cut the plywood bellcrank and servo mounts and the
strut mount pads from 11B" aircraft grade plywood, That
finishes the fabrication process.
Construction:

Before we glue or cut anything, let's pause to reflect on the
finished product, or the desired outcome, if you will. If you have
not been around Quarter Scale planes you are going to have a
tough time comprehending what I am about to say.
Nevertheless, believe me.These big engines shake the fool out
of everything — so think about that as you make every joint
and install every piece during the assembly. I assure you I
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TOP LEFT: Wings attached using iarge turnbuckie.
Cover hatch bolts in place which makes easy visual
safety inspection. TOP RIGHT: Strut ends are bolted
between two spade bolts. Be sure to use elastic stop
nuts at these points. ABOVE LEFT: On its back
showing off landing gear and engine opening in
cowl. ABOVE RIGHT: Original started out with scale
size prop (18 x 10) but had to be changed to a 20x8
for best results. LEFT: You meet the nicest people
riding a "Honda."

have changed my thinking in order to develop this plane and
from time to time I wiii share the changes with you.

if you have no experience with full size planes it will be
difficult to make this next point, but i wiil try. This modei should
be treated like a full size plane. For example, use elastic self
locking nuts or iockwashers and safety wire, on the boits and
nuts. Give the piane periodic and pre-flight inspection to be
sure everything is secure. Remember this as you build each
piece. Those of you who fly real airplanes will readily
understand this point. Simply stated — "Build it right because
you can't puli over to the roadside for repairs if something goes
wrong during flight."

Let's begin with the tail, then do the fuselage and finish with
the wings. Cut the 3/8" x 3/4" baisa pieces that outline the
elevators and pin in place over the plan which has been
covered with waxed paper. If you make accurate cuts (like in a
mitre box) you may use either cyanoacrylate or aliphatic resin
glue with good results. Carefully cut the 3/8" square cross
pieces and giue them in place.

Notice that each elevator is separate and will not be
interconnected. Each wiil be independently operated by its
own servo and pushrod. The servos are electronically
connected with a "Y" cord. This redundancy permits some
degree of continued operation if one elevator servo fails. The
elevators can be sanded to shape on a belt sander or with a
large flat sanding board and the 3/16" music wire provided for
the landing gear. Simply tape the wire to the edge of your
workbench and with the trailing edge of each elevator next to it
sand in the taper.

Build the horizontal stabilizer over the pianform. Pin it in
place over the plan covered with waxed paper, f^lake sure all
joints are glued and secure.

Pin or tape elevators in place on stab after the glue is set and
sand the assembly to shape. Make the edges perfectly round
to simulate the real one which is made of aluminum tubing or
steel rods.

The rudder is to be built exactly the same as the elevators
were built and sanded likewise. Notice that the fin trailing edge
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is laminated of two pieces of 3/8" square and that one extends
down to the tailskid while the other ends even with the bottom
of the horizontal stab. This will help to align the fin at final
assembly. The small curved dorsal fairing is can/ed of scrap
3/8" balsa and fitted after the tail surfaces are joined to the
fuselage. Other than that, the fin is assembled and sanded the
same as the other surfaces.

Carefully mark the locations and glue in the 5/16" dowels
which will receive the tail brace bolts. Drill holes in the center of
each dowel to accept the brace bolts. Install RK-3 hinges at the
locations shown by the Figure X. We recommend you remove
the hinge pins and substitute the 1132" piano wire if you prefer
to have the surfaces removable.

The fuselage assembly begins with the construction of two
identical fuselage sides built over the side-view plan which you
have covered with waxed paper. First, cut the two basswood
landing gear longerons to the shape shown. Then cut two wing
saddles from 3/8" sheet balsa. Use large pins or small nails to

ure one of each piece in place. Now cut the top longeron of

3/8" basswood and pin in place to follow the curve as shown.
Do not glue it to the wing saddle piece. That will be glued after
the cross pipces are installed. Cut the bottom longeron to
shape and glue in place. Pin or nail it to conform with the
bottom curve. It is not necessary to put the pins/nails through
the wood. And last, cut and glue into place the two basswood
uprights that connect the landing gear trunion to the wing
saddle. Starting at either end add the remaining uprights and
diagonals as shown. Do not glue the 3/8" balsa upright to the
wing saddle. It will be glued after the crosspieces are installed.
Do not glue the 3/16" square basswood stringers in place until
the crosspieces are installed. When completey dry remove
this side from the plan and build another side identical to this
one. Upon removing the second side from the plans, carve and
sand the taper at the aft end into each side. Be careful to make
one right and one left side.

Build the wing center section over the plan's top view to be
sure of alignment. Glue one 3/8" sheet balsa rib to one 1 /4" ply
rib. Do it again for the opposite side and make sure of a right



FULL SIZE PLANS AVAILABLE SEE PAGE 150
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CLIPPED WING

TAYLORCRAFT
QUARTERSCALE - HIGH PERTOtiWCE-FULLtAEBOeATIC

hand and left hand assembly. Mark the location of the trailing
edge and then glue the 1/8" sheet ribs to the 3/8" balsa, Now
assemble the ribs and spars. Glue the spars In place with white
glue. Rotate them to work the glue Into the joint. Glue in the
trailing edge and crosspieces. Be sure the shim between the
main spar and the basswood crossplece fits flush to both. Add
the 1/8" sheet planking between balsa crosspieces and
trailing edge at both top and bottom. When It Is dry, sand It to
shape and set it aside for the moment.

Epoxy the two 1/4" ply firewalls together, align with masking
tape and stack books or bricks on them to Insure that they
remain flat. Next, lay out the plan top view on a flat, true
surface and cover with waxed paper. Be sure the 114" ply
landing gear mount plate is symmetrical then secure It In place
over the plan. I used nails for this. Select a basswood scrap
10" long and place It in reach. Epoxy the firewall to the landing
gear mount plate and nail the scrap in front to hold the firewall
In place. Now epoxy the two sides In place and secure the
cun/e with nails alongside the basswood trunlon to hold curve

PLAN NO 778 ©

In place. Add a 3/8" sq. basswood crossplece at the
instrument panel position and glue the panel to It. Epoxy and
clamp the triangular 118" plywood gussets In place inside the
framework between firewall and landing gear plate. Epoxy the
3/8" X 3/4" basswood crossplece between the sides at the aft
end of the bottom hatch. Pause and check to be sure the sides
are vertical and aligned. Set the crossplece at the top aft end
of the wing saddle In place but do not glue at this time. Notice
the sides curve Inward between trailing edge of the wing and
leading edge of the stab. tJse rubber bands or clamps to draw
them inward. Glue the tail posts together using a right triangle
or square to make sure the tallpost is truly perpendicular.
Working from rear to front cut, fit and glue all crosspieces and
diagonals In. Notice as you go along that the top corner
longerons swing outward over the wing saddle. Now, fill and
glue that joint and the crossmember together. Trim the
longeron smooth and sand flush with the wing saddle. Cut and
glue in place with four basswood uprights that connect the
landing gear plate to the wing saddle. It Is necessary to notch
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SECTION A-A l/rS«TB»LSA

the forward uprights to clear the 1 /8" ply triangular gussets.
Find the 7/8" aluminum tube and a 3/8" aluminum wing spar

and center both in the tubes in the wing center section, then set
the center section in place and use the tubes to insure that it is
square and true. If necessary, trim the wing saddles to insure a
flush fit. When satisfied, epoxy the center section In place, and
remove the tubes when dry. Add the 11B" sheet balsa planking
between the firewall and instrument panel. Remove the
fuselage from the board and turn it upside down.

Mark the location of the main landing gear holes, drill, and
bolt gear in place. Glue the 1/8" sheet balsa in front of the gear.
Trim the 1/8" plywood bottom hatch to size and install with
sheet metal screws. Add the 1/8" balsa crosspiece aft of the
hatch. Glue a 3/16" balsa stringer along the centerline from the
balsa cross piece to the tailwheel mount plate which is
installed at this time by notching the longerons and then
epoxying the mount plate in place.
Turn the fuselage right side up and add the 3/16" square

basswood stringer on top of the fuselage. You may notch the

wing center section trailing edge to receive the stringer. Run it
down flush with the stab fairing. Now add the 1/8" sheet balsa
planking on each side of the fuselage forward end and around
the side windows. Notice the window frame's outline is
relieved to accept the Lexan glass (approx. 1 /16") where it will
fair in smoothly with the planking. Now, add the fuselage side
stringers by notching them to be flush with the planking. Also,
glue them in flush with the tailpost.
The cowling pieces can be glued in place and shaped as

shown if you don't want it to be removable. An optional cowling
installation would be to mount the engine directly on the
firewall. Next, cut an inverted U-shaped 1/16" plywood former
to fit flush with the firewall and which would clear the engine
when pulled straight forward. Then build the cowl to fit on the
plywood, and glue it in place. The 1 /16" plywood can then be
fastened to the firewall with six #2 sheet metal screws. A word
of warning about closing in the front of the cowling, be sure the
hole in the bottom is at least 30-50 percent largerthan the

to page 40
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PLAN NO 778

CLIPPED WING TAYLORCRAF

Designed By: Jim Simpson

TYPE AIRCRAFT

1/4 Stand-Off Scale
WINGSPAN
86 Inches

WING CHORD

15%'lnches

TOTAL WING AREA

1360 Square Inches
WING LOCATION

High Wing
AIRFOIL

NACA 23012

WING PLANFORM
Constant Chord

DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP
1 Inch

OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH
64 Inches

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA
(L)16"x(W)10"x(H) 9" .

STABILIZER SPAN

30 Inches

STABILIZER CHORD (Incl. elev.)
8" Average

STABILIZER AREA

240 Square Inches
STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Flat

STABILIZER LOCATION
Top of Fuselage

VERTICAL HN HEIGHT
7 Inches

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rud.)
8" Average

REC. ENGINE SIZE
.91-2.6 Cu. In.

FUEL TANK SIZE
33 Ounces

LANDING GEAR

Conventional
REC. NO. OF CHANNELS

5

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Rud., Elev., Throt., All., Choke
BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION

Fuselage Balsa, Ply and Basswood
Wing Ply, Alum: Tubing & Balsa
Empennage Balsa
Wt. Ready-To-Fly 14-20 Pounds
Wing Loading 22-23 Oz./Sq. Ft.



intake holes on the front, and that baffles are installed to direct
the airflow through and overthe finned area of the engine
cylinder.

Laminate the 1 /8" balsa and 1 /4" ply root ribs, then drill
holes for servo cable and eyebolts. Install eyebolts and secure
with locknuts. Epoxy nuts to rib.
The wing panels can both be built over the same wing plan.

To do this you simply build one right side up and one upside
down. The plan is an aid to rib location. Cover it with waxed
paper. Lay out the ribs in the proper order (ply, balsa, balsa,
ply, etc.) and cut as necessary to accommodate the wing spar.
Trim the two outboard rib front ends to conform with the length
shown on the plan.

Slide the ribs onto the spar in the proper order. Use scrap
balsa to support spars such that rib barely touches work
surface. Measure distance from spar end to work surface and
make sure it is the same for both ends of each spar. Glue the
ribs to the spar with white glue only. IfyouYe quick you can
rotate the spars to work glue into the joint. When dry, add the
leading edge, trailing edge, sheeting and planking in that order
to the side which is exposed. (Do not remove structure from
board until this is complete.) Add the capslrips and then
remove from board and add remaining sheet and capstrips.
Glue the tip in place and sand to shape. Clean out the holes for
the aileron hinge wire and install the brass tubing at each end
of the wire, with the 3/32" wire in place. Epoxy a piece of 1 /8"
plywood 1" x IVz" between the ribs, centered above the
inboard piece of aileron hinge tubing and epoxy tube to the
plywood. Be sure the aileron hinge wire extends all the way
into it while you measure, then bend the L or J shape at the
outboard end. This will be embedded in the tip block. Glue or
bolt it in place when finished with the plane. Don't depend on
Scotch tape to hold it in place because it won't.
Secure the wing to a flat building surface with the trailing

edge flush. Build the aileron in place using scrap balsa as shim
stock to determine placement of end ribs. Carve the leading
edge to shape shown on the wing cross section. Glue in the
leading edge, ribs, trailing edge and capstrips in that order
after arranging on the aileron wire the hinge tubing. Glue the
tubing to the ribs with white glue. When dry, sand to match
wing contour and such that aileron moves freely up and down
in the aileron well.
Tape the aileron to the wing at the trailing edge so that it is

rigid and immovable. Study the control system carefully and
then install it as follows: First, operate the aileron servos on the
Y harness to insure proper direction of movement. Mount the
servos in the wing root as shown, Your access hatch may be
either top or bottom. (Top is easier.) Cut and bend the 3/32"
music wire to shape and then install your favorite adjustable
fastener at the servo end. Caution — rememberthe high level
of vibration and increased strength required; Don't use a
fastener that depends on a screw to hold it in place. Next, cut
and bend the pushrod to proper length and assemble both
pushrods to the bellcrank and then bolt the bellcrank into
position on the 1 /8" ply plate. Be sure there is no bind on the
system before you glue it in place, The attachment of aileron to
pushrod as shown on the plans is close to scale but is very
difficult. If you prefer to use standard horns you may epoxy
them in place but be sure to use heavy duty components. As
shown on the plans, you sand the 2 plywood plates to shape,
drill, and install counter-sunk screws. Drill for pushrod bearing
at the joint. Cut a U-shaped slot to clear the ball joint, then
remove the top piece and epoxy bottom piece in place. Add
capstrips and be sure it is secure. Install the bearing, pushrod,
and top lock block in that order. Now remove the wing tape and
adjust the aileron throw to 112" up and 112" down as measured
at the trailing edge.

Drill the 1/8" ply strut mount pads and install blind nuts and
spade bolts. Epoxy in place and when dry drill a hole through
pad into each spar and install a #2 sheet metal screw to insure
a mechanical connection to the spar. Next, drill and install
blind nuts in the jury strut mount pad; glue it in place. Now, do
the other wing exactly the same way.

Covering And Final Assembly:
We recommend that you cover the components and then do

the final assembly. If you prefer to do it vice versa skip to the
later paragraphs but refer to this one. MonoKote is perfectly
acceptable; it worked nicely on the original prototype.
Because this craft is an open structure. I cannot recommend
the other plastic films unless their tensile strength is equal to,
or higher than, that of MonoKote. Of course, an iron-on such
as Coverite will also do well and when painted would give a
very realistic finish.

It is best to cover the larger pieces first and the smallerones
last. The real aircraft is an off-white, almost cream color, with
dark red trim. I used white and red MonoKote. Cream and
maroon might do as well. Cover the fuselage bottom in red, the
sides up to the cabin windows in white and the top in red.
Notice the paint outlines are on the plans so in order to cut
scallops I placed two pieces of MonoKote face to face, or back
to back, under the plans, pinned it all down and cut along the
outline with my knife. Result is even scallops cut all at once. Be
sure to poke millions of pinholes in the underneath MonoKote
before adding the trim color layer. That will minimize trapped
air bubbles. The bottom of wings and tail are red and top colors
are shown on the plans.
When completely covered/painted the final assembly can

begin with bolting the landing gear in place. Set the fuselage
upright on the landing gear. Set the stab in place and mark the
area that contacts the fuselage. Cut covering away from this
area. Set fin in place on stab, mark contact area and remove
covering from that also. Now, epoxy all of the tail group to the
fuselage.

Insure alignment of the vertical fin by holding a straightedge
on each side and comparing the marks at end of straightedge;
on top of fuselage they should be centered. Insure stab
alignment by measuring from each tip hinge line toacenter
point on the wing center section trailing edge. Next, measure,
cut, and drill the steel strips which form tail bracing. Bolt them
in place as shown on plans. Don't forget to use self-locking
nuts.

We used a Kraft KP-7C radio and mounted the whole thing
on two 3/8" x 3/4" basswood crosspieces which were epoxied
onto the wing saddle bottom edge. We mounted the KPS-15 II
servos between these rails in Kraft servo mounts. The three
servos on the right side were connected to the tail surfaces
with pushrods made of 3/32" wire and 3/8" square basswood.
The two servos on the left side were connected to the throttle
and choke with flex cable pushrods. Do not mountthe ignition
micro switch to the structure without less than 1 /2" foam
insulation. The solid state ignition is mounted on the cabin floor
with plenty of foam insulation. The tank is mounted, centered
below the Center of Gravity, inline with the carburetor. The
filler tube can be made to come out the fuselage side and the
overflow out the bottom.

Insert the 7/8" diameter spar carrythrough and slide wing
panels in place, Mark root rib for eyebolt and servo cable holes
and re-install panels. Install turnbuckle through top hatch into
eyebolts and tighten by hand until panels are snug.
Placea folded towl on yourwork surface and, carefully

turning fuselage over, set the wing center section on this towel.
If you're lucky it will be 1" above the work surface. If not, adjust
accordingly. Place weights on each wing tip and hold it on work
surface. Re-check center section to be sure it's one inch
aPovework surface.

Install the spade bolts in the landing gear. Set the brass
tubing in place between each of the six pairs of spade bolts
and push the 6/32" x 1V4" bolts through spade bolts and
tubing. Cut and bend 3/32" music wire struts to shape. Place In
position and secure the music wire to the brass tubing with
uniform wraps of soft copper wire. Solder each joint with a big
iron and good flowable solder. When cool, remove, clean, and
re-install the struts. Locate the 3/8" x 3/4" basswood struts
with a 3/32" groove in one side. Cut these to shape and glue in
place with the 3/32" wire in the groove. This strut construction

to page 154
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Hoo Inc.

SB-2 SCOUT

If you are a novice and have had a little experience
building and fiying, say single channel and are
looking for a 1 /2A sport trainer, iook no further, this is

the plane for your new multi channei gear. Or are you an expert
looking for a sweet flying addition to your 1 /2A stable, the SB-2
Scout is just the piane you have been looking for.

First thing you will notice when you open the neat box is that
every part is machine cut and clearly numbered which
coordinates with a materials provided list. The list describes
every numbered part by quantity, dimensions and description,
It is divided into assemblies such as wing, fuselage, tail and
miscellaneous.

Looking further you will find a ten page step-by-step
instruction manual. To get you started off on the right foot, the
first page lists for you the additional materials you will need to
complete the plane so go right out and get everything together.
Then step-by-step with checkoff boxes it takes you through the
complete building of your SB-2 Scout.
CONSTRUCTION:

The 24" X 30" building plans are very complete, every part is
marked by a number which corresponds to the clearly marked
number on the part and on the materials provided list. There
can be absolutely no mistake as to the identity of a piece. The
fitting together of the parts when building is as great as the
finish of every part, it was a real pleasure to build. One
particular innovation we appreciated was the built-in box for
the receiver which was located under and aft of the cockpit.
Generally speaking, the majority of kits of this calibre fasten
the wing to the fuselage with rubber bands. This kit, however,
followed the pattern aircraft by using dowels and a nylon bolt to
hold the wing on; this is one of the many features of the kit you
experts will appreciate. This type of wing hold-down is

SPECIFICATIONS

Name SB-2 SCOUT
Aircraft Type 1/2A Sport Trainer
Manufactured By Hoo Inc.

12 Mac Alva Drive

Hamptom, VA 23669
Mfg. Suggested Retail Price $29.95
Available From Botti Mfg. & Retail Outlets
Wing Span 36V2 Inches
Wing Chord 6 Inches
Total Wing Area 226 Square Inches
Fuselage Length 28 Inches
Stabilizer Span 13 Inches
Total Stab Area 39 Square Inches
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range 049-.051
Recommended Fuel Tank Size 1 Ounce
Recommended No. of Channels 2
Recommended Control Functions Elev., & All.
Basic Materials Used In Construction:

Fuselage Balsa & Ply
Wing Balsa & Ply
Tail Surfaces Balsa

Building Instructions on Plan Sheets No
Instruction Manual Yes (10 pages)
Construction Photos No

RCM PROTOTYPE

Radio Used Kraft
Engine Make & DIsp Cox TD .049
Tank Size Used 1 Oz.
Weight, Ready To Fly 24 Ounces
Wing Loading 15 Oz./Sq. Ft.

SUMMARY

WE LIKED THE;
Machine cut parts; parts fit; built In receiver box; wing hold down;
plans & parts identification

WE DIDN'T LIKE THE:

No fault noted for this type aircraft.

carefully explained in the instructions and the novice should
have no trouble at all.

Covering:
The Scout was covered with white Kwik Cote and trimmed in

transparent blue.
Engine:
The engine was a Cox TD .049 and we used a Sullivan SS1

1 02. fuel tank which is located just behind the firewall.
Radio:

We used a Kraft 3 channel using two KPS 12 servos. Using
this gear, very little cramping for space'was encountered.
Should you use some of the newer miniature gear there would
be more than enough room.
Flying:
We would strongly recommend that the builder pay attention

to the length of the aileron linkage. The hookup can always be
shortened when you have more experience with the plane but
for starters you need the softness, same gofes for the elevator
horn, use the outside hole. We also felt the TD .049 is a bit too
much engine for the novice, since the Medallion is
recommended, the novice should use it. if you already have a
TD .049 then have a seasoned pilot around to help with the first
few flights. ^ p^ge 164
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/^STAND-
The reason many of us took up

R/C modeling is because we
are interested In full size

aircraft. The trend toward Stand-Off
Scale models, even as fun fly ships, is on
the increase. The rapid increase in the
number of us building a limited number
of kitted Stand-Off Scale ships has
resulted in a loss of individuality in our
projects. If being one of the crowd does
not interest you and the kit projects
seem to be getting boring, there is a
sure-fire way of making your next project
noticed and at the same time broaden
your knowledge.
A number of friends have asked how I

go about designing my models. This
article will try to explain the method I use
and should be applicable to any other
Stand-Off Scale project. As in many
problems, the solution is usually not
impossible if enough time and energy go
into solving the problem, (yjany problems
are very difficult to solve, but few are
impossible. This positive attitude is
necessary if you want to succeed.

In many cases, a modeler has a
dream ship in mind long before he does
any actual sketching. Other modelers
may just want something new and/or
different. Whichever group you are in,
the selection of this new project should
be done with some thought. These are
some of the things that went through my
mind before I made my final decision.
How weil do I fly? Are my building
methods up to the standards set by my
choice of aircraft? Can I afford to build
this monster? Will I need flying
equipment (radio, engines, etc.) that I do
not have now? Do I have to buy a trailer
to take this monster to the field? How
many pieces will it break down to an how
will this affect the design? These
questions and more should be thought
through and written down. If any of you
are like me, I forget things and then
wonder what I forgot!
My dream ship has been the North

American OV-10A Bronco well before
my start in radio control. The ROM Twin
Trainer was a step to this goal. The
questions listed above were answered.
Some easily and others not so easily. If
you do not have any specific aircraft in
mind and want to make a selection,
some guidelines should be listed. For
example: engine size, number of
functions, number of engines, size, etc.
A similar list of guidelines is also
necessary in my case, but certain things
were implied by my initial choice. The
guidelines, in my case, dictate the size of
the model, accuracy to scale, number of
functions, etc. My objectives for the
OV-10A were as foliows: Purpose,
Stand-Off Scale; Power, .40 to .60;
Functions, Standard four plus flaps; and

TABLE 1

OV-10A BRONCO

r-1.5" 1'-1.75" r-2"

Actual n-8 n-6.85 n-6

Wingspan 40' 60" 70" 80"

Overall Length 41.6' 62.4" 72.8" 83.2"

Overall Height 15.08' 22.6" 26.4" 30.2"
Wheelbase 11.63' 17.4" 20.4" 23.3"
Track 14.83' 22.3" 26.0" 29.7"

Tailplane Span 14.58' 21.9" 25.5" 29.2"
Prop. Dia. 8.5' 12.8" 14.9" 17.0"
Wing Area 291 ft.2 655"2 891 "2 1164"2

SCALING EQUATIONS

Scale Factor, n = actual size, feet

model size, feet

Linear Dimension:

Model Dimension (inches) = Actual Dimension (ft.) x 12 tn./ft.

Scale Factor, n

Linear Dimension, Squared (Areas);
Model Area (in. sq.) = Actual Area (ft.2) x 144"2/fi.2

(Scale Factor, n)^

transportable in my Fiesta.
My information search had started

earlier because I knew I would, at some
time, start this dream project. If you have
not been collecting information on your
project up to this time, now is the time to
start. If you decide to build a Stand-Off
Scale ship, and plan to enter it in any
contest, documentation is very
important. The model can look and fly
great but, without proof, it cannot win.
The Bronco had been modeled

before, but 1 could not remember In
which magazine. I visited Northrop
University's library and their Aviation
History Library, both located in
Inglewood, California. There was an
article in an issue of Model Airplane
News, which I copied and filed in my
Bronco binder. I also checked other
libraries, book stores, magazine shops,
and hobby shops. During this search I
came across a booklet written in

Japanese which had very detailed
three-views and a number of excellent
color photos. A letter to the Columbus
Division of Rockwell International
resulted In another three-view with

fuselage and boom cross sections and a
summary of the flight characteristics. A
quick look through Jane's Aircraft
volumes resulted in still another
three-view and additional information. I
also purchased a plastic model of the
Bronco. At an open house visittoEIToro
Naval Air Station, I took close-up photos

of a Bronco on display. All of this
information went into one binder for
quick reference. The absoiute minimum
you would need to design your model is
a three-view (top, front and side). If you
plan on entering a contest, more
information will be required. I,
personally, have not entered a contest.
Hopefully, I will some day, but before I do
I will ask members of the local Scale
Squadron how the documentation
should be organized.

Next, I had the three-view blown up to
SVaxH. Check with your local photo or
reproduction lab. This size is large
enough for scaling measurements and
will fit in a standard size binder. Now that
I had my information, inciuding
three-view, color photos or plates, and
the history of the aircraft, it was time to
consider what size to build the model to.
Here are some things that are important:
overall size, engine size, weight, wing
area, tail surface areas, aileron area,
prop disc area to boom cross sectional
area ratio, fuselage cross sectional
area, construction techniques, etc.
Please remember, while you go through
all of these things, that each is only a part
of the whole. All of the above items are
interrelated. Of the above items, two
were more important than the
remainder. First, the wing ioading would
have to be reasonable. In my case, I
consider 38 ounces per square foot the
absolute maximum, ready for take-off.
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TOP, LEFT: Only the basic drafting tools are required
for a proper design job. TOP, RIGHT: Completely
detailed drawings assure the fit and operation of all
components. It also helps you remember how you
planned to build the project. ABOVE, LEFT: A
carefully designed model makes a complex model
appear simple. ABOVE, RIGHT: Consideration must
be given to access for assembly such as the elevator
control linkage shown here. LEFT: Author's
Rockwell OV-10A is an excellent example of a well
designed scale model.

Second, was size. 1 wanted as much
visual impact as possible and still be
able to transport and store it.

At this point, you should have enough
information to start sketching. There is
some equipment you will need to design
your own ships. If you do not have a
calculator, purchase one. A very basic
four function calculator will be fine. Next,
drop by your local drafting supply store
and pick up the following: engineers
scale, 30-60-90 triangle, 45-45-90
triangle, compass, dividers, circle
template (1/8" to 1" diameter), a
mechanical drafting pencil with assorted
leads, a sharpener for your pencil, some
french curves, a 3' steel straight-edge
and a roll of 10x10 grid drafting paper.
This will be a bit expensive, but will be
useful for the remainder of your

modeling life. A drafting board can be
purchased or one made to suit your
needs. I prefer a long, narrow board. In
other words, a straight, flat doorl Slightly
damaged doors can be picked up at your
builders supply store for a very
reasonable price. You will also need a
board cover. Your drafting supply store
can help you again. I use one side of my
board for drafting and one side for
building.

The information obtained will list some
major specifications, including wing
span, lengths, heights, and wing area.
Using these dimensions and scaling
equations, It is easy to get some idea of
what size to build your model to. Make a
chart similar to Table 1. Column 1 lists
the Items of interest such as wing area
and overall length. Column 2 should be

the actual measurements of the full size
aircraft. Please list all dimensions in
decimal form.

For example, 1'3" equals 1.25".
Column 3 and beyond will list
dimensions to various scale values. Use
the scaling equations in Table 1 to
calculate the listed dimensions to
various scales. The measurements
under the scale factor of 1" equals 1.75'
looked very good, but I had to check
other dimensions not listed in Table 1. 1
needed a "measuring stick" to take
measurements from the three-view. The
procedure is as follows:

Place a piece of tracing paper over
yourthree-view. Draw a line from wingtip
to wingtlp. Mark the ends of this line at
the extreme ends of the wing. Label this
line AB. Remove the tracing paper from
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the three-view. From point A, draw
another line perpendicular to line AB.
Label this line AC. Recall from your table
which scale you will be investigating and
its corresponding model wing span. In
my case, it was 1' equals 1.75" with a
wing span of about 70". Now find a scale
on the engineer's rule that corresponds
to your wingspan which is longer than
AB. Using this scale at the model
wingspan, draw a line from point B to line
AC. The model wingspan should be the
distance between point B and the
intersection of AC and this new line.
Label this line CB. CB can now be
divided into the same number of units as
your model's wingspan. With your
triangles, draw lines from the marks on
CB down to AB. Each line must be
parallel to AC. The ruler you have just
made, can now be used to take
measurements from your three-view.
Please note that each unit on your ruler
(AB) is equal to any other unit and
represents 1". The above procedure is
outlined in your AMA rulebook. Use your
ruler to check the measurements you
are interested in. In my case, I found no
problem areas. You may not be so
fortunate. For example, in another
design, the cowl diameter scaled up to
be too large and would have masked
most of the prop. Instead of reducing the
nacelle diameter and change the overall
appearance of the model, I decided to
make another ruler to a smaller scale.
With this new scale, I again checked the
cowl diameter. It was still a bit large, but
now could be reduced slightly without
affecting overall appearance. With the
reduction to the smaller scale the wing
area was less than desired. I increased
the wing area by increasing the wing
chord by an inch. This increase was not
noticeable to the eye, but did increase
the wing area to an acceptable number.

If you are satisfied with the basic
dimensions you have just checked, the
next step is to completely dimension the
three-view using the ruler. These
dimensions will be used to lay out your
construction drawings. Because my
model would be Stand-Off Scale, the
above dimensions are flexible. For
example, if one half of the wing
happened to scale out to 36.4", I would
list it as 36". The extra work involved in
adding .4" to a standard 3' length of
balsa would not be worth the effort.
Now that I had all of the dimensions

necessary to lay out the construction
plans, it was time to consider exactly
what type of construction would be used.
Possibilities included: foam, balsa,
fiberglass, cardboard, or a combination
including any or all of them. All have
advantages and disadvantages. In my
case, I decided to do the following: The
wing would be foam instead of built-up

balsa because it's easier to build. The
fuselage would be balsa because it has
straight sides similar to an RCM 40. This
would be light and very easy to frame up.
The fuselage nose and tail sections
would be fiberglass because of their
large size and shape. Polyurethane
foam would be carved and sanded to the
right shape before being glassed. The
foam would then be removed, leaving a
light, accurate fiberglass part. The
booms, vertical stabs, rudders, elevator,
and horizontal stab, would all be built-up
balsa. Minimum weight and high
strength would be very important.

With this information, it was time to put
some of it down on paper. I laid out
enough of the 10x10 grid drawing paper
to allow drawing the fuselage full size in
top and side views. Step one, as in any
drawing, is to lay down a reference line.
In my case, it was the fuselage
centerline in top view and the bottom of
the fuselage in side view. Using the
dimensioned three-view, I drew in the
outline of the fuselage in side and top
view, and located the wing root section.
The outer limit of the wing leading and
trailing edges located bulkheads that
would position the wing. The forward
bulkhead would be used to key the wing
into, therefore it is 3/16" plywood. Two
additional bulkheads were positioned
between the leading and trailing edge
bulkheads to support the wing. The nose
gear and wheel were drawn in next. The
position was scaled from the three-view.
In some aircraft, a bulkhead can be
positioned such that the nose gear can
be mounted to it. Additional bulkheads
were positioned where the canopy
frames were shown. Photos and
sections of the fuselage showed that the
fuselage sides are very straight except
for the nose, rear and canopy. The
fuselage sides were drawn in the plan;
the canopy-fuselage intersection being
of the upper edges. At this point the
fuselage frame is similar to any simple
box fuselage. The fuselage bottom
sheets were drawn in next. Since the
fuselage was to be framed up on this
bottom sheet it was drawn in fairly thick.
In this way, the bottom sheet would be
marked showing the fuselage
centerline, and bulkhead positions. The
bulkheads would be glued to the bottom
sheet, then the sides added. With all
bulkheads positioned in the side view,
they were transferred to the top view. I
now had the height and width at each
bulkhead location. With the photos,
three-view, and the plastic model, the
plotting of each fuselage cross section
requires some measurements and
some plain old "eye balling." Additional
balsa material and/or strength may be
required in the joint between the
fuselage sides and bottom. I added a

doubler in this area. I also added 1/4"
triangle stock to strengthen each
bulkhead joint. A separate mount was
drawn in for the nose gear because its
position does not allow it to be mounted
to any bulkhead. The fuselage drawing
should now show the wing position,
sides, doublers, lower sheeting,
bulkheads, nose gear mounting, nose
and tail blocks, and any other items
necessary to start construction. In my
case, I don't always include all the
details at this point. For example, the
provisions for mounting the wing is not
shown. These type of ,details can be
added later.

Many modelers have a difficult time
deciding what airfoil section to use. My
method is not very scientific but seems
to work. I use an airfoil that looks like it
will work. Use an airfoil that you have
flown before. Another possible problem
area is incidence angle. Here again, I am
no expert. I have read of several
methods of determining incidence
angles knowing the actual full size
aircraft numbers. I'm not sure which is
the best method. My method is to use
what was used on the full size aircraft as
long as the difference between the wing
and the horizontal stab does not get out
of hand. For example, a difference of 5
degrees would worry me. In the case of
the Bronco, I did not have any data on
incidence angle. In this case I set the
horizontal stab at 0 degrees and the
wing at plus 2 degrees. I used these
numbers on another twin with a similar
airfoil with good results.
Drawing the wing was next. Because

the wing was a constant chord and had
no dihedral, a plan view (top or bottom)
would be all that was required. I again
laid out some 10x10 grit paper and used
the leading edge as one reference line
and the fuselage center as the other
reference line. As in the fuselage
drawing, the first lines are the outline of
the wing. I then drew in the boom center
lines. If it were a built-up wing, any
natural break In the wing would be a rib
pair position, for example, the
flap-aileron split or the fuselage-flap
split. I next drew airfoil sections to detail
how the leading and trailing edges would
be handled. A quick check showed that
leading edge stock of less than 3/16"
thickness would result in foam showing
through. The leading edge was then
drawn in as 1/4" stock. The balsa trailing
edge would result in a stiffer more
precise wing end than a tapered foam
edge.
The booms were next. This drawing

was laid over the fuselage drawing to
assure correct alignment. Again, I used
the three-view to draw the outline of the
boom. The wing and horizontal stab
incidence angles were checked along



with the other basic boom

measurements. Only one of the booms
would be drawn but details peculiar to
each boom, wil l be shown. The
procedure is the same as the fuselage.
The important bulkheads are the engine
mount bulkhead, landing gear bulkhead,
and boom profile formers. The boom is
very straightfonward. The vertical stab is
built up as a separate unit, then glued to
the boom. A problem became apparent
— the radio installation would have to be

set down now so details could be

included in the drawings.
The plane will have to be broken down

for transport and storage. The major
assemblies would be the fuselage, wing,
and boom-tail surface group. Problem
number one: How do you operate the
steerable nose gear and two rudders
with one servo, and permit disassembly.
I  finally decided to use two sen/os in
parallel. One servo would be mounted in
the fuselage to actuate the nose gear.
The other servo would be mounted in

one of the booms. The boom rudder

servo would actuate the rudder directly
behind it. The rudder hinged to the other
vertical stab and boom, would be driven
by a link through the horizontal stab. The
rudder-steerable nose gear servos
would use a Y-connector and be

patched into the single receiver output.
The elevator servo would be mounted

into the other boom and actuated by
pushrods through the boom and vertical
stab. Pushrods instead of a NyRod
would be used to reduce the affects of

temperature and minimize play. The
ailerons would be driven by one servo by
pushrods and bellcranks. The flaps
would also be driven by one servo. A
throttle system which would use two
servos was decided on. It would allow

driving each throttle directly from each
boom mounted throttle servo. The total

number of servos is seven. A larger
capacity battery pack would be
necessary. Before continuing, a visit to
Futaba was decided on to check my
radio installation. No problems arose
from that meeting.
The steerable nosegear servo was

not shown in the plans because that
installation is straightforward and
simple, The servo would be placed as
close to the nose gear as possible to
minimize link length. The flap and
aileron servo installation and linkages
were next. These were detailed for my
own satisfaction. The flap servo is
placed close to the flap — again, to
minimize link length and deflection. A
control line flap horn would be used to
drive the two inner flap sections as one
unit. The two outer flap segments would
be driven by the inner flap segments
through the booms by 1/8" diameter
piano wire couplers. 1/8" piano wire may

seem a bit on the large side, but 3/32"
wire was tried on another project and
found to be too springy. The flap
segments would be hinged on the
bottom edge and would be gapless
when retracted. The aileron servo

installation was a bit more involved. The

first bit of information I needed was the

servo output in degrees of travel. This
information would be used in

determining in which hole of the
bellcrank each pushrod would be
connected. My goal was to have
differential throw with a ratio of about
1.5/1, up/down. My aileron system would
use 120 degree bellcranks, differential
pushrod-bellcrank positions and control
horns set to the rear of the aileron hinge
line to achieve the 1.5/1 ratio. The servo,
linkages and bellcranks were drawn in
the wing plan view. A wing cross section
at the aileron was also drawn. The servo

output can now be used to predict the
amount of aileron movement. I tried

various bellcrank-pushrod positions,
horn-pushrod positions, and servo
output arm lengths until I had a
combination that resulted in the 1.5/1
ratio I wanted and the amount of aileron
movement I thought necessary. A
recheck of my layout showed everything
to be correct, so the details were drawn
in the wing plan view. All of the details
necessary to install the system were
included -- the servo type, servo
direction of rotation, servo output arm
distance, 120 degree bellcrrank
location, pushrod positions,
pushrod-bellcrank hole positions,
aileron horn position and
pushrod-aileron horn position. Any data
which would make construction easier

should be included in your construction
plans. Please note that whenever a horn
or coupler is used in the flap or aileron,
the area has hard balsa instead of the

original foam. Balsa is also used for the
hinge surfaces.

With the above information, the boom
drawing could be completed. As stated
earlier, the rudder servo would be
mounted in the left boom. Note that the
rudder cannot be driven perpendicular
to its hinge line directly from the sen/o,
so a 120 degree bellcrank was mounted
in the tail section of the boom, directly
below the vertical stab leading edge.
The right rudder is driven, through the
horizontal stab, with a link connected to
the top of each rudder. Stiff NyRod was
used with a ball and socket assembly at
each end. The above building and
construction notes were recorded in my
notebook. All of the hardware required
for the rudder system was drawn in at
this time. Do not forget to lay out how
much travel will be possible with all
linkage lever arms considered. As in the
aileron travel case, it all starts with the

servo angular travel and the servo
output arm radius. Some of you may ask
why I did not use a NyRod from the
rudder servo to the right rudder horn,
thereby eliminating the 120 degree
bellcrank. I decided against it because 1
have noticed that the amount of free play
at the output end depends on the type of
NyRod used and the straightness of the
NyRod system. The more flexible and
curvy the system is, the greater the free
play. It makes a noticeable difference
while flying.
The left boom is almost complete. The

engine, motor mount, gas tank, landing
gear and throttle servo and linkage,
should be drawn at this time. When I

purchased my K & 8 engines, the
information which came with the

engines included a nice three-view. 1
placed the three-view under my drawing
and traced the engine using the prop
hub for location. I then measured the
motor mounts I would be using and drew
them in place. This, in effect, set the
position of the engine motor mount
bulkhead, it was noted that the engine
cylinder head is positioned within the
wing leading edge. I decided against
inverting the engines and strengthened
the wing without the plywood. The
plywood in the wing and the engine
bulkhead would be used to fasten the

forward wing section to the boom.
A bulkhead must be positioned

somewhere for the landing gear to
fasten to. I tried to duplicate the wild gear
system of the real Bronco without much
success. It would have been costly,
heavy and not very sturdy. It also was
apparent, that retracts were not possible
due to space limitations. I decided to use
a simple piano wire gear. The Bronco
gear will be simulated with tubing, etc.
Placement of the main gear axles would
be as close to the Center of Gravity as
possible without detracting from overall
appearance. The exact placement of the
landing gear bulkhead depends on the
placement and size of the gas tank. 1
decided on ten ounce gas tanks. I drew
in the gas tank and then positioned the
landing gear bulkhead. The placement
and linkage for the throttle servo will
complete the left boom plan. The servo
was placed on the right side of the boom
to allow use of as straight a pushrod as
possible. The rudder servo would also
be mounted on the same pair of
mounting rails to the left of the throttle
servo. The left boom drawing can be
used for the right boom plan because
both are outwardly the same. Details of
the elevator mechanics were shown

where needed. Everything forward of
the wing trailing edge is the same as in
the left boom. Because the elevator is
high in the vertical stab, a linkage

to page 144
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"A"Main Event winners (Lto R, standing): 1st Place Diane
Semler, 2nd Bev Power, 3rd Ellie Tom. (Kneeling): 5th Pat
Pottoi, 4th Janice Fish, 6th Dot Prather.

FIRST ANNUAL

LADY BOATERS

« M CI «Ma% # /I m^A ̂  ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ \ ̂ ^ ̂ A J ^ ̂B"Main Event winners (L to R, standing): 1st Place Karon
Baptist, 2nd Marilyn Riccio, 3rd Theresa McWayne.
(Kneeling): 4th Judy Prigley, 5th Rosie Garcia, 6th Anne
Wisniewski.

BY DICK TICHENOR

John Brodbeck felt it was about
time to let the wives and girl
friends, who patiently support

the boat racing guys, show that
chauvinistic bunch that the ladies can
drive the boats as well as the men can.
The ladies not only showed it, but had a
heck of a lot of fun in doing so.
The race was held at Legg Lake,

South El Monte, California, on June 24,
1979. Boat classes allowed were Mono
with inboard or outboard engines, Deep
Vee with inboard or outboard, and tunnel
hull with outboard only, ail of which
competed together. Engine size was
limited to Class A (3.5 cc).
Twenty five entries were registered

(the gasoline crunch in California held it
down to some degree). The top six heat
point scores were raced in the "A" Main
event and the next six ran in the "B"
Main event.

As for the boat driving, it was amazing,
especially when this was only the first or
second race for most of the contestants.
It was the second race for the "A" Main
event winner Diane Semler. The ladies
are to be congratulated for the aptitude
and skill they displayed in competitive
boat racing. Not only did they show
talent, but their enthusiasm and
excitement became so contagious that it
was a real fun event to watch.

The Regatta was sponsored by K & B
Manufacturing, Los Angeles County
Department of Parks and Recreation,
and Southern California Model Boat
Association. Joe Monohan, Prop Nuts

Model Boat Club, was Contest Director.
The races were so successful and
enjoyable that John Brodbeck
emphatically stated that it would
definitely be repeated in 1980. □

j

The reward of sponsorship, John Brodbeck received a big hug and kiss from the
ladies when he awarded the trophies.
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Bev Wisniewski ran an outboard Bev Power drives a speedy Class A JaniceFlshandhermonoareapartof
powered Prather small Deep Vee. mono. Chips Team.

n

1
Pat Potto! gets a start assist from Dot Prather did well with the new Karon Baptist took 1st Place in the

"B" MCharlie. Prather small Deep Vee. ain Event.

Rosle Garcia was 5th In the "B" Main. Linda Garner ran a Dumas Quickie 40. Theresa McWayne in deep
This was Rosie's first race. concentration.

Judy Prigley and Karon Baptist are Anne Wisniewski did her thing with a Ellie Tom was just plain happy about
taking that first turn seriously. Steve Mueller tunnel hull. the whole thing.

Theresa McWayne made a nice Marilyn Riccio was expertly assisted Officials and spectators found each
showing with her Potto! KlamponKai. by Pat Potiol. heat of the Powder Puff race most

interesting.
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R08
Designed By : Dick Odie

TYPE AIRCRAFT
Two Meter Sailplane

WINGSPAN
78.8 Inches

WING CHORD
8.76 Inches

TOTAL WING AREA
690 Square Inches
WING LOCATION

High Wing
I  AIRFOIL
'^ 2^/r Semi-symmetrical

WING PLANFORM
Constant Chord Center Panel

Tapered Tips
POLYHEDRAL. EACH TIP

2'/a" Center Panel, 3%" Tip
OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH

36 Inches
RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA

(L) 7%" X (W) 1'/4-(Max.) x (H) 1%"
STABILIZER SPAN

20.6 Indies
STABILIZER CHORD

5-3" Average
STABILIZER AREA
103 Square Inches

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION
5':'. Symmetrical

STABILIZER LOCATION
Top of Fin

VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT
6-5 Inches

VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (Incl. rud.)
7-0" Average

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS
2

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Rudder & Flying Stab

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION
Fuselage Balsa & Ply
Wing i Balsa & Ply
Empennage Balsa
Wt. Ready-To-Fly 20 Ounces
Wing Loading 4.2 Dz./Sq- Ft.

The R08 may not be the

Utopia ot the two meter

class,hutsotarithasyet to

tinish out ot the money.
By Dick Odie

aving long cooked my simple
brain by over exposure to the
sun while flying sailplanes, I

have found it necessary to number each
of my designs. You will note that the
sailplane presented here is Number 8.
To assist in remembering who I am
(should someone ask) the number has
been preceded by my initials. By placing
the above information on my sailplane,
and given a little luck, I am usually able
to locate the thing in time to launch with
my flight group.

The ROB follows a general design
concept started 18 months ago with the
R04, my first two meter design. The
R04 was intended to be light, durable,
fast, and easy to fly. With a 5.2 ounce per
foot wing loading, it was light. It was
durable. It had a 8% thick flat bottom
airfoil section and was only fair in the
speed department. Even though I
managed to place in both contests
entered with the R04, it was not what I
wanted and it was not particularly easy



durability to withstand the rigors of
competition.

With these objectives fresh in my
mind, a blank piece of paper was taped
to the drawing board and the R08
started coming to life. Things such as
surface areas, tail volume, moments,
etc., were calculated and the design was
roughed out on paper. Then came the
true stroke of luck. My neighbor walked
in to investigate what strange thing I was
up to this time. I looked down and there it
was, a perfect 12% thick, 2% mean
camber, size 11, brown Florsheim shoe.
I quickly traced the airfoil as my neighbor
stood somewhat precariously upon the
drafting table. This once again proves
that sailplane design is in fact an exact
science.

The truth is that the R08 looked so
promising that construction was started
without ever finalizing the plans. Two
weeks later the R08 was given a slight

or fun to fiy. Basically, It was not the
Utopia we all seek and never find.

Before returning "back to the drawing
board" I felt that it was necessary to
re-examine the design objectives and
establish some very basic priorities
having to do with why adults are willing
to endure extreme hardships for the
sake of flying a sailplane. The answer
seemed simplel We fly because it is fun
--- or should be. So priority one
demanded a design that was easy to fly
and, therefore, fun to fly.

Priority two tended toward satisfying
the desire to create something a little
different, a little sexy if you will — a
design that might Inspire the question "I
give up, what is that?"
By nature I tend to be fiercely

competitive and so priority three
demanded a design which could win any
given two meter contest regardless of
the tasks involved.

Priority four Involved durability and
ease of construction. I love to fly and
hate to build. Repairing broken
sailplanes causes my entire family to
suffer unusual punishment, so the
design had to be simple to build and very
durable.

Toward these various goals the
following criteria was set forth;
(1) Light wing loading for flying light lift

with the limited efficiency available in a
small wing.
(2) Semi-symmetrical airfoil section

for penetration at a light loading and for
speed when loaded up.
(3) A "thick" (12%) airfoil section to

provide a wing volume sufficient to make
the bird easy and responsive to fly. It
also allows for a decent main spar
height.
(4) A low mean camber value (2%) to

keep the center of lift from wandering all
over the place which again makes the

R08 easy to fly. A side benefit is the
aerobatic performance it generates.
(5) A tiny fuselage cross section to

reduce parasitic drag.
(6) Symmetrical airfoil sections on the

fin and stabilator to reduce drag and
make control inputs smooth and
progressive.
(7) A "Tee" tail configuration to

assure the solid effectiveness of the stab

and, perhaps, for less drag. A secondary
consideration was that of removing the'
stab from the danger of being wiped out
by my head when hand launching.
(8) And lastly, an alrframe which is

efficient (i.e., high strength to weight
ratio), and which is fairly straightforward
to build while still maintaining enough

push into the wind and that's when the
love affair started. That sailplane was
connected to my right thumb ™ I mean
directly connected, Think turn and It
turned right now, think penetration and it
moved right out without the sink rate
going completely away, think minimum
sink and you would easily believe that
the wing contained a lot of helium.
Was it fun to fly? Did it meet the

number one priority? You bet! Was it
sexy? That crowd of people looking at it
thought so, and since that first day the
R08 has always had lots of people
around to preen its feathers for, and that
of course is very satisfying to say the
least.

Now to the big question. Would the
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Hatch hold-down system, antenna leads, wiring is run
under battery and along the sides of the servos.

Micro switch accuated by round headed pin, ballast
control bulkheads.

1/64" ply center section showing holes for the use of "Hot
Stuff." Index marks are for wing top ballast location.

Stab mounted on fin with baking soda fillet, stab control
clevis, note recess in fin to allow for stab movement.

R08 satisfy my need for a competitive
and durable contest bird? The answer?
Yes, it is a winner and I trust that you did
not expect to hear anything different.
The R08 has yet to finish out of the
money, with the most recent victory
coming at the Western R/C Soaring
Championships (June, 1979).
The R08 may not be the Utopia of the

Two r\^eter class, but so far it has blown
the shorts off every other Two Meter for
the pure fun of flying, and the fun of flying
should be what our hobby is all about.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES
General:

For adhesives i use Hot Stuff (HS).
Wilhold aliphatic resin glue, and Sig slow
cure epoxy. Use whatever equivalent
you are comfortable with. When
constructing the stab, fin, and rudder, I
pin down all the parts, dust the joints with
baking soda, and apply a small drop of
HS. Turn the assembly over, dust joints
with baking soda (BS), and apply HS
again. For ply to ply joints in wing,
fuselage, etc., I tack parts in place with
HS, then make small fillets with BS and
drop HS along the fillet. For the wing I
tack joints with HS for the sake of speed
and then follow up with at least two coats
of Wilhold on all tialsa to balsa and balsa
to spruce joints. For laminations and
overlays I drill 1/16" diameter holes on
3/8" centers in the plywood. Then dust
the underlying balsa with BS sufficiently

to fill the grain. While holding the
plywood in place, drop HS through the
holes. This method is very quick and has
proven to be adequately strong. Where
localized stress is anticipated in light
balsa, impregnate the area with HS.
Wing:
(1) Make wing rib templates from 1/8"

ply. Make two root templates and one tip
template, including all spar notches and
holes.

(2) Make thirty rib blanks from 1 /16" x
4" X 36" medium weight straight grained
balsa. Make blanks 1.3" x 9". Each
sheet will make twelve blanks.
(3) Make three rib blanks from 1/8"

light balsa.
(4) Stack four 1/16" blanks and one

1/8" blank betwen root templates. Bolt
stack with 4-40 or 6-32 bolts, washers
and nuts. Shape airfoil to template. (I
use belt sender.) Cut notches with fine
saw and finish with "swiss" files. Do not
cut holes in these ribs. Five ribs done!
Did you forget the sub spar?
(5) Stack fourteen 1/16" blanks and

two 1/18" blanks between root
templates. Do same as #4 but do cut
holes this time. Hog out holes with
Dremel Tool or drill. Keep well
undersized. Finish holes with coarse,
then fine, rat tail files.
(6) Stack six 1/16" blanks between

one root template and the tip template.
Do same as #5. Note the nasty angles

after shaping. A little hand work with a
sandpaper block, "swiss" files on the
notches, and a tapered grinding stone
on the holes will make the ribs look right.
(7) Mark the leading and trailing edge

stock for the rib locations. Notch all rib

locations, except at the dihedral and
polyhedral breaks, with fine hack saw
blades taped together. Usually three
blades together will produce a 1/16" slot.
(8) Pin down trailing edges on plan

(use wax paper). Note flat portion of
wing rib on bottom, near the trailing
edge. Place this flat portion on plan and
insert rib into trailing edge notch,
keeping rib aligned over plan. Tack each
rib as you go with HS. Do not install ribs
marked (A) on the plan as they would
prohibit the installation of the dihedral
braces.

(9) Put on leading edge, tacking with
HS. Yes, it is hanging in mid-air.
(10) Slide sub spar through ribs,

checking for correct rib alignment again.
Tack with HS.

(11) Remove pins from trailing edges.
Lift wing panels from plans.
(12) Lay bottom spars (1/8" x 1/8"

and 1/8" x 1/4" spruce) on flat surface.
Place each wing panel over appropriate
spar and tack with HS.

•  (13) Cut shear webs from 1/16" sheet
and tack in place with HS. They must fit
right — flush with bottom spar and flush
with bottom of top spar notch. Not much
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Stab control cable is centered on fin "ribs," note how
rudder cable exits fuselage.

Completed stab mounted to fin, note again the holes in the
1164 "ply stab mount which are filled with baking soda and
"Hot Stuffed."

Note that the switch has been moved? The plan /oca Won as
shown is actually the best (trial and error!). Wing seating
tape used for no-slip hand launches, skid made from car
floor mat.

Wing is simple, strong and light. Holes really stop the
traffic if covered with clear MonoKote and do help to keep
the wing tips light.

fun, I know, but very important. The
shear web grain is vertical, right? I'm
sorry, but I had to ask.
(14) Turn the panels over and place

over the remaining (top) spars. Tack
with HS.

(15) Slide dihedral braces between
spars and trim wing panel ends to
achieve proper fit of L.E., T.E.. and spars
when at the correct angle of dihedral.
With everything lined up, tack dihedral
braces in place with HS. Tack L.E.,T.E.,
and spars with HS.
(16) Cut remaining ribs (marked (A)

on plan) to allow for dihedral braces. Cut
1/8" gap between ends of sub spar.
Slide remaining ribs over sub spars to
proper position. Tack with HS. All the
ribs are now in position.
(17) Tack turbulators in place with HS.

Tack tip gussets in place.
(18) Glue dihedral braces with baking

soda fillets and HS or slow curing epoxy.
I prefer the BS & HS method for reasons
of speed, strength and weight.
(19) Glue all other joints with a

minimum of two coats of Wilhold or

equal. Pay particular attention to the
shear web/spar joints. They must be
slightly better than perfect.
(20) Glue on wing tips (1/4" sheet).
(21) Shape leading edge and tips. It is

advisable to use a leading edge
template to assure a consistent radius.
Keep leading edge fairly blunt.

(22) Overlay the 1/64" ply center
section on top of wing. I dust the balsa
wood with baking soda, drill 1/16" holes
in the 1/64" ply, then drop HS through
the holes while holding the overlay in
place with my sweaty little fingers.
Quick, light, and strong!
(23) Turn wing over and add glue

fillets (lots of BS & HS) at the leading
edge, trailing edge, and along the three
most center ribs. This will provide
support for the wing bands and wing top
ballast.

(24) Overlay the 1/64" ply center
section on bottom of wing. Inlet trailing
edge for wing bands.
(25) Finish sand the wing until all is

flush and smooth. See covering note
found later on.

Fuselage:
(Read caution note on plan —
please!)
(1) Cut 1/32" ply fuselage sides. Tack

together with rubber cement and cut
holes (if you like). I mark center of holes
using plan, then draw holes with circle
template. Start with drill or Dremel Tool
and finish with long tapered grinding
stone.

(2) Cut fuselage top and bottom from
light but strong 3/16" sheet. Glue the top
and bottom to the right fuselage side
using epoxy.
(3) Cut the outlet holes for the rudder

and stabilator cable leads. Place these

two cable leads through their outlet
holes and position them, along with the
antenna lead, in place on the fuselage
bottom. Leave the cable leads plenty
long at this time.
(4) Install 1/16" sheet bulkheads

(cable lead retainers) aft of the wing
trailing edge.
(5) Install the tow hook doubler on the

inside of the fuselage.
(6) Glue the left fuselage side in place

with epoxy. Be sure to position antenna
lead outlet.

(7) Make up bulkheads 1, 2, 3 and 4,
including the wing band dowels. If you
cut all the required access holes in the
bulkheads at this time you will be a
happy person later on.
(8) Slide bulkhead 4 over cable leads

and glue in place. Cut wing seats from
3/16" sheet and glue in place.
(9) Glue 3/16" triangle stock to bottom

Inside of fuselage and box In finger hold
area with the same stock.
(10) Slide bulkhead 3 over cable

leads and glue in place. Also glue 1/32"
ply ballast deck in place If you decide to
go that way.
(11) Glue 1/16" ply fuselage doublers

in place, followed by bulkheads 2 and
then 1.

(12) Decide upon the type of switch
you will use and tackle that installation
now. I use a micro-toggle switch
actuated by a push-pull wire which
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hooks through a hole in the end of the
toggle handle and exits the fuselage on
the side that I can see when launching. A
mini slide switch also works well.

(13) Glue 1/32" ply finger hold in
place. Sand bottom of fuselage
components flush and glue fuselage
bottom in place. I use epoxy for this by
leaving fuselage bottom oversize and
use rubber bands to hold bottom In place
while epoxy cures.
(14) Tack 1/2" hatch block in place.

Rough size Is 1/2" x 1%" x 9" for now.
Drill 1/16" hole for hatch pin from front
side of bulkhead 1.

(15) Sand front of fuselage flush. Glue
on nose block with epoxy.
(16) Inlet fuselage bottom and glue

bottom tow hook doubler In place. Install
one or more 1/16" sheet bulkheads

under wing. Suit yourself. These
bulkheads end up being tiny after
allowing for the wing seat and various
cable leads. Maybe your buddy has
smaller fingers. If you use these for
ballast control, Impregnate each one
with HS for strength.
(17) Run this whole mess by the belt

sander a time or two and finish with a
little hand work. Should look like a
fuselage now.
(18) Remove hatch and set aside for

now.

Fin And Rudder:

(1) Pin down fin leading edge on 1/32"
shims. Pin down all the various 1/4" stuff
and glue it. I use BS & HS. Hate to waste
time with that contest coming up. If you
like, cut holes for stab cable lead as you
assemble the "ribs." Note that the fin
post extends to fuselage bottom. Glue In
leading edge gusset.
(2) Shape the fin right now. Slide fin

over stab cable lead and place fin on
fuselage. What progress! Mark cable
lead 1 Vi" from top of fin. Remove fin. So
much for progress. Cut cable lead off at
the mark.

(3) Slide fin back over cable lead and
position on fuselage. Check cable lead
length. Strap something on the wing
seat (the wing?) and pin the fin in a
"vertical" position relative to the wing.
Does everything look right? Glue It!
(4) Apply 1/64" ply overlays on both

sides of fin post and ends of fuselage top
and bottom. Finish shaping fin and
fuselage.
(5) Pin down rudder trailing edge on

1/16" shims over plan. Cut 1/8" sheet
lengthwise on a 45° angle to make the
rudder leading edge. You need only cut
one side at this time to get it pinned
down. Cut the various 1/4" stock for the
"ribs," top, bottom, etc., and go totally
nuts trying to make the compound
angles fit properly.
(6) Give up yet? Shape the thing and

call it good. Impregnate control horn
area with HS.

Stabilator:

(1)Flt and glue 1/8" leading edge,
trailing edge, tip piece, and 1/8" x 3/8"

Material List

1/64" ply — 6" X 24", 1 req'd wing center section, fin post, misc.
1/32" ply — 6" X 36", 1 req'd fuselage, bulkheads
1/16" ply — 3" X 12", 1 req'd doublers, dihedral braces
3/32" ply — 2" X 12" 1 req'd dihedral brace, bulkhead
1/8" ply — 4" X 9", 1 req'd rib templates, misc.
1/8" X 1/8" X 36" spruce, 2 req'd outer wing spars
1/8" X 1/4" X 36" spruce 4 req'd inner wing spars
1/16" X 3" X 36" med., 1 req'd shear webs, misc.
1/16" X 4" X 36" med., 3 req'd wing ribs
3/32" X 1/8" X 36", 9 req'd turbuiators
3/32" X 2" X 36", 1 req'd stab
1/8" X 1/8" X 36" med., 2 req'd stab ribs
1/8" X 1/4" X 36", 4 req'd sub spar, fin ribs
1/8" X 3/8" X 36" hard 1 req'd stab
1/8" X 1/2" X 36 ", 2 req'd stab, misc.
1/8" X 2" X 36", 1 req'd wing ribs, fin, misc.
3/16" X 3/8" X 36" med, 3 req'd wing and fin L.E.
3/16" X 2" X 36", 1 req'd fuselage, bulkheads, misc.
3/16" X 3/4" X 36", 3 req'd wing T.E.
1/4" X 2" X 36" i req'd wing tips, rudder, misc.
1/2" X 2" X 9" 1 req'd hatch
1/2'' X 2" X 9" hard 1 req'd laminate for nose block
Various other bits and pieces hopefully found in your scrap bin.
Acessories required;
Control cables — Sullivan #508, 0.058 dia. or equivalent, 2 req'd
Cable housing for antenna lead, 1 req'd
Small control horn, 1 req'd
Small nylon clevis, 3 req'd
Small tow hook, 1 req'd
1/16" music wire
1/16" I.D. brass tube
3/32" I.D. brass tube
Hint — I have been buying bulk quantities of balsa and plywood from Balsa USA as advertised In
RCM, etc., and save 50% to 70% on construction costs.

root piece over plan. Fit and glue 1/8"
square "ribs" in place. Note that the
leading edges join at stab centerline, but
do not glue this joint yet.
(2) Mark location of 1/16" wires on

root pieces. Lift panels from plans and
drill 1/16" holes for the wires.

(3) Cut 1/16" music wire to length and
slide stab panels onto wire. Do not glue.
(4) Pin down stab on plan. Adjust

holes If necessary to allow stab to lie flat.
Do not glue wires.
(5) Fit and glue 1/8" filler, top spars,

and 3/32" overlays In place.
(6) Turn stab over. Fit and glue bottom

spars and 3/32" overlays In place. Do
not glue wires.
(7) Make clevis for stab from 1/16"

and 3/32" I.D. brass tubes as shown on
plan. Solder together.
(8) Make stabilator mount, making

sure that there Is 1/32" minimum
clearance between stab and stab
mount. Groove leading edge of stab
mount and glue 1/16" I.D. brass tube in
place. I use BS & HS, and Impregnate
the forward portion of the mount with HS.
A strong joint here is mandatory or you
may suffer the embarrassment of having
your RC sailplane "dethermalize" at 60
mph.
(9) Shape and sand the stab and stab

mount.

(10) Slide the 1/16" stab wires one
way or the other sufficient to clear the
stab mount opening for the hinge wire
and sufficient to slip on the clevis for the
actuating wire. Slip on the clevis and

return that wire to position. Place stab
mount in position and slide wire back
into position. Now glue the wires. Glue
the hinge wire only on the outboard side
of the 1/8" X 3/8" root pieces and at the
1/8" square "rib." Should you allow the
hinge wire and brass tube to become
tacked together you will probably kick
your dog and nobody needs another vet
bill.

Covering And Assembly:
(1) Cover wing with Super MonoKote

as the skin Is a part of the structure and
lots of torslonal strength is required to
prevent flutter during speed runs. Tack
skin on perimeter of wing structure with
as few wrinkles as possible. Shrink the
skin just enough to remove wrinkles and
straighten the wing panels. Now tack the
skin to each rib, both top and bottom.
Complete the tightening of the skin and
straighten wing. I do not use any tip
washout and firmly believe that none Is
necessary or desired with this wing
configuration. Suit yourself.
(2) Cover fin and rudder, overlapping

skin around trailing edge of fin and
leading edge of rudder.
(3) Cover fuselage. Not fun, but lighter

than most other finishes. Trim rudder
and antenna leads to length. Cover wing
seat with foam seating tape.
(4) Hinge rudder to fin with MonoKote

or tape and check for rudder movement
of 35° each direction.

(5) Cover stabilator and stabilator
mount assembly. Check for free

to page 142
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RCM

TAKES

A

DAY

OFF
'ifll Vltti Ml.

By Eloy Marez

pWmMRl
c4r f ■ .* "-k

A few weeks ago ! had the
pleasure of running into Bob
Peck of Peck Polymers, and

his charming family, as we were both
looking for something to eat. We wound
up sharing our dinner and lots of
Interesting conversation. For those of
you who don't know modeling exists
outside of R/C, Peck Polymers Is a
manufacturer of Peanut Scale and other
rubber powered kits, with the exception
of the .020 R/C "t\4ini-Beil." During the
course of our conversation. Bob
mentioned the unbelievable amount of
work that goes into a kit before you see it
on the dealer's shelf, even the relatively
small ones that they produce. He stated

that many of his friends don't believe it,
and actually think he has a big machine
into which he dials the type and quantity
desired, after which it spits out the
proper amount, all boxed and even
labeled for shipping.

Apparently, from the remarks we get
now and then, some of our friends think
that we have a similar machine here at
ROM, into which we feed a cover photo
once a month. Not so gang! Like building
a model, putting out RCM once a month
is fun, but it is also one heck of a lot of
work. We of the editorial staff spend
many hours selecting, reviewing,
correcting, and sometimes writing what
you eventually see. And when we are

through is when the real work begins.
That is when our production people take
over; our Sue, Barbara, Mary, Mary Ann,
Beverly, Dave, etc., etc., spend many
more hours with typesetters and
paste-ups and layouts before It all goes
to the printer.

All this time, Kathy and her office staff
have been plugging away at the
thousand and one day to day chores that
have to be done to keep our company in
operation. And very important to you,
our reader. Sheila and her subscription
girls have been working like beavers to
be sure your magazine will be properly
addressed when it hits the post office.
Already looking ahead, Ray in our plans

la

if

RCM's Eloy Marez and Dick Kidd, both kneeling, and glider guider
friends, Tim, Hank and Marlon Hankinson; Bev Smith, and Carl
Goldberg.

Carol Moe, Instructor, puts Carl Goldberg through a pre-tow
checklist.
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Carol Moe running a wingtip at the start of a tow. This is standard
procedure until some speed is attained.

Marion Hankinson with glider aerobat Tom Dickinson prior to
some sailplane RIC pattern type maneuvers.

department, is making preparations to
supply you with plans from the new
issue, as well as keeping up the never
ending flow of orders for previous plans.

Admittedly, it Is satisfying work, and
we all enjoy it. But like everyone else, we
.all like a day off now and then; and we
had one in May. At least a couple of us
did. The week after the MAC's Show

here in California, Dick Kidd and I
sneaked off one morning when nobody
was looking. What did we do? Why, we
went flying, of course.

Flying in this case meant full size
sailplane flying, at the invitation of our
good friends, Bev Smith of Hobbypoxy,
and Hank Hankinson of Sonic-Tronics.

The site was Grystalaire Sailplane
Airport, in PearlDlossom (honest!),
California, a little oasis in the desert over
the mountains and about one hour from

our RCM offices,

Also included in the group was Carl
Goldberg, well known refugee from
Chicago now living here in Southern
California, and Hank's wife, Marion and
son Tim, Bev and Hank are both

experienced glider pilots; for the rest of
us It was our first experience though
we've all done plenty of powered flying.
Carl recently got his private ticket, while
Dick goes back to Navy TBF's, and I
spent my first lifetime as a flight radio
operator with Uncle. Anyway I must say
that we al l enjoyed ourselves
thoroughly. Dick and I had planned to
spend just a couple of hours, but those
plans fell by the wayside and It was late
In the day when we started back home.

Probably the most enjoyable part of
sailplane flying to anyone with engine
experience has to be the lack of noise,
only the slightest wind sound, and a
chatter of sorts when you push the plane
Into an attitude that it doesn't like. Being
able to converse without shouting, or an
intercom of any sort, is certainly
enjoyable. When previously thinking
about glider flying, I had often wondered
if I would not miss the four Pratt and
Whitney's that I am used to seeing and
hearing out on the wings. I didn't even
think about them. It's all a matter of
airspeed, just like model glider flying.

For the two place Schwelzer 233 that we
flew, the magic figure is 45. And like a
model, anything less and you push the
stick forward; the speed comes right up.
More airspeed obviously means that you
are driving, and that the nose has to be
eased up, 1 was rather surprised that this
particular bird requires much more stick
movement than I was easing into it, and
it took a number of tries before I was able

to make a reasonably coordinated turn
and stop on a heading that I wanted.
We all had some instructions from

Carol Moe or Tom Dickinson, the
Crystalaire instructors, and some more
stick time with Bev or Hank. Later in the
day, they pushed out the big iron, a Lark,
fully aeroti»atic and as graceful looking as
Jonathon Livingston Seagull. Most of
the group got an aerobatic ride, with
Tom Dickinson at the controls. He put
them through Cuban 8's, slow rolls,
loops, wingovers, etc., all beautifully
executed. I say that most of the group
got an aerobatic ride, as during the last
time up, a heavy coll spring all of a

to page 136

The Lark on final approach. That Is Hank Hankinson In the front. A schweiser 233 on the tow. Normal altitude above the ground is
3000 to 3500 feet before you cut loose and start thermal
searching.
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This vintage aircraft,

presented for the Sunday

sport flyer, is an all-time

favorite. It builds into a

beautiful Stand-Off Scale

model and flies like it

looks.

MINi rearwin"^
Designed By : Len Goldberg

TYPE AIRCRAFT

Stand-Off Scale
WINGSPAN

47^0 Inches

WING CHORD

8 Inches

TOTAL WING AREA
358 Square Inches
WING LOCATION

High Wing
AIRFOIL

Modified 2412

WING PLANFORM

Constant Chord
DIHEDRAL, EACH TIP

1^4 Inches

OVERALL FUSELAGE LENGTH
34'/? Inches

RADIO COMPARTMENT AREA
(L) 10" X (W) IVi' X (H) 3"

STABILIZER SPAN
19 Inches

STABILIZER CHORD (incl. elev.)
6" Average

STABILIZER AREA
72 Square Inches

STAB AIRFOIL SECTION

Flat

STABILIZER LOCATION

Mid-Fuselage
VERTICAL FIN HEIGHT

7 Inches
VERTICAL FIN WIDTH (incl. rud.)

6'/2" Average |
REC. ENGINE SIZE ^
.10-.25 Cu. In, %
FUEL TANK SIZE ^

4 Ounces ^
LANDING GEAR |
Conventional

REC. NO. OF CHANNELS 'X
4  I

CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Rud,, Elev,, Ail,, Throt, ^

BASIC MATERIALS USED IN CONSTRUCTION j
^selage Balsa, Pli|
^ing Balsa & PM
.Empennage Balsa?
Wt. Ready-To-Fly 48-50 Ounces
Wing Loading 19-20 Oz./Sq, Ft.

THE MINI.

REARWIN

M.6000
Photos By Dick Tichenor Color Photos By Woody Woodward
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It was 1944 and I had just come
home with my treasure from
the local hobby shop. A 30"

span Megow Rearwin Speedster with
"Motor Hum Device!" (How's that,
nostalgia lovers?) I could hardly wait to
get out the razor blades and bandaids,
and start my new project. . . a plane that
only a decade before failed to go into
production. (Only 20 Speedsters were
ever built.) I didn't care and I liked the
looks of the plane and it soon became
one of my favorites. The Megow model
flew well, and I scratch-built another. (I
still have those Megow plans.) Now, my
13 year old son wants to build the
Rearwin, but I'm getting ahead of
myself.

It wasn't until March of 1967, while
looking through a model magazine, that I
came upon the Rearwin, magnificently
sculptured by Woody Woodward! This
64" span R/C mode! rekindled a glow I

had 23 years before, and I just had to
build the Rearwin again! Out came the
razor blades and bandaids. Woody's
plane just fit the bill for me, as I had a
Super Tigre .46, and a PCS radio, with
tin can servos. My son, seeing the model
of the Speedster, wanted a small
Rearwin, but which version should we
build? The 30" span Megow was too
small, and the construction was too light
for a 1 /2A version, and Woody's was too
big, and besides that is Dad's plane!

We decided to compromise, and build
a 3/4 scale version of Woody's Rearwin,
and power it with a K & B .19; RC guided
by a Futaba radio.

Several weekends at the drawing
board yielded another Rearwin
Speedster a "Mini Rearwin" with a 471/2"
span! Again, out came two sets of razor
blades and bandaids, and together we
started to scratch-build the Rearwin.
Scratch-building has always been fun

for me, because somehow it seemed
less costly to build the plane from
scratch than from a kit. With today's
balsa prices at the hobby shop, now I
wasn't so sure it was less costly. I
wondered if balsa could be bought from
a lumber company, and if it would be
cheaper that way. I found my answer,
and it is a resounding yes.

A lumber company near me, called
M & M Hardwood, 5344 Vineiand
Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif. 91601,
sells balsa of varying grades at $2.50 a
board foot. Most pieces they have are 3'
to 4' long and about 3" by 3" square.
(Yes they will mail order, just send them
shipping money, or they will ship C.O.D.)
I bought a 3' section for about $5.75 and
tried cutting it myself. If you have access
to a bandsaw, the task is easy. In about a
half hour, I cut most of the wood needed
for the Mini Rearwin. Leading and

text to page 60
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trailing edges for the wing are a snap,
and the cost is fractional.

The Mini Rearwin was finished in early
March, 1978, and I took it down to the
local hobby shop to show the plane to
the would-be test pilot, Chuck Smith. His
comments were glowing, and he
summed up the plane in one word,
Impressive! Several guys at the shop
identified the plane as a Rearwin
Speedster, and all, without hesitation
knew it was a scratch-built. Several
wondered if it would be kitted, and I said I
didn't know ... maybe.
A Sunday date was set for the first

flight, providing the weather was good.
We arrived at the Sepulveda Basin, the
local flying site at about 10:30 in the
morning. A slight 10 mph breeze was

coming out of the south.
I called Woody Woodward the

Thursday before, and he brought his
camera with him and took some field
shots. Woody checked the balance and
weight, and guessed it would fly just like
his larger version, but a little faster.
The moment of truth finally came, and

we fired up the K & B .19 (with Perry
carb), and adjusted it for a slightly rich
mixture. Charlie checked the idle, we
proceeded down the taxiway, and
turned onto the main runway. The
Rearwin taxied like an obedient pup, and
stopped at the north end of the runway,
as Charlie throttled back to an idle. I
stood at the side of the runway, and
through my mind flashed the entire
sequence of events leading to this

moment. From the concept on the
drawing board, through the construction
phase, the final check-out, and now the
first flight. Charlie eased the throttle
forward. The re-creation of a bygone era
moved quickly down the runway, and
winged skyward into a left turn. Charlie
quickly leveled her out at about 150', and
the Mini Rearwin streaked passed us in
a straight and level flight.

Charlie grabbed a little more sky, and
made a left turn about a quarter mile
north of us, and brought the Rearwin
around and overhead. The Rearwin flew
rock steady, and did not show any
attitude change at low throttle. This told
me that the 0° down incidence on the
engine was okay. Charlie flew a few
more laps around the field, and then
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throttled back, lining the Rearwin up with
the runway. The Rearwin then settled in
softly, for a smooth landing.

Charlie's comments were that the

plane flew very well, with good, quick
response. A slight right correction in the
linkage was all that was needed. I
provided about a 2° toe-in in the landing
gear (thank you Dave Lloyd) as
suggested by many who gave me advice
during the construction of the Rean/vin.
This helped the ground handling
characteristics of the plane.
The Mini Rearwin has all the stability

of Woody's larger version, but the
response and flying speed Is a little
quicker. I agree with Woody — the
Rearwin is the best and most stable high
wing scale monoplane I have ever seen!
The Rearwin Is not a difficult plane to

build, but don't expect to build it in one
weekend! The construction is a typical
stick and stringer concept, and the
fuselage is constructed on a Warren
Truss design. No special tools are
required, but a table type jig-saw or
band-saw would be helpful, as there are
quite a few plywood parts. Well enough
of this chit-chat, let's build a Mini
Rearwin.

THE FUSELAGE

(  ) Cut out laminates F-1 (1/16"ply)
and F-2 (1/8" balsa). Make two sets, one
left hand, and one right hand.
( ) Bond the halves together. If you

use an aliphatic resin glue, be sure to
clamp the halves together between two
flat surfaces, and allow to dry for at least
24 hours to prevent warping.
(  ) Cutout F-3 and F-4from 1/8" ply.
( ) With the ply on the inside, cut the

port for the switch, charging jack, and
glow plug jack on the right panel of the
F-1 and F-2 laminate.

(  ) Start construction of the right
fuselage side with the F-1 and F-2
laminate and 3/16" square medium
balsa. See Photo 1.

(  ) Use F-3 and F-4 as a spacer
gauge in locating the vertical braces on
the side panel. See Photo 2.
(  ) When the right side panel Is

complete, lay waxpaper on top of the
right side panel, and construct the left
panel on top of the right panel.
( ) When both panels are complete,

remove from the plans and separate.
Sand slight taper on inside surface of
side panels at tail, at angle shown on
plans.
(  ) Cut out firewall from 3/16" ply.
(  ) Fitfirewall,F-3 and F-4 to fuselage

sides. Align and glue F-3 and F-4 to
sides. Do not glue firewall at this time.
Allow sides to dry. See Photo 2.
( ) Cut out 3/16" cross braces and

1/8" bulkheds F-6, F-7, F-8 and F-9.
(  ) Carefully draw the fuselage sides

together, glue and clamp tail end
together with clothespins. Shift this joint
slightly to be sure the bow on both
fuselage halves are equal.
(  ) Install cross braces and

bulkheads. Be sure to set lower cross

braces at F-8 and F-9 in from the bottom

to fit lower longeron.
•  ( ) Install 3/16" X 3/8" balsa top
longeron, 3/16" square side top
stringers, and wedge braces.
(  ) Cut out 1/8" ply F-13 (2 required)

and glue to F-3 and F-4. See Photo 3.
(  ) Cut out 1 /8" ply landing gear plate.

Fit to side laminate cut-outs and double

glue In place. (Double gluing Is applying
glue to both surfaces, working the
surfaces together, parting the surfaces,
wait a couple minutes, applying more
glue, and pressing the parts together.
Clean up excess glue.)
(  ) Cut out two F-11 from 3/16" balsa

and glue in place.
(  ) Cut out two F-12 1/16" ply window

panels. These will be installed later, but
will be used in fitting the cowl and wing.
Do not cement in place. See Photo 4.
(  ) Cut out F-16 3/16" balsa former

and glue in notch in laminate.
(  ) Cut out 5/8" balsa bottom block.

This can also be made of 1/4" and 1/8"
sheet and laminated. See Photo 5.

(  ) Cut out M-1, M-2, M-3 and M-4,
plywood motor mount and tank parts.
Carefully fit these parts to the firewall.
When all parts fit, double glue the entire
assembly to the firewall, and resin coat
all surfaces, except the edges of M-1
where F-14 and F-15 will be attached,
and edge of firewall which will attach to
fuselage. (M-1 shown, fits K&B .19
RC.) See Photo 6.
( ) Cutout3/16"balsaF-14andF-15.
( ) Drill 3/16" diameter hole in rear

corner of tank compartment for engine
pushrod,
(  ) Double glue engine mount, F-14

and F-15 to fuselage. See Photo 6. Use
rubber bands to Insure a tight fit.
(  ) Cut out F-17 and fit to 3/16" x 3/8"

bottom longeron. Install by butting up
against F-16.
(  ) install the other two 3/16" x 3/8"

bottom longerons. See Photo 7.
(  ) Lightly tack glue 5/8" bottom block

to fuselage, up against F-16, and shape
to fuselage contour. Fair in longerons at
this time. (Tack gluing will allow the
bottom block to be removed after
shaping.)
( ) Cut out landing gear from .062

(1/16") aluminum alloy sheet. Drill and
form as shown on the plans. Use
aluminum T3 or T4.

(  ) Remove the shaped bottom block.
(  ) Line drill the 1/8" ply landing gear

mounting plate, using the landing gear
as a template.
(  ) Install landing gear using 4-40

screws 5/16" long, and #4 flat washers
and 4-40 self locking nuts. Free spinning
nuts can be used, but epoxy them In
place on final assembly. See Photo 8.
(  ) Relocate bottom block, and cut it

into three pieces to fit fore and aft of the
landing gear. See Photo 8. Glue the fore
and aft piece in place.
( ) Cut or sand 1/16" off the center

section of the bottom block so it will line

up with the fore and aft sections.
( ) Press the center section lightly into

the protruding nuts on the landing gear
so as to mark the nut locations.
(  ) Using a 1/4" or 5/16" drill, lightly

drill the nut locations on the bottom block

for clearance. See Photo 5.

(  ) Cut out a 1/16" plywood plate
which will fit in the cut-out in landing
gear.

( ) Position the 1/16" plywood plate In
the landing gear cut-out, applying glue to
the top side only, and press the center
section of the bottom block onto the

1/16" ply plates, and hold for a few
minutes.

(  ) Remove the plate and center
section, being careful not to shift the
plate. See Photo 5.
(  ) Install side stringers and taper to

fuselage contour. The side stringers
may be tapered prior to installing on the
fuselage, if you like.

This completes the basic fuselage
construction.

NOSE COWL AND HATCH

( ) Cut out the nose cowl and hatch
parts C-1 through C-10. See Photo 9.
( ) Hollow out C-9 to clear cut-out In

C-6. Rough shape front of C-9. See
Photo 10.

( ) Glue C-4, C-5 and C-8 together
and clamp until dry.
(  ) Fit C-4, C-5 and C-8 assembly to

C-9, C-1, C2 and C-6. Check this
assembly of balsa blocks to be sure that
it fits square to the fuselage. When
everything looks okay, glue the block
assembly together, but not to the
fuselage. Use masking tape, clamps
and/or rubber bands to be sure you have
good strong joints.
(  ) Rough shape the cowl to the

proper contour. Do not finish shape at
this time.

(  ) Glue C-3 and C-7 together. Use
fuselage for alignment, and hold cowl in
place to be sure C-7 and C-8 are flush,
then glue C-3 and C-7 to fuselage. See
Photo 11.

(  ) Bevel the back of C-10 to form the
instrument panel.
( ) Fit the beveled end of C-10 so that

it clears the bulkhead F-3 and fits behind
C-3. If you get a little sloppy around F-3,
use wood filler to cover up your sins.
(  ) Tack glue C-10 and the lower cowl

assembly to the fuselage and sand,
shape and carve to the final shape. See
Photo 12. When shaped, cut out hatch in
C-10.

( ) Tape window panels F-13 in place
and shape F-11 to fit the stringers and
cowl. See Photo 13. (Window panel was
omitted in this photo.)
(  ) Remove cowl and F-10 and

reinforce inside of cowl as shown in
Photo 10.

(  ) Install engine and fit cowl to
engine.
( ) Locate engine needle valve on

text to page 128
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FULL SIZE PLANS AND TEMPLATES AVAILABLE SEE PAGE 150
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Ready to go looking for that Kneivel guy •
the "Eleck Rider" is shown sitting on Its
display stand, also furnished.

By Eloy Marez

KRAFT SYSTEMS

ELECK RIDER

Your first view of the Kraft "Eleck Rider."
Requires only minor drive and RIC equip.
Installation, and painting of the body.

In general, we have found that
Formula One fliers are the
hardest group to impress, or to

interest In, any other phase of the R/C

hobby. There are exceptions of course,
such as Jim Kimbro, who is well known
and successful in R/C competition as
well as in Formula One. But most of the
racers find that it takes all of their hobby
time and dedication if they expect any
degree of success, and we don't often
see them sidetracked. So it was an
unusual occurrence to be at a Formula
One race recently when not one, but two
events took place that caused a large
number of the fliers to temporarily stop
rebuilding engines and carving props to
look at other things.
The place was Chula Vista, just south

of San Diego. The Chula Vista field is
located right across the street from the
US/Mexico border, and where you can't
fly wide without going international. One
thing that caused the gang to stop

dreaming of doing victory rolls and
setting a new fast time record was the
appearance of Joni Davis, our July cover
gal, in costume as on our cover. She was
there on the invitation of the club, to
further her R/C education and to present
trophies to the winners.
The other thing to catch the eye and

interest of a large number of those
hardened go-like-heli fliers was, of ail
things, an electric R/C motorcycle. This
very realistic looking and operating little
two wheeler is an import,
manufacturered in Japan by the well
known Kyosho Corporation and being
distributed here in the USA by Kraft
Systems. Right, the same Kraft Systems
who have been manufacturing those
gold colored radios for so long. Said
cycle was brought to the race site and

The drive system, showing nylon sprockets and chain drive. The
tires are solid, cast metal wheels. Shock absorber actually works.

The secret of the steering mechanism is a cast pivot block that
converts servo fore and aft motion Into front fork tilt.
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demonstrated by Dave Shadel of Kraft,
winner of this year's Bakersfield
Formula One bash. The success of this

rather revolutionary little vehicle Is due
to the development of a semi-direct
steering system and proportional electro
brake incorporated in it.

I said realistic, and it is, down to its
chain drive, shock absorbing front

30

Customizing the "Eleck Rider" is half the
fun, limited only by your imagination.
Large variety of product decafs furnished.

suspension and spring type shock
absorbers on the rear wheel. It is even

equipped with a booted, helmeted and
jump suit attired driver hunched over the
motor as in full size motorcycle racing
events. Overall length and height are
13.6" and 9.5" respectively, to the top of
the of the driver's helmet. The width at

the engine is 3.25"; a little more at the
driver's elbows, which is the widest
point. The top speed is claimed as an
impressive 30 kilometers per hour,
which even converted to mph is still fast:
18.6. It operates like any other two
wheeled vehicle, depending on forward
motion to maintain balance. If you go
around a turn too fast, you skid out; too
slow, and you fall! To make a proper
turn, you have to slow down, maintain a
certain speed while in the turn, and
accelerate gradually but smoothly as
you come out. The "Eleck Rider"
requires a reasonably smooth surface to
operate on, though it doesn't have to be
glass smooth. Most paved sports fields
such as tennis or basketball courts are

adequate, as are most parking lots. It is
not the actual smoothness of the surface

that is important, it's more that it be free
of large holes and obstructions that is
necessary.

The turning radius can be quite sharp,
as little as 20'-25' — once you get the

The first thing to remember is to keep your
fingers out of the chain drive. Phil Kraft
tutors RCM Technical Editor Dick KIdd.

hang of it, But, at first, keep them
shallow. It is best to give yourself plenty
of room, and look for at least 100' or so to
practice in. And don't forget the
frequency conflict problem; if there is a
flying field anywhere nearby, don't turn
on a transmitter.

Part of the appeal and challenge of
R/C motorcycling is that it requires a fair
degree of skill and coordination to
operate successfully, more so than any
other non-flying vehicle we've tried.
Somewhat like flying a plane, where
every successful flight is Its own reward,
just driving around can be fun. But
adding some chore, such as driving
through a plastic container obstacle
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The RIC motorcycle has enough
stability on the straights so that one
person launches are easy and always
successful.

course adds a lot of enjoyment and
pleasure. And there is little doubt in my
mind that any time two or more "Eleck
Riders" get together, there will be a race
going. And before too long, there are
bound to be formal races, with regulation
courses, rules, etc. The question now is,
wil l they come under ROAR, or
something new to be called ROMR,
ROCR, or maybe RCHA?
Seriously, this is a competition

machine by nature, and it is bound to
evolve as did the electric cars into
different lap events, and probably even
with different size cell packs for power.
The little motor is difficult enough to drive
so that until they have been around long
enough for us to get more experience
with them, a simple enduro of time
without falling over while going around a
simple large course would be enough of
a contest.

Some more of the specs of the "Eleck
Rider" are a wheel base of 9.35", with a
4.5" diameter front wheel and a rear
wheel of 4.33". The drive motor is a
Mabuchi RS-308S driving a two gear
transmission that, in turn, chain drives a
rear wheel mounted sprocket. Three
motor gears are furnished, with 10, 12,
and 15 teeth, for increasingly higher top
speeds as your driving skills improve. It
is strorigly recommended that you stick
to the 10 tooth gear until you get the

And it's off... at top speed, the cycle
is ciaimed to be going about 18 mph,
good scale speed and fast enough to
be fun.

hang of driving and cornering. Electric
power is furnished by a 6-cell 600 mah
hi-rate charge nicad pack. It gives
approximately 30 minutes of dirving
pleasure and can be re-vitalized in 15
minutes with the optional 12 volt auto
plug-in charger.
The main frame of the motorcycle is

made of heavy gauge steel stampings,
realistically finished in a black corrosion
proof coating. Most of it is .035 thick, with
reinforcing angles throughout for extra
strength and rigidity. Thicker material,
.062, is used at strategic locations, such
as the rear wheel support. The wheels
and front fork control mechanism are
made of very cleanly done metal
castings, either an aluminum or
magnesium alloys. Both are accurately
drilled and bushed on all axis. The nut
and bolt hardware is cadmium plated;
front fork is either nickle or chromium
plated. The rubber tires are solid, with a
rather high angle molded into the
outside circumference, apparently for
the maximum ground contact necessary
for those short fast turns. In all, the
"Eleck Rider" is well engineered and
constructed.

It is not a kit — though it isn't quite
ready to run. It requires the installation of
the R/C system, the motor/gear module,
which comes already assembled, and
your own personal customizing touches

Off the ramp. The "Eleck Rider" has
no problem going up steep inclines.
We've been practicing coming off 6"
ramp.

to the body. The latter is molded of clear
plastic, similar to those used on R/C race
cars, and can be painted in the same
manner.

For those of you not familiar with that
process, it is done from the inside,
leaving the harder shiny surface on the
outside. Of course this means that you
have to mask and paint backwards, such
as numbers first, if they are to be
painted, with the colors on afterwards
and over them. If you use any of the
metallics or candy apple colors
available, you first apply the color, or
colors, then spray the base over them,
instead of the other way around. For
paint types, you can use any of the
plastic paints available in small spray
cans from Pactra or Testors, or any
enamel paints such as Krylon can be
used. Do not use dope, or any acetate
base finishes, as they will melt the
plastic. If in doubt, sliver off a piece some
place and test it first.

Plenty of sticky backed decals are
furnished so you can further customize
your "Eleck Rider" with racing numbers
and names of your favorite products.
The rubber tires should be secured to

the wheels with one of the cyanoacrylate
glues. A complete illustrated parts list is
furnished, and all spares will be readily
available from Kraft Systems. A set of
training skids is now under development

And it's airborne, both wheeis still
spinning and the motor revving up
realistically. Should be great
competition event.

The landing, for all the world like the
full scale ones. Complete control is
regained the instant both wheels are
on the ground.

You've got to expect losses, and
bruises. Good reason for wearing a
helmet, as poor "Eleck Ed" is headed
for the asphalt.
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and will be available about the time you
are reading this.
The ready to roll cycle weighs 3 lbs. 3

02., which is not too great a load for the
Mabuchi to move at the speeds
mentioned with the voltage being
applied. As you might expect, two
channels of R/C are required, one for
throttle in this case being a servo
operated variable resistor, with
proportional electric brakes which
operate as the stick is pulled back. The
other channel is steering — which is the
first question asked after the oohs, ahs,
and other expletives are over. Very
tricky! The whole front end assembly
tilts, pivoting at a point just under the
handle bars. In this manner, the whole
weight and C.G. relationship is
maintained for up to 45 degrees, again
assuming that the speed is kept in the
proper range. In actual operation, we
found all the steering, throttle and
brakes function very smoothly, with no
preceptible lag or serious over control

tendencies. To start, you hold the rear
wheel off the ground, advance the
throttle about half-way, shove it gently,
and you are off.
The servos are mounted within the

body of the cycle. The rear one, on a
clever built-in expanding mount, that
accommodates most brands and sizes,

is for motor/brake. The front one.
attached with double sided tape,
controls the steering. Complete
instructions are included detailing the
installation and adjustment of throws.
The receiver installation requires a
transplant, being located in the driver's
gut, but even so, he is still Pepsi-Cola
slim, with no sign of a beer belly. The
R/C system battery is located inside at
what would be the gas tank location on
the full size motor, while the antenna is
threaded into a spring supported rear
mounted nylon tube.
As packaged, this tube retains a

curved look, which to me adds to the
realism of speed as it sways backwards.

But if you have to have it straight, slip it
over a piece of 1/16" piano wire, and
stick it in a 250 degree oven for a few
minutes. When cool, it will be arrow shaft
straight.

This one of ours is R/C'd with a two

channel Kraft KPT-2A, with KPS-14
servos, but any system of like physical
proportions can be used. The price of
the basic "Eleck Rider" is $79.95
complete, less the R/C system and drive
nicads. The 6-cell 600 mah pack
available, is priced at $24.95, as is the
companion 12 volt DC charger.

Obviously, if you are already into
electrics with either a car or plane, you
may be able to use the batteries and/or
the charger you already own. Any four to
six cell flat pack should power your cycle
successfully, the speed and operating
time varying with battery voltage and
capacity. The only physical requirement
for the battery is that it fit into the
3%" X 2" battery compartment located
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BAHERY PACK

CONTAINER CONTAINE

CUT HOLE TO REACH
SCREW AT END OF
CONTAINER

R FOR BATTERY
PACK CUT AS SHOWN
FROM PLASTIC BOTTLE

BY ROBERT F. MEYER

WITH BATTERY IN

CONTAINER CLOSE
END & TAPE SHUT

BATTERY PACK WRAPPED
WITH FOAM &

PLACED INSIDE

HARDWOOD
CROSS MEMBERS

SECURE TO CROSS
MEMBERS WITH SCREWS
AT BOTH ENDS

HOLE IN END
FLAP FOR
BATTERY WIRE

When it comes to building R/C planes, the most unpleasant
task for me is securing battery packs and receivers, etc., inside

the fuselage. One day, while trying to think of a way to do this
without building compartments and tie down hooks, I came upon

the idea of using an almost ready made container to do the job. I
found an empty plastic bottle of the right size and shape, and cut it

apart until it looked like the drawing. The one I used was a Bruning
activator bottle No. 28-0222. This is the developing fluid used in blue

print machines. The size is just right for a 500 ma battery pack wrapped in
foam. It turned out very well — simple, fast, and neat — and it might help in

crash security also.



HERE'S HOW
AS many large R/C aircraft

appear on the market, and
plans appear in model

magazines, more modelers are
becoming interested in trying their hand
at one of these monsters. Believe me

they are fun and, to be sure, have a
completely different set of flight
characteristics than their smaller
counterpart. However, this larger
generation of aircraft is not without
problems.
One problem that seems quite

bothersome is the long servo extension
leads we are using. It is only natural to
mount the servo nearer the control
surface in order to simplify the pushrod
hook-up. In doing so, we run servo
extension leads to the receiver some
distance away. With this arrangement,
and depending on how tolerant your
radio is with respect to your particular
installation, it might work solid or you
could have a few nervous servos.

In case you happen to run into trouble
there are a number of things you can do
to improve conditions. First, take a good
look at the servo extension lead
arrangement. Keep them as far as
possible from the antenna, and at right
angles to it. If necessary, re-route the
antenna wire. It is possible that the long
servo extensions that run parallel to the
antenna will act as a reflector. Check
your servos. A noisy servo motor could
cause you trouble. A dirty commutator or
flashing on the brushes in the motor will
cause arcing and set up RF noise,
glitching your system. Retuning the
system In your airplane is another
possibility. A faulty battery pack with low
voltage could seriously affect the
receiver sensitivity. Longer leads add
resistance to the system thus creating a
little less torque in the servo. Going to a
larger wire size would help this situation.
There are many things to look for and
think about when trouble-shooting, if you
have a problem.

If you have carefully gone through
your system and still have that same
bunch of nervous servos, don't despair, I
have something else for you to try but,
first, let's take a look at an idea sent to
me by my very good friend Bob Aberle.
Many of you have read Bob's superb
articles In Flying Models. He is one of the
most prolific writers in his field, in this
country, and pursues it with great
intensity. I have never met Bob,
however, I have corresponded with him
for many years and found him one great
guy to work with.

Let's focus in on Bob's scheme as
seen in the accompanying sketch. The
main idea, of course, is to plug in the
glider wings and automatically hook-up
the servos that operate the spoilers.
Sound great? With a small servo, such
as the D-5, KPS 18 and others, it would

IVe have finally arrived! Eastcraft's unitized "on-board" starter system compiete
with engine. Transferable from airplane to airplane. Four engine mounting bolts
and a simple wiring hookup - you 're in business.

be no trick at all to mount one in each
wing allowing for a short and easy
hook-up to the spoiler. Keep in mind that
the servo must be removable for
servicing. The servo extension lead is
routed and soldered to the brass tubing
in each wing half. You might say that this
is the female portion of a giant electrical
connector. For the male portion, Bob
chose to use the existing wing support
wires. Normally only two of these wires
are used In a typical wing mounting
set-up. However, because a third lead is
required, it is necessary to add an extra
support wire. Make sure these wing
wires fit the brass tubing in a "snug"
condition. It will also be necessary to
keep the support wires clean for good
electrical conductivity. No need to worry
about the connector polarity, that is,
unless you are in the habit of flying with
your wings on backwards!
From the wing support wires, run

another extension lead to the 3rd
channel on the receiver. Be sure to
maintain proper polarity and twist the
leads as called for in the sketch. Make
sure of good solder joints when
connecting to the wing support wires.
When everything is completely wired, try
out your radio. Are your servos solid? In
most cases they should and will be.
Especially if you have routed the

antenna straight out to the vertical fin
which puts the servo extension leads 90°
to It.

Okay, so your servos are not solid and
you have tried all the other things I have
mentioned. Here is another suggestion
you might try — the one I promised to tell
you about later. Only if you are
experiencing trouble, insert a 22 mh
choke in the voltage plus and negative
lines (red and black) as close as
possible to the servo connector. Do not
install a choke In the signal wire. Bob
suggests trying Radio Shack Part No.
273-101. These chokes will act as RF

decouplers and improve your jittery
condition. Cover them with shrink fit
tubing. Remember use the chokes only
If you encounter difficulty. If you still have
trouble, I can only suggest that you write
to your radio manufacturer for his
advice.

In looking at Bob's super idea, a
couple of things come to mind. Suppose
you signaled for spoilers and they didn't
work or one did and one didn't. The

worst that could happen is the loss of a
few points if you were flying competition.
At least you wouldn't lose the sailplane.
Suppose you happen to leave your radio
receiver on after removing the wings.
The wing support wires would be "live"

to page 117



•BY JIRRY SMITH'

SERVO DIRECT HOOKUP

TO SPOILER

THANKS TO - BOB ABERLE
HAUPPAUGE.NY

MAKE UP A THREE WIRE CABLE
WITH CONNECTOR TO SERVO —

WING SUPPORT WIRES THEN

ACT AS CONNECTORS FOR SERVO

CIRCUIT

CONNECTOR

3 WIRE CABLE TO SPOILER
CONTROL( 3rd CHANNEL)
ON RECEIVER.

TYPICAL WING SUPPORT WIRES
USE THREE AS SHOWN.

SPOILER OUTLINE

SMALL SERVO (D-5 or KPS IB) IN
EACH WING PANEL TO OPERATE
SPOILER-SIMPLE HOOKUP

WING

TWIST LEADS

BRASS TUBES TO FIT WING
SUPPORT WIRES"SNUG
LONG TUBING MUST PROVIDE
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ATALLTIMES.
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V- (BLACK)
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ADVANTAGES

-SPOILERS REQUIRE NO SPECIAL MECHANICAL
LINKAGE FOR EASE OF HOOKUP.

- SPOILERS ARE AUTOMATICALLY CONNECTED
WHEN WING IS PLUGGED INTO FUSELAGE.

DISADVANTAGES

- WING SUPPORT WIRES MUST BE KEPT CLEAN
FOR GOOD ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY.

- THIS SCHEME MAY NOT WORK SOLID WITH
ALL RECEIVERS.

NOTE: SERVOS SHOULD BE REMOVABLE
FROM WING FOR SERVICING-

SOLDER LEADS
TOWING SUPPORT

WIRES

FUSE OUTLINE

TOP VIEW OF GLIDER
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1979 Masters TournamentThe country's top fliers met at
Ceiina, Ohio on June 23 and
24, to decide who would

represent the USA at the World
Championships iater this year. If you
want to be well informed about what is
going on in R/G, it is smart to keep tabs
on this bunch of guys. I think it is safe to
say that just having the right equipment
will not guarantee you a spot amongst
the Masters, but you can say that you
won't make the World Championships if
your equipment doesn't meet some
minimum standards. So you can pretty
well figure that if an R/C system is good
enough for a Master class flier, it will
probably meet your needs. It has got to
be reliable because a Master must fly
many, many flights to be ready for this
kind of competition. He can't be
switching airplanes every 100 flights and
starting all over. It also must be a top
performer: good neutrals, no drift, good
response and no glitches. It also must be
well proven. You won't see many "new"
products here. The guys want
something they know will work and that
usually means they have used it for six
months or more.

I  think the results bear out the old
saying, "It is not what you got, but how
you use it."
The top three flyers used three

different brands and three different stick
modes. Dave Brown in First uses World
Engines' Expert mode II system. Mark
Radcliff flew a Kraft single stick and
Dean KogeraProline mode I. So there is
hope for all of us. There were no
crashes, I heard of no one getting
glitched and with the exception of a
couple of servo problems, it was a good
weekend for the R/C manufacturers.
Probably the biggest news was the final
emergence of a Japanese
manufactured system in a Masters
competition. In the past, a few guys flew
Futaba airborne equipment but this time
there were a number of the new Futaba J
Series systems including transmitter.
While they didn't break into the top three,
it didn't seem to bother Steve Helms on
his way to Fourth Place. Just about
everyone uses rate switches and there
were a number of roll buttons and snap
switches. I was kind of happy to see that
someone actually built the snap roll
circuit I printed in this column a couple of

years ago. It is set up to preset the length
of time that the controls are
commanded. Bill Fuori had a dog house
on the back of his transmitter with all the
necessary integrated circuits and pots
to provide both left and right snaps.
The results were exceptionally good.

In fact, I saw some of his snaps that were
better than some of those performed by
more famous fliers. There were
relatively few people flying on six meters
and I believe I was the only one using
FM. I don't know if anyone was using
exponential functions, but I'm pretty sure
they will as they get more experience
with that kind of control response.

I wish that I had more time to talk to
each of the guys and discuss their
equipment and how they use it. I assume
Dave Brown is using the servos that
World Engines was showing at Toledo.
They feature the Signetics NE 544 amp
with an external bridge and sealed
Clarostatconductive plastic pot. I built up
a similar sen/o with some sample pots
from World Engines and I am very
pleased with the results. I suspect that
this combination is as good as anything
you can buy at any price. World Engines
equipment has not been real popular
with the Master fliers but they have
continually been upgrading ittothe point
where it is very competitive.

I believe Mark Radcliff was flying a
standard Kraft Signature which has
proven itself in many competitions.
Likewise, Dean Koger's Proline. I
understand Dean does use a three pole
switch to command aileron, rudder and
elevator simultaneously for snap rolls.
However, it is not automatically timed.
He must get on and off the switch at
precisely the right time to get a good
snap.

Well, you're probably thinking, "So
what?. Tell us something new. How can
we get an edge?"
One thing that occurred to me during

the competition is the fact you need total
concentration on the maneuvers. Before
the flight starts you should consider the
wind direction, sun position and
visualize in your mind how you are going
to do each maneuver. Once you get in
the air you go through the same thing
you just did in your mind. What you don't
want to do is worry about the engine idle,
airplane trim or who the judges are.
Now I don't care what kind of radio

.control system you've got you must be
capable of trimming it before you do your
first maneuver, knowing it is okay and
then forgetting it. Or, if you know your
trim changes with fuel consumed, be
capable of adjusting the trim without
distracting your mind from the task at
hand. The same goes for rate switches.
You should be able to flip them without
even thinking about it.

I  think the single stick guys are in
pretty good shape to accomplish this,
because they essentially have their left
hand free at all times. What I would like
to see is a mode II transmitter where all
the trims, rate switches, and roll buttons,
etc., are convenient to the left hand!

Guess I'll have to build my own one of
these days. Don't know what the
solution is for the mode I fliers.

I had a couple of guys come up and
put in their vote for Geizendanner pot
wipers. And once again, if Master Class
flyers say something works, and that
they are satisfied, you can pretty-well
believe it.

The contest site was great. The
weather was better than I expected, but
most of all I sure enjoy visiting with the
guys from all over the country. Wish one
could do it a couple of times a year.

Ace DIgipace
Dear Jim,

I read your Radio Spectrum every
month and enjoy it very much. In the July
issue you had a comment on the Ace
Digipace battery cycler and i thought
maybe you would be interested in some
outside comments. First of all, let me
say that I'm in the Air Force and
stationed in Holland and I work in
PMEL, which by the way is the base
calibration lab. Therefore, I'm no
dummie when it comes to electronics
(only spelling), but then I'm a long way
from being a double E. However, to get
back to the point, a friend and i ordered
a kit when the unit first came out, but we
were informed that the kit hadn't been
released yet because of a problem in
the calibration of it. It requires some test
equipment that they felt would not be
available to the average person.
However, this friend of mine went back
to the states on leave and stopped by
Ace just to talk to them and he just
happened to have a friend in PPJIEL that
had access to all of the equipment that
was needed to calibrate this thing. Low
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and behold when he returned to

Holland he had a Digipace kit sitting
here waiting for him. He offered to let me
have it (for a small nominal fee), and I
opened the box and was quite
surprised to find that their instructions
were quite limited (a Heathkit it ain't). It
did have a schematic and a parts
layout, so undaunted, i started to put
this thing together, i was a little upset
when I found two R4's, but it only took
me a couple of minutes to figure out
which was R4 and which was R14.

Anyway, i finally got it put together and
calibrated and it works fine. I've had it
for almost a year now and have had no
problems with it at ail. Since I've had it,
I've found two batteries in my flight pack
that were bad and one in my transmitter.
I'm sure that it's paid for itself already in
the planes that it has saved. I'm really
happy with it and I feel that this Is one of
the best investments I have ever made.

It's a long way from beirig just a gimmic
or a toy. This is a very useful tool and one
that I wouldn't be without now that I

have used it. Anyway, I thought you may
like hearing from someone who has
used one for awhile.

Sincerely,
Ed Broberg

APO, New York
My normal reaction to a letter like this,

which praises a product I didn't invent, or
thought was unnecessary would be to
toss it in the circular file. Why should we
buy a fancy piece of equipment when ail
we need is a resistor, a voltmeter and a
clock, or simpler yet, an ESV battery
tester and a clock? But I got to thinking.
Over the past four years I've preached
that cycling nickle cadmium batteries
every few months is a good practice, but
I bet I didn't cycle mine once a year. Like
most people, I just never take the time to
do what I know is right.

Well. I had a couple of requests to
review the Digipace and Ace was nice
enough to send one over, and you won't
believe how much I use it. It is like
everything else in this modern world.
Once you get spoiled you never want to

go back to what was good enough. I
don't even like to ride in 727's after flying
in wide body jets. The bottom line is this:
Things like the Digipace that we might
consider as convenience tools, are
really almost necessities unless we
have super willpower. They make it easy
to do what is right, and is in our long term
best interest. I'm sure you can make a
case for It paying for itself if not in saving
airplanes just in saving that day at the
contest when you find your batteries
giving up in the middle of your fourth
flight. Enough preaching to the choir. I'm
sure most of you understand the reason
the Digipace exists. For those who don't
know what it does or how it does It, here
goes.

The Digipace automatically
discharges your batteries, measures
their capacity, and then charges them up
again, to put them in a condition ready to
fly. You don't have to sit and watch but
can go about your business and even
forget all about it. When you return the
Digipace will tell you if you have trouble
or not.

It is a very sophisticated piece of
equipment with little if any compromises.
The discharge circuits are constant
current instead of a simple resistor In
which the current will vary with the
battery voltage. The cut-off circuits use
operational amplifier comparators and
are very accurate. By using a digital
readout there are essentially no moving
parts to wear out so It should last a long,
long time.
The unique thing about the Digipace

when compared to other units designed
for the same purpose, is its flexibility. It is
usable with 12V, 9.6V or 6 volt
transmitters and of course any of these
switch positions could be changed to
another value if someone comes out

with another size transmitter battery
pack. I believe Sanwa was using 9 cells
for 10.8 volts, for instance.
On the receiver end, you can charge

at 50 milliamps, or 20 ma if you are using
smaller cells. Another feature is the fact
that it is backed by a company that has

FIGURE 2

been in business for more than
twenty-five years and will probably be
around when you and I are gone. This Is
something I bet the owners of the Super
Cycle had considered.

I'm not going to explain all the circuitry
but I thought I'd show some basics just to
show the quality of the unit. The
transmitter charge circuit is shown in
Figure 1..

In the charge mode, Q3 is turned on
grounding R15. Current flows through
the Zener diode (IN 746) putting a
constant voltage {« 3.3 volts) across the
Q1 (base emitter) - R7 combination.
With a base emitter drop of .7 volts this
leaves 2.6 volts across 51 ohms for a
charge current of 50 ma. This current is
independent of the number of cells in the
transmitter pack (up to 10 cells) and
therefore can be used on all of the
modern transmitter batteries.
The discharge circuit is shown in

Figure 2.
During discharge, R26 is set to have

.765 volts across it. This causes the

output of OP amp U2C to go positive
turning on Q4. Current will flow through
04 and the two parallel load resistors
until the negative input of the OP amp
reaches .765 volts at which time the
circuit stabilizes. With .765 volts across

the two resistors, the discharge current
will be .765 divided by 2.55 or 300
milliamps. Again this will be constant
Independent of the number of cells in the
transmitter.

There are many clever circuits in the
unit, especially the switching circuits that
allow you to read out the discharge time
for two packs with one display.

If you think you'd like to build your
own, my advice is buy the kit. There was
a lot of engineering that went into this
and unless you have lots of time, pay a
few dollars and save yourself a lot of
headaches.

Let's talk about using it. First of all, I do
not recommend using it after every flying
session (unless you only fly six times a
year). It Is pretty well documented that
nicad batteries will last longer if you don't
discharge them too deep too often. On
the other hand, if you never discharge
them some funny things happen. The
discharge plateau will drop to a lower
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voltage as shown in Figure 3.
The figure shows what you could

expect if you repeatedly discharged the
battery only 20% of its capacity. After a
few hundred such cycles it would
indicate a low voltage after a very short
discharge and you might be tempted to
throw the pack away. Here is where the
Digipace can save you some money. A
few cycles on the Digipace will usually
bring it right up. if it doesn't you can go
one step further and try to cycle each cell
individually but this is usually not
necessary. When In doubt replace your
batteries, but try to get some expert help
before you throw them away. Quite often
they can be revived. Definitely a piece of
equipment every serious R/C modeler
should have.

Voltage Regulator
The other day I was chasing an

interaction problem in a system that
uses a simple Zener diode voltage
regulator In the receiver. I could observe
sizeable fluctuations in the regulated
voltage when the servos were exercized
due to the fluctuations in the input
voltage. The circuit is shown in Figure 4.
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REGULATED
. 3.3 VOLTS
TO RECEIVER
CIRCUITS

FIGURE 4

We would like to think a Zener always
has a constant voltage across it, but it is
actually quite dependent on the current
through it. If the 4.8 volt input fluctuates,
the current through the 68 ohms varies
and the regulated voltage varies.

I remembered looking at a circuit Bob
Elliott put in the EK Super-Pro and sure
enough it was aimed at exactly this
problem. See Figure 5.
Here again is our constant current

circuit. There will be a relatively constant
voltage across the two diodes which will
put a constant voltage across the 22
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ohm resistor. Constant voltage across a
fixed resistor means constant current
through the Zener. I put It together and
installed it in the receiver and was
amazed. I couldn't see any ripple on the
regulated line. Unfortunately that wasn't
the problem causing the servo
interaction but I thought it might be
useful in other applications where you
need a stable low voltage, Then again, if
Bob thought enough to put it in his
receiver, maybe some other receivers
could use it.

True Digital
System — Part II

Last month we described Dennis
Knowlton's Pulse Code Modulation
System Transmitter. I'm sure you've all
built one up and are dying to get started
on the receiver.

I shouldn't be wising-off, because I
seriously hope some of you are able to
get something out of these descriptions
that will get us a step closer to having a
true digital system with all the good
things that result. I realize that there is a
lot of work left but I'm confident someone
out there Is hard at It.

This stuff is pretty deep, but here
goes. Remember last month Dennis
stated that a scheme called correlation
detection is used. I'll let him pick up the
description;

The implementation of correlation
includes integration and muitiplication
of the signal with a reference which is
time related to the signal. In a practical
sense, integration is taking the average
value of the signal for some time
interval, namely one bit. If the signal has
noise added to it, its average value (1 or
~1) can be statistically determined
depending upon the amount and type of
the noise. The types of noise we are
concerned with are easily identifiable.
(1st) random or white noise — this type
has an average value of zero and
appears as fuzz on the signal. This has a
high statistical probability of being
averaged or integrated out. The second
type of noise is associated with other

REGULATED
VOLTAGE

FIGURE 5

subcarriers on the same RF frequency.
This noise tends to be of the same
amplitude as the signal. It has
frequency components at nearly the
same frequency ds our correlation rate,
but by definition, not exactly (unique
subcarrler frequency). Therefore, this
noise has an average value of zero, but
unfortunately a higher statistical
probability of giving us an error. What
are the consequences of such an error?
Let's say the frames are transmitted at
60 times/second. If an error occurred in
the most significant bit of the code
representing a control stick position, its
effect would be felt for 1160 of a second
and be Immediately corrected 1160 of a
second later, much faster than the
response time of our model aircraft.

Also, by using simple error detection
techniques, the processor would simply
ignore the bad code for one frame, thus
further reducing the effect of an error.

It is possible that the statistical errors
can become large enough to render the
system unusable. It has been
determined that greater than five users
on the same RF frequency standing
side by side can stili control their own
aircraft without noticeable Interference.
While on this subject, it is interesting to
note that standard RF modulation
techniques (pulsed AM and FM) fall Into
the random noise category and
therefore pose little or no interference
problems. Implementation of this
system with AM or FM, however, would
cause considerable interference with
present systems which have little noise
rejection capability to signals on the
same RF frequency.
Enough about noise, back to the

signal processing. Refer to Figure #6.
The signal comes from the RF section
(detected signal). Because of Xtal
mis-matches, etc., a DC level restoreris
used (high pass filter). From here the
signal takes two paths — one leads to
the pll through the full wave bridge
where the basic subcarrler frequency
and reference frequency Is regenerated
In the receiver. The sync detector
informs the pll when it is exactly locked
onto the reference signal generated In
the transmitter. The sync detector looks
for fifteen ones in a row and checks that
the last bit in every word Is zero.

The second path that the signal takes
is to the integrator or averager. The time
interval over which the signal is
averaged is determined by the pll. Refer
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to Figure #7 (Receiver Signai
Waveforms). This integration over a
specific time integral is the heart of the
high noise immunity detection. Next, the
signal is checked to see if it is a one or
minus one by the use of a digital
comparator. Now the digital signal (+1
or -1) is multiplied by the reference
signai yielding the serial data string
generated originally in the transmitter.
The demultiplexer with help from the
sync detector sorts out the individual
words representing particular shaft
positions and routes these digital
signals to the appropriate servos.

Servos — here like in the transmitter

the digital to shaft position mechanism
can take two forms. The first and most

"pure" would be to drive a stepping
motor with a shaft encoder feedback for
comparison. This technique yields
servos as large or larger than the old
Digimite. At the present state of the art, a
separate DIA converter and linear
feedback control seems to be most

practical.
I mentioned earlier that size was the

elusive requirement. Shaft encoders
are power hungry and large
necessitating the use of pots with their
inherent problems. This is the same
problem in the transmitter as in the
servos. Stepping motors are large
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SERVO

SYNC

DETECTOR

FIGURE 6

RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM

compared to the tiny servo motors we
use in present day servos. This
necessitates using DIA converters and
losing the inherent accuracy of a purely
digital system. Microprocessors at
present are much larger than would
easily fit into state of the art receivers, so
until some custom circuits are
developed specifically for this
application to our hobby, the receiver
section suffers from the extra bulk of the
processor. The new CMOS
microprocessor has, however, rescued
the power consumption aspect of all
this signal processing.

Dennis Knowiton

Research Engineer
Dept. of Atmospheric Science

University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

Even if you don't understand
everything he is talking about, I'm sure
you can understand the merits of being

DIGITAL CODE
TO POSITION
CONVERTER

SERVO

DIGITAL CODE
TO POSITION
CONVERTER

SERVO

able to fly with someone using the same
channel standing right next to you. I
believe a system like this will do just that
and we will eventually have such a
system, The guy who can put one on the
market first will make a lot of money. I
think this step will be as significant in the
R/C industry as going from reeds to
proportional. So get to work all you smart
guys.

Correction

Charles Bush sent a note concerning
his glow plug driver circuit which we
published in the July 1979 issue. The
schematic called for a 100/jh choke
which is accurate, but the note
describing its construction should be
corrected to read #18 Bell wire. You
could use #18 Enameled wire but the
number of turns to yield 100/jh would not
be 175. The bottom line is to get a 100^ h
choke that can handle 5 amps peak.
See you next month. □
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Pit Stop GENE HUSTING

T 1979 McCoy Race
he annual McCoy race has
been the largest So. Calif. 1/8
Scale race for the past few

years, and the 112 entries for this race,
attest to the popularity of Dick McCoy
and Thorp Raceway. Dick McCoy, as
most of you know, has designed and
manufactured contest winning model

A record breakirtg 112 racers showed
up for the Annual McCoy race held at
Thorp Raceway in Pomona, Calif.

engines for over 40 years. For the past 6
years he has devoted his talents strictly
to the R/C car market, and his.engine
products and his popularity has grown
with the racers. To show his
appreciation, he sponsors this annual
race, which ail the racers take pleasure
in participating In. Racers came as far as
Steve Stifel from Iowa, Mike Queller and

Charlie Green from Texas, Chuck
Phelps and the Grossenbachers from
Arizona. The MRP Team from
Washington, as well as Northern
California racers.
There was one racer who worked

extremely hard for this race, Dana
Smeltzer. Dana has been running an
Associated RC200 car with a
differential, and the first few days of
practice, he was the man to beat. You
could judge how fast you were going, by
how much Dana beat you.
The MRP Team was really serious

about this race, coming down early to
have Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
for practice. It was also evident they had
some time to do some designing during
the winter. Bob Welch not only had his
newest MRP designed car, but it was
also a "ground effects" car, a la the 1/1
scale Formula I cars. He had bodywork
designed underneath the car, so that air
underneath the body helped to create a
vacuum to hold the car down to the track
better. Bob's car seemed to work very
well, but he said he wasn't exactly sure
how effective his "ground effects" was
working. It sure wasn't hurting. Gary
Kyes has the fastest MRP, with the help
of a tuned pipe and super driving skill.
We went to practice on Thursday,

figuring Friday would be too crowded. It
worked out fine, with about 30 racers
there, 65° weather, which I told Debbie
Preston we had ordered this English
weather just for her. We were very

impressed with Debbie's OPS powered
differential equipped RC200 at the
Mini-World race in San Diego two weeks
before, but that was on a bumpy track,
and we were anxious to see what it
would do at Thorps. Without question,
it's the fastest OPS I've ever seen. Part
of it's due to the 45% nitro fuel with
special oil, and the other part is due to
the special silencer (can) that Debbie's
father, Dave, designed. It's evident
Dave also had some time to do some
testing during the winter, and it sure paid
off. I can tell, because Debbie had a
spare silencer that she offered to let me
use, and it turned an otherwise average
K & B engine into one of the fastest
motors on the trackl And it was also the
quietest car there.

Debbie was also getting around the
track extremely fast on Thursday. My
own car had a little too much oversteer,
but I left It alone because I knew the bite
would be better later. Bill Jianas and
Rich Lee were also going extremely fast,
racing side by side for many laps.
When we came back on Saturday, we

were in the middle of a 105° heat wave.
But that didn't deter the enthusiasm of
the 112 racers. We got 2 rounds of
practice on Saturday and then 1
qualifying heat. During practice
everyone looked fast due to the
Increased traction on the track.

Jeff Rold gave everyone something to
shoot for in the first round, turning a
super fast, smooth 3:24.78, which broke

'■••'■.■■■■''-A'.

P'< f•v/.'i-;-'v.vSv . .r--r'.- . • •.
Gary Kyes' race winning MRP car with tuned pipe. There
were only 2 or 3 cars with tuned pipes but one was on the
right car.

Gene Husting's 2nd place finishing car is actualiy set up to
run counter-clockwise for the Geneva track, but it stiil ran
very well turning clockwise.
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Bob Welch's MRP car featured "Ground Effects'
bodywork.

Underside of Bob's car showing bodywork used to create
vacuum underneath the car to aid in cornering.

1

This car did not win Concours. It didn't even finish 2nd or
3rd. Chuck August did this beautiful painting for Bill
Jianas.

This car did win Concours. This is Chuck August's car. The
body was painted by Chuck in various shades of biue
metallic and was really exceptional. He also raced it, as did
Bill.

V-

The amazingly incredible Rich Lee has performed
miracles in his last 4 races and topped it off by being Top
Qualifier at the McCoy race and setting a new track record
at Thorp Raceway.

Dick McCoy, on the right, presents the first place trophy to
Main Event winner Gary Kyes.

the Thorp track record for the extended
course. This lasted for 2 more heats,
until Bill Jianas put on one more of his
infamous qualifying drives and broke the
record again, with a 3:22.62.
Sunday the temperature went up to

110°, but the bite on the track also went
up. Jeff couldn't better his time, but Gary
Kyes lowered his to a very fast 3:23.37,

but the fastest and most exerting heat
was just coming up. Debbie Preston and
Rich Lee put on one of the most
incredible qualifying races I've ever
seen. Debbie got the lead, but Rich was
two feet behind her. They stayed that
way for 3 laps, when Debbie hit the
brakes too hard, spun out and Rich
slipped by. Debbie had to change her

braking style due to the high traction,
and she just hadn't become accustomed
to the newtechnique. Nevertheless, she
started to make up ground on Rich,- and
got right behind him and then spun out
again. Rich went on to set a new track
record of 3:21.55, with Debbie less than
3 seconds back at 3:24.47.

to page 116
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Scale Vleuus CLAUDE McCULLOUGH

IIMAC — HOW IT WORKS
ike many new concepts in

- model competition the
' Internationai Model Aerobatic

Club idea of flying scale-like biplanes
and monoplanes in the same manner as
full-size aerobatic contests, has become
very popular in some sections of the
country but in others it is almost
unknown. So for those readers who
haven't had a chance to see an IMAC
meet, here's a brief summary of the
requirements:
(1) Any biplane may enter, but scale

bipes can get a 10% bonus on their flight
score. Monoplanes must be a sport
scale version of an aerobatic type.
Biplanes can enter Monoplane events
but Monoplanes cannot fly in a Biplane
event. In actual practice, separate
events for bipes and monos are the
usual procedure and are approved by
participants as the best way. When
separate events are held, interchanging
is not permitted.
(2) Three different flight patterns of

progressively greater difficulty are used:

Sportsman, Advanced, and Unlimited.
The idea is that the novice to IMAC flying
begins in Sportsman, then moves up to
the higher classes as skill levels
increase. As yet there are no rules
determining which class the flier may
enter, it's a matter of choice.
(3) An aerobatic "box" in front of the

judges is defined by flags. Maneuvers
must be performed in an
upwind-downwind sequence within this
zone, including turnarounds. Passing
outside the box results in presentation
score reductions.

(4) A major feature is a continuous
flow of airplanes before the judges. The
flight line director keeps a steady flow of
models taking off and holding in the air
off-stage. As soon as an entrant
completes his flight pattern, he leaves
the box and an airborne model is
immediately called in to replace him.
The result is a fast moving spectacular

that finds favor with both spectators and
• contestants. It can be flown in a compact
area, with two sets of judges operating
simultaneously from a single site. Clubs

which have developed IMAC activity find
that the entry totals go up every year at a
time when the regular pattern and pylon
racing events seemed to have declined
in interest.

To get in on this growing activity that
combines some of the best features of

scale and pattern, send $5.00 to Glenn
Carter, Sec., Trees., Ed., IMAC, 2020
Gill Port Lane, Walnut Creek, CA 94598.
A year's membership includes a license
card, IMAC decals, contest operation
information, and a newsletter
subscription.

5TH Annual Sig
IMAC Championships

I have heard that some early 1979
season contests had drops in
attendance because of the gasoline
situation. The week prior to the June
16-17 weekend was a classic example
of the tightening fuel crisis, reaching
near panic by Friday. Pipeline terminals
had been shut down by the independent
trucker's pickets and the gas station
dealer's association was calling for

to page 95

Looks real, but it's Jewel Ness's Byron
Originals.

Pete Frankenthal's Slg Miniplane. Vernon Kramer tries out the Idle on his Slg
Skybolt.

Maurice Rossi modified his Nosen Cub
Into a Clipped Wing version.

Unusual entry by David Goulet,
Beechcraft Staggerwing.

A full size air show was put on at noon on
Sunday by Glen and Hazel Slg and Maxey
Hester. Here, Glen Sig does a roll In his red
Pitts Special.
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Kratt Super-FII by BenoEcherd climbs out Norm Cassella helps Model Airplane Part of the busy frequency separated
after take-off. What else but Kraft .60 News'Art Schroeder with his CassSkybolt. ready lines.
power?

Don Fuller's Sig Skybolt taking off to join Larry Sroufe revs up his 2nd place SIg Larry Scott's original Super-FII Is 80 span,
the holding pattern. Skybolt on the ready line. weighs 15 lbs. and Is powered by a Rossi

.60 on a prop driver.

Short story: (1) Pete Frankenthal goes out (2)... takes off and begins to perform the (3)... when a strut comes loose, the wing
with his Nosen Cltabrla ... pattern ... pIns fall and instant rekitVng. Moral: 114

Scale puts extra loads on models.

'1 ^

Bud Hall flew a Sig Cltabrla In Sportsman Larry Sklles cranks up his SIg Super Len McCoy's Webra .90 powered Platt
JMonoplane. Chipmunk. ungmeister.

Norm Casella's Cass Super Skybolt
rockets up. That big prop Is being turned
by Worm's new Super Drive unit — twin
.AO's on a belt reduction.

yk

Part of the Mammoth entry. The P-51,
though painted In Bob Hoover's colors,
does not qualify as a "box" aerobatic
entry, did not fly in the contest.

i
Maurice Rossi's Mammoth Cub on take-off
run.
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Safety Instructions,0Warnings and Directions
k ur society, and thus our life,
I have become increasingly

complex. Perhaps, at least in
part, we participate in R/C modeling to
escape from the pressures and
complexities of our everyday life and this
confusing world. Yet it cannot be denied
that our participation in R/C modeling is
itself getting more complicated and
demanding.
Over the past few years this series

has been devoted to explaining how the
law. our court system and the factor of
insurance ai l impinge on our
participation in this great avocation. The
basic message in all of this has been that
we are responsible for what we do
with our models because we can do
serious injury to persons and property
with an operating model and to examine
the all-important insurance scene in
terms of the availability and coverage of
insurance in the event of such injuries or
property damage.

But there is yet another area that must
be of concern to every active R/C
modeler and this article in this continuing
series will examine that aspect. An
officer of an R/C club raised this with me
in a recent letter; he wrote:

Your March, 1979 issue article in
RCM concludes with the advice: "It's
not what is flown, but how that counts."
It is given in the context that the AMA
Safety Code must be carefully adhered
to if an R/C modeler wants to minimize
his exposure in case of a liability suit.

I'd like to raise a similar question —
"How about the safety codes beginning
to be published by manufacturers?."
Must a modeler give them equal
respect in order to minimize his
exposure under liability law?

I hope your answer Is "no," but I
suspect it Is wishful thinking on my part,
because it Is certainly my Impression
that ifyou operate something contrary to
the manufacturer's Instruction, and
injury or property damage occurs,
maybe that helps keep the
manufacturer off the hook, but it places
you in sort of double jeopardy. You have

By Arthur Sabin

Prof, of Law

the complainant coming at you from one
side, and the manufacturer on the other
side saying "it wouldn't have happened
if he did it my way."

There are really two points involved in
what is raised. The first is that indeed the
failure of an R/C pilot (or operator of any
R/C model) must fly the model with due
care for the safety of all other persons
and property. To fail to do so is
negligence for which the pilot is liable
and ultimately, can be sued. That's why
every operator of an R/C model should
have insurance, currently available only
through membership in the Academy of
Model Aeronautics. Part of determining
whether the R/C pilot was at fault (that is,
negligent) may be determined by
whether the modeler obeyed the safety
instructions, warnings and directions of
the manufacturer or supplier of
component involved in that flight.

For example, we all know how
important it is to build our models strong
enough to withstand the vibrations and
stresses of an operating engine and
flying: that an engine must be securely
fastened; that the Center of Gravity be
observed, etc. In fact, from the time you
open the kit or begin to scratch-build
your model, to the point where you shut
down the engine and turn off the radio
after a flight, you are responsible for
having reasonably complied with the
safety instructions, warnings and
directions given by the manufacturer or
supplier of every component used. Put
another way, your failure to abide by the
instructions given may be evidence that
you were indeed negligent.

Another example may be in order:
Every manufacturer of R/C radios gives
instructions and directions with regard to
range testing your radio prior to use in
operating the model — every time you fly
it. If the evidence establishes that you

failed to range check the radio and that
the model went out of control and hit
someone, with further evidence that
while there was a defect in the radio it
could have been determined by you
through having performed a simple
range test, there is evidence that may
constitute a clear indication that you are
negligent. What it boils down to is that it
is your responsibility to have properly
built the model, following the instructions
in that construction, properly equipped
the model with the correct components,
properly tested those components prior
to use and properly flown the model. As
to that latter point, it would be negligence
to fly a model under conditions where a
reasonable person would not have flown
it. For example, flying a model that is
beyond the capacity of the pilot in terms
of skill and training, flying the model
under such adverse weather conditions
that is is unreasonable to do so or failing
to fly the model in a safe manner in terms
of keeping all flights away from spectator
areas, ai l may be indicative of
negligence.

It must also be kept in mind that none
of these requirements are anything
more than behaving in a reasonable
fashion given the circumstances of
piloting or operating a modei which you
must know can do harm if you behave
unreasonably with regard to any of these
good-sense requirements.
Therefore in answer to the first

question put, indeed the failure to abide
by the safety instructions, warnings and
directions of the manufacturer or
supplier of any component part may
yield evidence of your negiigence. It isn't
really "double jeopardy" because there
is only one single jeopardy ... that you
will be liable to anyone who is injured or
whose property is damaged because

to page 88
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There are several adjectives that could be used to
describe the Swizzle Stick and sleek would not be
one of them. However, Balsa USA wasn't out for a

beauty contest entry when they designed the newest of the
"Sticks." What they do have is a really incredible kit that is the
fastest building, easiest to construct and absolutely the
easiest to fly that I have had the pleasure of flying.

Balsa USA have placed the remarkable price tag of $13.99
on this little wonder.

Construction:

Using cyanoacrylate when possible, the wing panels can be
framed in about 1 hour. With a little time for sanding and
carving the leading edge, you are ready for covering. Don't
forget the wing center section reinforcement, preferably some
fiberglass cloth. Material for ailerons is not included in the kit,
but I strongly suggest a journey to your local balsa emporium
for the necessary items to add strip ailerons as ailerons will
greatly increase the pleasure of flying the Swizzle Stick.
The fuselage is really an easy to build part of the airplane.

There is a grand total of ten parts of redwood and plywood to
the entire fuselage. Two 5/16 by 3/4 redwood pieces play the
part of the foundation for the 1/2 by 3/4 motor mounts, also
redwood. The radio cabin is of plywood (four pieces) and there
are two 1/8 plywood tail pieces to hold the ends together.
Using 5-minute epoxy throughout, I built the fuselage in about
90 minutes, with most of this time spent waiting for epoxy to
cure (actually doing other things in the meantime). The tank
rubber bands in front of the cabin using wood screws in the
redwood beams to hook the bands. Slight cutting of the motor
mounts was necessary to fit the particular engine but that was
a minor task. The main landing gear is screwed to the redwood
beam and soldered to a bracing wire to create a sturdy and
wide spaced unit. Some method, not mentioned in the
instructions, needs to be used to get the pushrods back to the
tail feathers as the rear cabin bulkhead is solid ply. I simply cut
a large "U" shaped section out of the plywood so the pushrods
and aileron hardware had sufficient room for movement. This
caused no apparent structural weakness that I can observe.

SPECIFICATIONS

Name SWIZZLE STICK
Aircraft Type Sport
Manufactured By Balsa U.S.A.

P.O. Box 164

Marinette, Wise. 54143
Mfg. Suggested Retail Price S13.99
Available From Direct from Mfg.
Wing Span 60 Incties
Wing Chord 10 Inctres
Total Wing Area 600 Square Inches
Fuselage length 41 Inches
Stabilizer Span ITVz Inches
Total Stab Area 118 Square Inches
Mfg. Rec. Engine Range 30-.45
Recommended Fuel Tank Size 8 Ounce
Recommended No. of Channels 3 or 4
Recommended Control Functions Rud., Elev., Throt., All. (opt.)
Basle Materials Used In Construction:

Fuselage Redwrood & Ply
Wing Balsa
Tall Surfaces Balsa

Building Instructions on Plan Sheets No
Instruction Manual Yes (1 page)
Construction Photos No

RCM PROTOTYPE

Radio Used Fulaba 4 channel
Engine Make & Disp O.S. 40
Tank Size Used 6 0^.
Weight, Ready To Fly 79 Ounces
Wing Loading 19 Oz./Sq. Ft.

SUMMARY

WE LIKEO THE:

Ease of construction; good flight performance; low price.

WE DIDN'T LIKE THE:

No fault found for this type aircraft.

Tall feathers are 3/16" sheet balsa and are shaped in a
fashion not unlike an Ugly Stick. For tail reinforcement, 1/4
triangle is Included in the fin-stabilizer joint.

Hardware includes landing gear of 5/32 and 1/8 wire,
hinges, two control horns, mounting screws for tank and gear,
and wire for a tail skid. A steerable tailwheel is not in the design
nor is it necessary, although it could be easily added.
Covering:

Since the construction was so simple, it seemed natural to
go with a simple finishing job. The wing received a layer of
cream MonoKote over Balsarite with the same treatment given
the tail surfaces. Red Perfect Paint was mixed with a little
orange to match the red MonoKote used for trim. This paint
was used to cover the fuselage after two coats of Glaskote.
Overall, this is about the easiest way to go for a finish that is
attractive and lightweight.
Engine:
An O.S. .40 with an O.S. muffler was anchored in the nose

and a six ounce fuel tank was strapped on with rubber bands.
Radio:

Installing the Futaba radio was easy with generous cabin
space, As mentioned above, we elected to add ailerons which
require a total of four servos.
^  to page 88
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BUD NOSEN MODELS
INCORPORATED

BOX 105, TWO HARBORS, MINNESOTA 55616
All kits feature all wood construction, fast assembly, huge rolled plans, assem
bly instructions, machine and die cut parts, all necessary hardware and much,
much more. Designed for .60 engines on up. Write for our illustrated catalog—50$.

standoff Scale

Formed ABS

cowl Kit -

l$119.95
3 or 4 Channels

Flys like a
trainer Kit -

$99.95

1/4 size Standoff

scale 3 or 4

Channels Kit -

$99.95
3 or 4 Channels

No foam or

plastic Kit -

$79.95

Big airplane lun—
Quadra economy

'$129.95
1/3 size Standoff

scale 4 Channels

^"^"4 required Kit -

$129.95'

40

1 /4 sizq Standoff

scale 3 or 4

Channels Kit -

$139.95
1/4 size Standoff

scale Molded

cowls Kit -

$169.95
AUSTRALIA SWITZERLAND

EK Loglctrol Australia Blue Max
44 Macquarie Road Modellflug-Technik AG

Earlwood 2206 Alte Landstrasse 122
Sydney, Australia CH-8800 Thalwil Switzerland

OVERSEAS

DISTRIBUTORS

— SOUTH AFRICA

Radio Control World
202/4 Oceana House

Lower Burg St.
Capetown 8001 So. Africa

CANADA

John Klassen Hobby Central
400 Cuyler Street

Thunder Bay, Ontario
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/FOR WHAT IT'S worthy
This idea called a "Frequency Flag

Holder" was sent to us by Val N. Calrrao
of Warren, Rhode Island.
Two or three holders with flags can be

made for pennies. The materials
required are 2 yards of frequency color
ribbon (depends on what frequency you
have). 1 yard of each color and plastic
tab(s) from bread wrapper(s). (Some
bakeries tie their bread wrapper ends
with a plastic tab.)
Cut color ribbons (whatever

frequency you have) into 10" or 12"
lengths and then glue or Zap the cut
ends between the bread wrapper tabs.
The open end of the tab can then be
clipped to the end of the transmitter
antenna. The accompanying sketch
should be self-explanatory.

FRONT
VIEW

SIDE
VIEW

[51 1
y / 1/4"

\
FREQ.
FLAG

t
^ PLASTIC
TAB (2)

\

Do you like to build electric powered
models but hate the hassle of trying to
roll plywood for the motor tube? If so,
then read on. This was the way Jim
Boyce of Harlinger, Texas, felt so he
found this following solution. After
checking different types and brands of
kitchen foil and wrapping plastic, Jim
found that the cardboard tubes used by
Saran Wrap (Dow Chemical Co.) turned
out to be the perfect size for the Astro 05.
It offers plenty of friction to hold the
motor in place and a piece of plastic
electrician's tape can be wrapped
around the front to keep the motor
secure during those hard knocks. It also
serves as a vibration damper and shock
absorber, See accompanying sketch.

PLASTIC
TAPE

ASTRO
FLIGhff

.05

Harland W. Hansen of Muskegon,
Michigan, submitted the following
suggestion for attaching sandpaper to a
sanding block. Harland found the 2-face
indoor-outdoor carpet tape to be a very
handy Item to have around the shop.
The cost (about $1.00) will buy 42', 1 Vi'
wide and may be purchased from your
local department store or carpet dealer.
It was found to be superior to glue for
holding sandpaper to a sanding block.
Because It Is simpler, faster, and neater
— use It to hold sandpaper to a wood
dowel or bottles of varying sizes for
those inside curve sanding jobs. Also he
uses this 2-face tape to mount a strip of
sandpaper 1V2" wide by 36" long directly
to his bench top. This Is great for sanding
straight edges on sheets for perfect glue
joints. See accompanying sketch.

SANDING
BLOCK

If you have had difficulties in threading
your nylon pushrods, this handy tool by
Lawrence Eads of Carrollton, Texas, will
help solve your problem. Simply
purchase a Du-Bro threaded brass
coupler and solder a "Tee" handle Into
the open end. Make the handle from
1/16" wire. By filing a small "Vee" notch
along the threads, the cutting action will
be Increased (see sketch). This small
handy tool can now be used as a tap to
thread the Inner nylon pushrod before
trying to install the threaded rod.

1/16" WIRE

FILE VEE
NOTCH TO
HELP CUT

RAZOR
BLADE

SANDPAPER

TRIM

FLUSH

2 FACE
CARPET

TAPE

CARDBOARD
TUBE

While covering foam wings with sheet
balsa, using one of the water base latex
contact cements, Carl W. Holland of
West Palm Beach, Florida, has been
using the following method with great
success. When this cement is painted
onto the balsa sheeting, it has a natural
desire to curl and warp due to the water
base. Carl has found that by applying
one coat of Balsarite first, this eliminated
any trace of warping. This balsa
conditioner dries in ten minutes and

seems to cause the cement to adhere far

better. Since using this method, Carl has
never seen a blister even under the hot

Florida sun.

This suggestion is not new, however,
there may be many modelers who are
not aware of this easy method to help
see through plans when working from
the reverse side. When only one wing
panel or half a stab is shown, place wax
paper over the back of the plans and iron
it onto the plans for a short time. Lift the
wax paper and you'll discover how much
better you can see through the back side
of your plans. This suggestion was sent
to us by Frank Wiltse of Newport Beach,
California.

When covering a plane with any of the
plastic type covering materials
available, there seems to be a problem
with the colored adhesive sticking to the
surface of your iron. This adhesive then
transfers to the model causing an
unsightly smear — especially when it's a
different color. In the past, Nicholas R.
Stevens of Holly Hill, Florida, had always
used a cloth or paper towel to clean off
the Iron. Many times this required
considerable time, not to mention the
elbow grease involved. Quite by
accident, Nick discovered that a piece of
ordinary foam rubber will remove the
adhesive quickly and easily from any
iron. It doesn't matter whether the Iron is

hot or cold; also the foam rubber will not

scratch the Teflon coating. Try it. It really
works!

If you have ever tried to transfer a
mark from the inside of a fuselage wall to
the outside for drilling purposes and
found that your eyeball technique was
off by 1/4", here's a simple tool you'll
appreciate. Take two pieces of wire coat
hanger and bend them to a shape similar
to the one shown in the sketch. (Shape
and size can vary with need.)

Place a washer between the wires
and on each side; tighten a 4-40 nut and
bolt to where the wires just move; adjust
wire until the tips touch. Now you have
an outside marking device for exact

o

o

o
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/FOR WHAT IT'S WORTHV
transfers, for glow plug holes in cowls,
switch pushrods, etc. Total time — 5
minutes. This idea was submitted by
Steven R. Harris, D.M.D., of West Palm
Beach, Florida.

COAT

HANGER
WIRE

4-40 SOLI,
NUT AND WASHERS

Melvln C. Meade of Toledo, Ohio, who
is a member of the Toledo Weak Signals
Club, sent in these two handy hints that
many of our readers should find very
helpful.

If you have any cabinets without doors
and would like to keep the contents dust
free, a piece of clear plastic tacked at the
top of the cabinet and attached on each
side as per sketch. Works great.

THUMB
TACKS

SMALL
FINISHING
NAIL

PUNCH HOLE
(PLAGE ONE
ON EACH SIDE)

o

a bamboo rug or fishing pole and cut to
lengths that will conveniently fit into your
car. The end can be split and bent out to
a fan shape similar to the accompanying
sketch. This works well for trees too

small to climb and too high to reach.

BUMPER STICKER OR CONTACT
PAPER FOLDED OVER PLASTIC
SHEET AND SMALL NAIL KEEPS
CONTENTS CLEAN AND VISIBLE.

If you have ever had one of your
models land in a tree, which most of us
have at one time or another, this handy
retriever can be a most useful part of
your field equipment. It is made up from

TO FIT
CAR TRUNK

GLUE IN
DRILL FORDOWELS
DOWEL

The next time you or a friend throw
away some old high-start rubber tubing,
save a foot or so of it. You can make a

fine cushion grip for the small X-Acto or
similar type knife handles. Simply cut to
length desired, wet the handle a little and
push on the rubber tubing. It makes a
very good cushion grip. This idea and
accompanying sketch was submitted by
L. Williams of Monrovia, California.

SMALL

KNIFE
HANDLE

OLD HI-START
RUBBER TUBING

If you're looking for a neat tool for
servo grommet installation and also as a
center locator for drilling servo mounting
holes, then this is a tool for you. The

double purpose tool is easily made from
workshop scraps. It allows quick
installation of grommet bushings and
later can locate the drill centers for the

servo mounting screw holes. The
accompanying sketch Is
self-explanatory. This idea was
submitted by Arthur W. Schmitz of
Vermilion, Ohio.

3/32" MUSIC WIRE ■
EPOXY IN DOWEL

•TOOL

GROMMET, ETC.

MOUNT

BUSHING

If you're looking for a very Inexpensive
and easy method to repair worn out
hardwood or nylon tailwheel brackets,
you might try the following suggestion by
Don Rayfield of Newnan, Georgia.
When his bracket got so worn that the
tailwheel wobbled from side to side, he
repaired It in this way: First, clean the
bracket with K 2R spot remover to
remove all the old oil and dirt. Next,
apply a small amount of Vaseline on one
end of the wire and heat the other end so

the Vaseline runs into the hole in the

bracket. Next, mix a small amount of
5-mlnute epoxy and, when the wire has
cooled off, put the epoxy into the hole In
the bracket. Fill the hole completely full
and let It set up. The epoxy makes a
perfect bushing for the wire, and the
entire job can be done without removing
the bracket from the aircraft.

The above method can also be used

to make aileron torque rod bushings.
Simply cut out the groove on the wing
trailing edge where the torque will be
placed. Coat the wire with Vaseline and
fill the groove full of epoxy. Place the
wire in position and add the trailing edge
stock which is also filled with epoxy.
Remove excess epoxy and let it set-up.
The epoxy not only makes an excellent
bushing, but also glues on the trailing
edge stock as well. □



showcase '7S
All items appearing in Showcase 79 are
press releases supplied by the
manufacturer of the product andlor their
advertising agency unless otherwise
specified. Note: The review or
discussion of any product by Radio
Control Modeler Magazine does not
consititute an endorsement of that
product nor any assurance as to its
safety or performance by ROM.

TOP FLUE MODELS

CONTENDER 40

Top Flite models al l new R/C
Contender 40, an easily built versatile
adaptation of the original Contender,
and choice of Col. Al Betkey and his
Flying Circus is now available.
Described as the Ideal low wing trainer,
the Contender 40 flies on a virtually stall
free wing, with a span of 47" and an
approximate weight of 4 Va lbs. It is 43%"
long, and has a wing area of 564 sq. in.
Four channel R/C is required, though
more channels can be used for the
operation of flaps and retract landing
gear if desired. The Contender 40 offers
a number of interesting options, such as
a straight or bent wing, upright or
inverted engine, all with minimum
building time. The kit Includes machined
leading edges, one piece fuselage
sides, precision cut balsa and hardwood
parts, and pre-formed wire parts. Also
included are die-cut balsa and plywood
sheets, canopy, nylon and metal fittings,
and a steerable nosegear assembly.
Full size plans, diagrams, and R/C
installation details are also furnished.
Available at all leading hobby stores, the
Contender 40 Is brought to us by Top
Flite Models, Inc., 1901 N. Narragansett
Ave., Chicago, IL 60639.

ELECTRONIC COUPLED

AILERON-RUDDER SYSTEM
Those big airplanes turn better with a

bit of rudder cranked in along with the
ailerons, which is a bit difficult to do with
the seat of the pants feeling which only
comes from being in the machine. The
whole thing has all of a sudden become
easier and more consistent with the

introduction of an electronic coupling
system, now under production by Jomar
Products, 723 Wild Horse Valley Rd.,
Katy, TX 77450. This device plugs into
your airborne system between the
receiver and rudder/aileron servos, and

operates both the latter when the aileron
stick is moved. Obviously, the
percentage of throw from one to the
other can be adjusted mechanically as
desired. When maneuvers requiring the
use of rudder only, such as ground
handling or wingovers are made, the
rudder Is operated normally, with the
rudder control, at which time the system
electronically uncouples for normal
operation. The electronics are fully
encapsulated for maximum protection,
and require only the addition of wires
and plugs to match your system. It is
available direct only from Jomar
Products, and Is priced at $59.95.

HOBBY BARN'S MINARE

Hanno Prettner's world famous and

world beating "Curare " has been
redesigned by him down to a .40 to .50
size, renamed the "Minare" and made
available in glass and foam by Arizona's
Hobby Barn. The "Minare" kit is
available In two versions, a basic kit
consisting of an epoxyglass fuselage,
foam wing and stab, plans and
instructions, for S49.99. A deluxe
version is also being manufactured
which contains all of the above, plus a
complete hardware package and all the
wood necessary to complete the model.
Price of this one Is $76.99. Both from

Hobby Barn, P.O. Box 17865, Tucson,
AZ 85710. Postage to the amount of
$3.50 for the basic and $3.95 for the
deluxe kits is requested.

PURE ffi
syntheticpi/Kff
2*CYCLE

'^•blends with gas W

KLOTZ SUPER 2-CYCLE

RACING OIL

For home brewers only — the famous
Klotz Super 2-Cycle Racing Oil is now
available directly from the manufacturer,

Klotz Special Formula Products, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1343, Ft. Wayne, IN 46801.
Designated as KL-100, Klotz oil blends
with either alcohol or nitro, and is
available In 55 gallon drums or one quart
cans. By the quart, it is priced at $4.05
per quart. For larger quantity price and
shipping information, inquire direct from
the address above.

MRC/TAMIYA

R/C CAR GUIDEBOOK

MRC/Tamlya's new 10"x10y4", 36
page catalog is one of the most
complete R/C car guides we know of. It
describes the basics of R/C cars and
their operation, and goes on to suggest
how to set up race courses. It offers do's
and don'ts of R/C car kit running, and
many tips on performance and contests.
It thoroughly describes all MRC/Tamiya
car kits, including color photos of most.
Even a trouble-shooting guide is
included, for maximum driving fun with
minimum fuss. Only $1.50 from Model
Rectifier Corp., (MRC) 2500
Woodbrldge Ave., Edison, NJ 08817.

JARMAC DISC SANDER

Anyone who has ever assembled a
model with the aid of a power disc
Sander will never again do so without
one. Don't take our word for it — ask the

man who owns one. With it, you can form
accurate clean angles that not only look
better but actually make stronger joints,
remove burrs and rough edges on wood
and plastic parts, duplicate 90 degree or
any other angles with the adjustable
mitre gauge; actually the possibilities
are limited only by your experience and
imagination. Jarmac, Inc., offers a
miniature disc sander, in addition to
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other fine small power tools. It is
designed for heavy duty, professional
production work, has a 4" diameter disc,
and a 4" x 5" table. It Is made

completely of metal, comes complete
with adjustable mitre guide. It features a
self-adhesive sanding disc, which is
available in fine and coarse grades.
There is also a foot operated variable
speed control available. The price is
$59.50, plus $2.00 for postage and
handling. Sandpaper discs are $2.95 for
a package of three, in either grade, and
the foot control is $18.50. For orders or
information, write Jarmaclnc., Box 2785
Springfield, IL62708.

PARMA INTERNATIONAL INC.

Parma Int'l., well known makers of
model car racing products, have just
introduced a "number of new items of

interest to that class of modelers.

Included are two new 1/12 scale bodies,

one for the "KroH" in the CanAm Class,
and the other Is for the Capri that has
been raced so successfully in Germany
for the past year. Both are in Lexan,
available clear for $9.95, and painted for
$14.00. In the accessory line, they have
a new line of soft to medium grade tires
called "Grabbers," at $2.75 for the front
and $3.00 for the rear. And there is an

assortment of power resistors, available
in 1/2, 3/4, 1, and IV4 ohm values, and
featuring adjustable dynamic braking.
For more information on any of these
new, or any of the many previously
introduced products, contact Parma
Int'l. Inc., 13927 Progress Parkway,
North Royalton, OH 44133.

particular the .40, .50, and .61's will be
glad to learn of a new feature available
that will not only Increase the already
high performance of these engines, but
will allow greater freedom In fuel tank
location. This feature is the inclusion for

the renowned Perry Fuel Pumps and
Pump Carburetors with the above
mentioned engines. Included are an
adjusting wrench, and complete
easy-to-understand instructions on
engine operation with the pump.
Available also Is the Perry Air Cleaner,
as pictured for use with any Pump
Carburetor for increased engine life. For
additional information, inquire at your
local hobby store, or write Bavarian
Precision Products, P.O. Box 6, New
Canaan, CT06840.

6 PIECE high speed

CUTTER SET

DREMEt:

CAT.no. 214

i

W>ic. V.SA.

PERRY PUMP EQUIPPED

HB ENGINES

Fans of the fine HB engines, in

DREMEL6-PIECE

HIGH SPEED CUTTER SET

Never ones to rest on their laurels,
Dremel once again has a new goodie for
us. It Is a set of high speed cutters,
designed for any model of the
Moto-Tool. The set includes No's 114,
124,125,191,192, and 194, each made
of high quality steel and having a 1/8"
shank. These are the most common and

most useful cutters for shaping or
hollowing most metals, plastics, wood,
or fiberglass. The set comes In a plastic
storage pouch that can be used
to keep the bits in and to protect those
sharp edges. Price is $15.00, available
at the many places where Dremel tools
are sold. From Dremel, Div. of Emerson
Electric Co., 4915 21st St., Racine, Wl
53406.

MOREGOODNEWS
FROM DREMEL

In order to provide better and faster

service to its many customers west of
the Mississippi, a new service center
has been established in Southern
California. This new service operation
will be piloted by Mr. Robert Dremel, son
of one of the original founders of the
Dremel organization. Any and all Dremel
products from out here in the west that
require service, warranty or not, should
now go to this new center, that promises
speedy personalized 24 hour
turnaround sen/ice. All parts used will be
original equipment parts, and the same
UL approval as on the originally
manufactured item will apply. The
address of this new operation is Dremel
Service Center, 1345 Calle de Maria,
Palm Springs, CA 92262. Phone: (714)
327-3003.

DON'S CUSTOM MODELS

PIPER "TOMAHAWK"

Quarter Sealers — front and center!
Don's Custom Models, 9892 VIckburg
Dr., Huntington Beach, CA 92646,
introduces its 1/4 Scale Piper trainer,
"Tomahawk" for the Quadra and similar
engines, and 5 channel R/C systems.
The "Tomahawk" features an epoxy
glass fuselage and cowl, with standard
built-up wing and horizontal stabilizer.
Included also is a vacuum formed
windshield, complete plans and
instructions. This beautiful Mel
Santmyers design spans ICQ", with a
constant 12" chord wing, and weighs
around 19 pounds ready to fly,
depending on engine, radio, and finish.
The fifth channel mentioned is for flap
operation, recommended for scale
operation iDUt not absolutely necessary
for sport flying as the aircraft flies and
lands well without them. The price is
$225.00, plus shipping, and it is
available direct only from the above
address. If you can't wait and must call,
the number is (714) 848-6244.

THE PIPELINE'S

"SPIN-A-PROP"

TIRE BALANCER

Who wants to run around with
unbalanced tires? Well, certainly no
competition 1/12th scale R/C car driver
does. For him, The Pipeline has its
precision wheel and tire balancer, called
the "Spln-A-Prop." This little device can
be used anywhere, in the shop or out at
the track, and will help you balance any
wheel and tire combination for best
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AMERICAN-MADE

READY-TO-FLY AIRPLANES

6 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM

WILGA Prime Trainer
Simple and easy for the beginner. ALL adjustments easi
ly reached. No cowl easy access. Balsa Sheeted Foam
Core Wing. Rudder-Elevator-Throttle. Steerable Nose
Wheel. 3 Channels 49" span, 432 sq. in. area (18 - 20 oz.
wing loading- with average radio-engine) .15 to .25
engines .19 is ideal.

$99.95 Value ONLY $59.95

CARDINAL Sport
Excellent first aileron ship, also flies w.ell on rudder,
Rudder-Elevator-Throttle-Alleron Steerable nose wheel,
3 or 4 Channel, 58" span, 460 sq. In. wing area, 4 lb.
weight, (20 ■ 22 oz. wing loading with average radio) .25 to
.35 engine, .29 recommended, Balsa Sheeted Foam
Core, Wheel Pants Included but not Installed.

$109.95 Value ONLY $69.95

★ Lightweight Tortoise Shell Construction
★ Not a Styrofoam Airplane
* Knock-off Landing Gear
* Very Rugged

★ Rubberized Synthetic Treated Plastic Fuselage and Reinforcement
★ Just Install Your Radio and Engine To Fly
★ Send $.25 or Stamped Self-Addressed Envelope for Literature

Send IWIe(No.) Model Price

-I- $4.50 ShippingEnclose: Name, Address, City, Stale & Zip
Check, Money Order, Visa or Mastercharge —*■—'k—•— ^ FLITECRAFT
With Account No. and Expiration Date — No C.O.D. Hwy. 56 West • Box 337 • Edgerton, Kansas 66021

$2.50 for A airplanes

913/882-6750

!ie«09

It e«®**

running and Improved tire life. It can be
used with any wheel having up to 1/4"
diameter hole through its rotational axis.
Complete Instructions on how to
balance your wheels and tires are
included with each "Spln-A-Prop," at

$22.50 and which can be ordered from
The Pipeline, P.O. Box 1868, Fremont,
OA 94538. Don't forget sales tax, if you
are in California, and shipping charges,
wherever you are.

SURE FLITE PRODUCTS
"SPORT FIRE"

Sure Flite Products Inc., P.O. Box
4683, Riverside, CA 92514 has released
a new injection molded all-foam kit of Its
"Sport Fire," for four channel radios and
.29 to .40 engines. It comes complete
with molded cheek cowlings, engine
cover headrest, windscreen, and wheel
pants. It also includes all the necessary
preformed wire and hardwood pieces.

The new "Sport Fire" Is available at all
retail hobby suppliers, or write to Sure
Fllte Products for information. □

P-47 "JUG"
RAZORBACK OR

BUBBLE VERSION
• Exact scale
• Many optional scale functions
• 40-60 engine
• 54" span
• 4-8 channel

$94.95
Wr/fe for catalog

JEMCO
1305 Foothill Dr., Vista, CA 92083

(714) 724-3242
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National Winning Electric R/C Race Cars

R/C ELECTRIC

CARS LESS RADIO
WITH ELECTRONIC

SPEED CONTROL

j^273 CHALLENGER 6 CELL
ASSEMBLED BASIC R/C RACE
CAR WITH SPEED CONTROL
LESS RADIO.

Designed as an assembled low cost
race car for those who wish to use their
own radio but prefer the smooth control
of an electronic throttle.

ROAR stock legal. Many accessories
and bodies available.

Features Include:

* #740 shaker plate mounting plate for
radio, servos, speed control, battery,
antenna, and switch.

* #407 Electronic Proportional 12 Amp
Speed Control

* High strength molded controlled flex
chassis

* Assembled charge cord for 15 minute
fast charge (works from 12 volt
source).

* Adjustable independent front
suspension w/Ackerman steering.

*  .05 ROAR legal stock motor.
* Cycolac molded body, no painting or
trimming necessary.

* Molded long wearing front tires &
sponge rear tires.

* Heavy duty hex rear axle.
* 6 sealed fast charge G.E. Nicad

batteries wired & dip protected.
* Mylar decal sheet.
* 2 cell disconnect for 4 cell operation.
Speed; 30 MPH 50 KPH

#264SCHKEE6CELL
ASSEMBLED ELECTRIC R/C

RACE CAR LESS RADIO WITH

RACING SPEED CONTROLLER

Designed as a full race top of the line
ROAR legal modified race car for those
who have their own radio.

Complete with #486 proportional race
speed control, modified 05 race motor,
6 Nicad batteries, battery charge cord,
Lexan Jerobee chassis.

Many accessories and bodies available

Features Include:

* Motor mounts in front or behind axle.

* #740 mounting plate for radio servos,
speed control, battery, antenna, and
switch.

* National winning #486 race
proportional speed control with
adjustable dynamic brake and 24
amp high torque adjustable output.

* Lexan control flex chassis complete
with bumper.

* Assembled charge cord for 15 minute
fast charge (works from 12 volt
source).

* Adjustable independent front
suspension w/Ackerman steering.

* Modified rewound (32 turns of 22
gauge) .05 motor balanced and
epoxied for maximum speed and
reliability — ROAR modified legal.

* Painted Lexan Schkee Can Am body.
* #603 foam rear tires full legal 1V2"

wide and set screw wheels.

* Heavy duty hardened round rear axle.
* 6 sealed fast charge G.E. Nicad

batteries wired and dip protected.
* #621 ball bearing front wheels and
#605 foam front tires.

* Rear axle ball bearing.
* Mylar decal sheet.
* 2 cells disconnect for 4 ceil operation.
. Speed: 34 MPH 56 KPH

ELECTRIC R/C

CAR SPEED
CONTROLLERS

The JoMac 487 and 486 fully proportional
modular forward speed controls have
been designed to control the speed of
electric motor driven model cars, boats,

airplanes and similar models. The power
for the motor can be 3-7 series connected

1.2 volt Nicad battery cells. These
controllers are made to plug in and
operate with most positive pulse radio
control systems. Versatile l^attery power
arrangement allows your complete
system to be powered from one battery
pack if desired.

Replaces and is better than
servo/resistor assemblies in these ways:

1) Less expensive than servo alone.
2) More reliable than resistor.
3) Truer proportional speed.
4) Faster reaction time by at least .3

seconds going from off to high
speed and from high to off
because you don't wait for the
servo to travel.

5) Smaller, more compact.
6) Lighter in weight.
7) Easier to mount.

Specifications:

Positive Pulse-Input: 1.0-1.7 ms
(adjustable)
Control Circuitry Supply: 4 Series
connected AA or Nicad cells (4-6 volts).
Motor Supply; 3 - 7 Series connected
Average Stall Current: 6 cells (05 motor)
= 487/15 amp 486/25 amp.

#487 Modular Electronic Speed
Controller 12 Amp Output. This
unit is similar to the controller on
JoMac #407 radio system.

#486 Modular Electronic Speed
Controller 24 Amp Output
w/Adjustable torque and brake.
This unit is similar to the controller
on JoMac #406 radio system that
has won five (5) national
championship electric races.

JR157 Condensed Catalog—For Complete information Send $1.00 to:
JoMac Products Inc., 12702 N.E. 124th St. Kirkland, Washington 98033 (206) 823-2303



HELI-CENTER

WEST
• R/C Helicopter books.

• R/C Helicopter mufflers, headers,
tuned pipes.

• Fuselages for Heli-Bov and
Heli-Baby. Hughes 500. Bell 222,
Bolkow 105.

•All R/C Helicopter accessories &
training aid.s.

iTi li 'Fllginr
deals — call us,

• Complete range of n^
System 80 Helit^

• Demonstrations and Seminars for
R/C clubs — ask for details.

• Exclusive field representatives
vour area.

package

A new concept
and supportJDif RC

23938 CRAFTSMAN ROAD

CALABASAS, CALIF. 91302
PHONE (213) 992-0195

NP..V\ - 24 hour telephone
line for night and day
ordering service —
wc keep you fly ing.

the promotion

licopter flying.

And NOW

specially selected -
budget priced -
helicopter
radios

In stock NOW

Improved Heli-Boy kits
Plenty of Pans
Bolkow 105 Fuselage
Heli-Boy update kits

• Hughe.s 500 for Heii-Bov

BUBBLE BRlRflCER

NEW. DUCTED FAN RC SCALE PLANS
SR-71 Reconnois$once w'span lenglli
l"= I-

F9F5

F6&D

F8

U2

Fe6l
F4

VCOte, 2 .40 engines
Porlher tJynoiel
Sat>re
Crosoder

Spypione
Sobre
PhontoM

55 4"

r Fnn ,15 5"

■  ■' 43-
•• IS"
•• tor
•• 37"

37"

107,7" 532.50
49.5" 14.50
47"

S3"
52.5"
37,5"
51.5"

14.50
12.50
12.50

12.50
14.50

All plons ore subject to $1.50 postoge (First Cfoss). Send
check or money order to:
Ralph Sdldi vor, 1608 Londes CL, Modesto, CA 95350

PRECISION BALANCE in ALL DIRECTIONS
Here's the etjuipmenl you need to give your props the very best
balance-balance in all directions. Carefully crafted from lop grade
materials, BUBBLE BALANCER accomodates 3/16,1/4.9/32 prop
holes. Other sites available on special order. Dealers invited.

HOWARD B.HUEBL.,„ „
atld 4%sales lai. No C.O.D.S Box 193 Roule 4 Mankato, Mn. 56001

A FUEL THAT'S A UHLE
DIFFERENT BUT A LOT BEHER

COOL POWER FUELS ARE COOL CLEAN BURNING FUELS THAT LET YOUR ENGINE PER
FORM ITS BEST AND LAST LONGER. THEY CONTAIN AU THE TIME HONORED INGRE
DIENTS PLUS A FEW DIFFERENT FEATURES THAT GIVE THEM A DIFFEREI^ EDGE

• ANTI-FOAMING
• WETTING ACTION THAT ALLOWS THE LUBRICANTTO FLOW MORE FREELY INTO BUSHINGS AND

BEARINGS.
• SUPERIOR FILM STRENGTH AND ANTI-WEAR QUAUTIES THAT CUT FRICTION AND ALLOW

MORE POWER WITH LESS NITRO.
• MILD DETERGENT ACTION THAT HELPS PREVENT VARNISH EVEN WITH A MUFFLER.

(Gallon)
FAI 10.95

5% 12.95
10% 13.95
15% 15.95
25% 18.95
40% 25.95
Helicopter 14.95

Give your engine a treat!!! Feed it Cool
Power and you'll both be pleased. These
are a few of the in-the-know people who
do: Tony Bennett!

Rhett Miller Ron Chidgie
Dave Platt Steve Helms

Cool Power is now available In metal
cans as well as plastic bottles ($1.00 more
in cans).

2oowESTi^^^'pc2i"'^°®'' MORGAN'S HOBBY ENTERPRISES INC.
ENTCRPRISE, ALABAMA 38330 PHONE (205) 347-3525 (DAY)

SWIZZLE STICK

from page 79

Flying:
Initial flights proved as easy and

predictable as any new airplane has
ever been. With a little rudder held on
take-off run, maintaining a reasonably
straight line down the runway was no
problem. The Swizzle Stick is gracefully
aerobatic, has relatively slow ailerons,
and is a true joy on landing. Wheel
landings are best and are very pretty
with the craft. It is a floater so keep the
speed down on a short final approach.
Conclusion;

This reviewer heartily recommends
the Swizzle Stick for a taildragging
trainer, sport ship, or just something to
have that is a little different. If one of
these hasn't shown at your field yet then
be ready for a lot of questions, such as,
"What is it?"

Previous product reviews have
described the excellent price value of
Balsa USA kits on today's market and
the Swizzle Stick continues that
approach. □

R/C FLYING AND THE LAW

from page 78

you didn't abide by those safety
instructions, warnings and directions
that you had available to you. Perhaps
the only way it can be considered a
"double jeopardy" is that if the
manufacturer was sued along with you
(which has happened) then the
manufacturer may have a cause of
action against you (which normally will
occur In the same litigation) for your
fai lure to abide by their safety
instructions, warnings and directions. In
effect, the manufacturer will be saying,
"because you failed to comply with our
safety instructions, warnings and
directions, if we are found liable, we look
to you as the ultimate party responsible
for the injuries or property damage
sustained by the plaintiff" (the person
suing).

The jeopardy is essentially one — that
which arises from your failure to behave
as a reasonable person would have
under the circumstances, in this case,
that of flying or otherwise operating an
R/C model.

The other aspect of what is raised
deserves some exploration and
explanation. Manufacturers in the hobby
industry are concerned with the safety of
those who buy and use their products;
they are also aware that those products
are going to be used under
circumstances where injuries could
result to others. Therefore, It certainly
makes good sense for them to want their
products to be used correctly and safely

to page 90

88



NewAquiia Grande
—larger, improved ver
sion of world champion
R/C sailplane. Features
semi-symmetrical airfoil,
123-inch wingspan.

ew Cox Cub

—beginner's breakthrough
e R/C simplicity and

price. Ready to fly with
.020 engine installed and
radio included.

Cox is^l i
Tradewinds

—for 36-600 class

competition or sport
sailing. Ready to sail
with pre-painted
hull and optional
sail winch. '"

New R/C Bee .049
— first V2-A engine for special needs
of R/C fliers, with proportional throttle
and factory installed muffler.

move up.
How you move up should be up to

That's why Cox makes a full line of
radio control planes, boats, and cars. Plus
engines, R/C systems and accessory kits
and fuel from beginning level to advanced.

Only Cox has it all. So you can refine
your flying skills,ortry your hand at sailing
or road racing.

Whatever way you move up, you're
going to enjoy modeling more. You can
always count on Cox performance and

*1 in Power Modeling.

Pee Wee .020

—perfect reed valve engine for begin
ners and sport fliers; metal fuel tank,
built-in radial mounting, standard or
throttled version.

COX HOBBIES.. INC.
a subsidiary of Leisure Dynamics, inc.,
1505 East Warner Ave.,
Santa Ana.CA 92702

Check the yellow pages for your nearest hobby store.

w

Cox/Sanwa 8068

—six channel competition
radio with low-force open
gimbal sticks, dual-rate
feature, unique ball bearing
servos, much more.

Cox/Sanwa 8020

—versatile two channel system for
planes, cars, and boats; outstand
ing value makes it nation's best
selling radio—the ideal first "System.

BMW 3.5 OSL

—electric race car with speeds up
to 30 mph plus acceleration and
handling to match; fully assembled
chassis and drive train.



Hobby Lobby CANADA has moved! New Location: 11830 - 103rd St., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada -T5B 4M4
Order fnun Hobby Lobby CAS'ADA! Phone (-fO.i) ■I77-3-456

FASrSFRllCf:.' LOWEST PRICF.S! All your RjC needs! CO.I). - Master Giarge - Visa

CANADMHSi CAMADtAHS! CAHAmHS!

HU ZINGER PROPS

HOBBY LOBBY A HABtO (299
The most reliable radio sysiein
is now the lowest priced radio
in CANADA!

•.'Xiif-'

Craft Air FIELD BOX $28.88
Regular Price $44.95

-•

-m

COWER PANEt

HL S-200
SERVOS
Reg. $21.95
Buy 3 and
npt nnp

• • •

(Buy 12 for the price of 9)
8-6 Props $1.95
9-6 Props $1.95

10-6 Props $2.10
11-7 Props $2.40

...ptR The engine for giant
S AL^ aircraft!

I/Pi*Sm
flt£

HL POWER PANEL $21.95
Regular Price $44.95

DUBRO FUEL
PUMP

$10.49
Regular $16.95

Hobby Lobby
SENIOR TELEMASTER

$119.00
Regular Price $159.00

Hobby Lobby SUPERKOTE
$4.99 per roll

Regular Price $10.49

mOM£ 8 CATALOG
Onty. . J3.S0

Big FULL COLOR SECTION!

Name

Street or PO Box

Austin Craft 4-WAY
SOCKET WRENCH $1.69
Regular Price $2.95

HoBby Lobby^CYHA T90
(m9s

(403)471-2345
and

City, Prov, Zip

11830-103rdStreet, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5B4M4 - (403)477-3456 CAHADA(Prices in this ad are Canadian Dollar prices for orders placed with Hobby Lobby CANADA, not Hobby Lobby International, U.S.A.)

R/C FLYING AND THE LAW

from page 88/78

by the modeler in the building and
operation of their model.

Obviously, the only way that they can
help a modeler to do the right thing in
terms of using their product is to advise
the modeler on how to use the product
correctly and safely. This is no easy task
since the manufacturer or distributor has
little control over the age, experience
and maturity of the purchaser. Afterall, if
the customer has the money to buy it,

there is nothing to prevent the purchase
being made. Keep in mind that there is
nothing inherently dangerous about any
modeling component if it is used with
common sense and some basic
information on its proper and safe use.

Having represented a number of
major manufacturers and distributors of
R/C equipment over a number of years, i
can teii you that these people are
sincere in their desire to make R/C
modeling the fun experience it can and
should be and are deeply concerned
about the safe use of their products.
Certainly they want to avoid suits
against them, but they are genuinely
interested in doing everything they can

to supply the modeler with a safe
product together with instructions,
warnings and directions that will insure
its proper and safe use. Most
manufacturing and distributing
companies are run by and even owned
by dedicated and involved modelers.
They are not in it "just for the buck."
Take a look at the AMA Hall of Fame and
you will recognize names of people like
Phil Kraft and Carl Goldberg who are not
only major contributors to the
technology of modeling and avid
modelers themselves but also head
companies that produce R/C modeling
components.

to page 94

Buy Insurance Against A
Premature Release!

BUY THE BEST, Buy LOGICTROL'S THR-2 Captured releaseable tow hook. Un
like one of our competitors the LOGICTROL THR-2 tow hook does not take a spe
cial tow ring attachment. Also, the captured hook feature is designed to concentrate
the load near the pivot point to prevent premature release caused by tow hook flex
ing as is possible with certain foreign imports. Our captured feature is fail-safe and
externally adjustable. A return spring is provided for a positive hook reset, and easy
installation.

See your dealer for our captured releaseable tow hook -
Model No. 210-3500-002. A great buy at

only
$4,99

Logictrol International Corporation
P.O. Box 3565
3300 Stovali St.
Irving, TX 75081

LogjptrpI
Reliable radio control systems

90



Y MARKET
Dave 39S5 W. Vickery Blvd. Fort Worth, TX 76107

P.O. Box 2172 76113 Phone (817) 738-2301

For Savings & Service... Order from The HOBBY MARKET
TOLL FREE 'WATS' LINES
OPEN FOR YOUR ORDERS

Monday through Thursday 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m. cst
Friday 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. cst • Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. cst

Use your MASTER CHARGE or VISA or we can ship C.O.D. There is a
E2,00 handiing charge on credit card or prepaid orders. These charges
nclude postage and Insurance. There are no additional charges or sur-
Drises. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

MAIL ORDERS—ANOTHER
QUICK & EASY WAY TO SHOP*

if you have a HOBBY MARKET order blank, please use it.
If not, just list the items you wish to purchase, along with
the prices on a piece of paper. Total your order and add
$2.00 for handling. There is a $4.00 handling charge on all C.O.D.
orders. Foreign orders add $10.00, excess will be refunded. Texas resi
dents add 5% sales tax. NO C.O.D. ORDERS accepted outside 48
continental states. *ugg Business Reply Label on page 3

CONTINENTAL
48 STATES
(except Texas) 1-800433-2022

TEXAS
RESIDENTS
ONLY 1-800-772-2313

FOREIGN, ALASKA, HAWAII &
PUERTO RICO (817) 738-2301.
For information (817) 738-2301.

BIG

J-3CUB
$2g99• 71" span

• .19-.35 engine

Authentic scale model of the most

popular airplane ever manufactured!
Built-up balsa construction, strong
without extra weight. Light wing load
ing aids performance & stability. One
piece wing construction. Kit includes
molded engine cowling, formed land
ing gear, aluminum engine mounts,
die cut balsa & plyvvood, number de-
cals & full size detailed plans. At this
low price — get it!

KP7Cw/14's
or 15's

$375.00

KRAFT RADIOS

$ 89.99

$ 89.99

$191.00
$199.00

$210.00
w/15's.. $217.00
KP5C w/14's

$275.00

KP2A

w/14's..

KP2AW
w/14's..

KP4A

w/14's..

w/15's..

KP6A

w/14's..

ROB4RT

~:2 Incidence Meter
$9.99

Precision loo! for setting proper thrust, wing
and stabilizer incidence on a new model, or
determining why your present model doesn't
fiy straight. New improved steel counter
weight. precision pointer and dial scale.

KIT SALE
Ace Whizard
Ace Alpha (.049)
Ace Pacer
Ace Shrike
BridlT-40
BrIdI T-60

BridI Super Kaos 40
BrIdI Kaos 60
BridI Big Birdy
C/A Drifter ii
C/ASD 100
C/A Viking I or Ii
C/A Butterfly il
C/A Piece o' Cake
F/LSkooter il
F/L E Z Fli

F/L E Z Sport
G/B Falcon 56 Mark ii
G/B Sr Falcon
G/B Skylark 56
G/B P-6E

Jensen Ugiy Stik
M&P Dalaire Sportster
M&P Quaker, 7-ft
M&P Quaker, 54-in
Mark's Sunny Bipe
Mark's Bushwacker
Mark's Wanderer 72
Mark's Wanderer 99
Mark's Windward

Mark's Windfree
Mark's Bird of Time

M.E.N. 20 Trainer

M.E.N. 40 Trainer

M.E.N. J-3 Cub
M.E.N. Minimousetang
M/W Live Wire Champ
M/W Attacker

M/W Little Stik

M/M Hobby Commander (kit),
M/M F-4 Phantom

M/M Ricky Rat
M/M Martin Baker 5

Pierce Paragon
Pierce Arrow

Pierce Ridge Rat
PratherDeepVee Boat
Sig Klipper
Sig Colt
Sig Kommander
Sig Kiwi
Sig Skybolt
Sig Kougar
Sig Super Sport
Sig Aero Bipe
S/FJ-3 Cub

S/F Cessna

T/F Freshman

Tyro Playboy Senior

$ 11.99
$ 11.99
$ 11.99
S 19.99
$ 37.40
$ 42.99
S 38.77
$ 45.99
$ 24.50
S 13.99
S 35.99
$ 49.99
$ 31.99
$ 16.99
$ 22.99
$ 22.99
$ 22.99
$ 28.99
$ 41.99
$ 30.99
$ 29.88
$ 46.99
S 43.99
$ 36.99
S 31.99
S 19.77
$ 26.97
$ 14.50

S 21.99
S 21.99

S 26.97
S 36.99

S 21.99
S 37.99
$ 37.95
$ 17.77
$ 31.99
$ 26.99
S 21.99
$ 27.95
$ 27.95
$ 23.95
$159.95
$ 45.00
S 25.99
$ 29.77
$ 79.99
S 15.99
$ 15.99
S 31.45

S 29.75
$ 48.95
$ 33.25
$ 15.99
$ 17.75
$ 24.99
$ 24.99
$ 30.99
$ 39.95

FUTABA RADIOS

G

FP2F Wheel, Dry.

w's-i8s..$ 86.99
rt^°:''$ 99.99

99.99

Z'ws.. $179.99
Mv®:... $207.99

FP6FN w/S-18's.,.. $208.99
FP6FN w/S-16, 20's. $234.99

"J" Series in stock — caii for prices

RffOM RETRACTS
^ Q Trikes $78.00

f-' ii' -<1 Mains $56.00
i Corsair Mains . $73.00
FW-190 Mains. $58.00

I  I
Freon extra

WINDRIFTER

$'28^
complete with spoilers

• 99.3" span, 916 squares
• Sensitive thermal performance
• Deluxe quality kit

Recognized leader in Standard
ClassI The forgivingness that makes
Windrifter a winner, makes Windrifter
easy to fly. Stable on tow, spoilers for
high point landings. Kit has precision
machine sanded ribs, includes all
hardware,



ORDER
TOLL
FREE

CONTINENTAL 48 STATES (except Texas)

1-800433-2022
TEXAS RESIDENTS ONLY

1-800-772-2313

YMARKET
Dave

WS4

FOREIGN, ALASKA, HAWAII & PUERTO RICO (817) 738-2301
For information (817) 738-2301

Low wing A/C
trainer

$3099

CONTENDER
40

47"Span
500 squares
.40 engine

A pilot's dream! Virtually stall proof,
Its short field capability and pattern
handling make it a great trainer and
more! Builder's choice: bent wing or
straight wing. Kit includes hardware
package, many die-cut and precision
parts plus easy to read plans.

3955 W. Vickery Blvd.

Fort Worth, TX 76107
P.O. Box 2172 76113 Phone(ai7) 738-2301

K&B

ENGINES
$43.50

w/pump $63.00

.40 R/C ., ,.
,40 R/C

w/muL... $57.90
.61 R/C w/pump & muffler ... $75.00

e - « $30.99
SIG KAVALIER

Smooth flyer! Make coordinated, in-
the-groove turns, flare out for slowed
down landings. Great trainer, stunter
& sport flyer. 56" span, for .29-.35 en
gine.

60-Sfze

ARf

HB ENGINES ^
. 12 w/muffler.. $2 7.99
.15w/muffler.. $30.25
.20w/muffler.. $35.
.2^w/muffler.. $30.20
.21 PDF, w/muffler... $47.90
.40 PDF, no muffler , , . $59.00
.81 POP, no muffler .. $83.50

Build with DREMEL
#281 $40.99
#371 $40.99
#381 $44.99
#572 $62.99
#580Table Saw. $62.99
#210 Drill Press . $16.99 ^
#2215 D-Vise ... $20.99 ^

REVENGER $119
65" span laminar-flow wing. Balsa
fuse assembled, sanded. Foam
wing panels & stabilizer presheeted,
sanded. Vertical fin & rudder
presanded to shape.

Radio Accessory Sale
Futaba S-7 Servo $29.99
FutabaS-16 Servo $29.99
Futaba S-18 Servo $22.50
Futaba S-20 Servo $29.99
Kraft FPS 14II Servo $34.77
Kraft KPS 15II Servo $34.77
Kraft KPS14 HA Servo $27.99
Kraft KPS 15 HA Servo $29.99
Kraft Transmitter Module* $18.99
Kraft Receiver Module* $18.99
Loglctrol SM Sen/0 $35.99
*FM not included

We offer complete service on Kraft,
Futaba, Logictrol, Pro-Line & World

radios. Call Ted White (817) 738-2301

Full House

jl 441 go
Converts to fuse jig. .yy

Build

accurate

wings

LOGICTROL
RADIOS
Champion

$245
Super Pro

$279
ojvtufait

SUPER 1 11 $ 3 96
^  ® 9.99SANDER 3-ft $10.99

For FREE PRICE LIST
circle #63 In Readers Service

Some items in limited quantity and advertised spe
cials, subject to availebllKy, will be honored until
Oct. 10, 1979. Prices may change i( retail price or
discount structure changes.

Model Merchant

ARF SPORT & PATTERN
For 60 size engine

UFO, Dirty Birdy,
Curare, Gringo
or Deception

Bandlto Trainer,
ROM Trainer or

Ugly Stik li Trainer

$109.00

$99.99
Balsa kits ready to finish! Each kit has foam
wings completely covered with balsa and
hand sanded. Each fuse Is built & sanded,
has built & sanded tall surfaces. Firewall in
stalled, All you do is join the wing halves,
glue on the tail feathers, cover and install
your radio. Hardware included. Spend your
time flying, not building!

COVERING
MonoKote Opaque or
Transparent $5.60 or 3/$15.99

MonoKote Metallic $6.50 or 3/S18.99
EconoKote $4.25 or 3/311.99
Super Coverite $5.75 or 3/S15.99
Silkspun Coverite $5.75 or 3/815.99
Permagloss Coverite $6.79 or 3/318.99
Day Glo Coverite $7.50 or 3/320.99
Coverite Graphics, 1" numbers $ .99
2" numbers $ 2.19 3" numbers $ 3.99

MonoKote Heat Seal Iron $13.99
MonoKote Trim Tool $10.99
MonoKote Heat Gun $19.99
Balsarite $ 2.25
Glass Coat $ 2.25

This to this
In 15 minutes

UPSTART
Designed for . ̂
launching 2 meter & C t ̂  QQ
standard class sail- MM
planes A

Produces launches of over 200' and
requires only a 300' Held. Kit can be
assembled in about 15 minutes and
includes surgical latex tubing, nylon
line, steel slake, parachute,
machined plywood reel, all hardware
& instructions, #508 2m (Va" rubber)
or #509 standard (^/ig" rubber).



5IGV

SMITH

MMPLANE
• 44" top wing span
■ 650 squares, O /'OO
total wing area ^

• ,40-.45 engines
Sport scale biplane that flies great
and looks even better. Check this kit!
Molded plastic cowling, wheel pants
& headrest, die cut balsa ribs & form
ers, plywood parts, pre-bent landing
gear, formed cabane struts, aileron
torque rods, aluminum engine
mounts, decals, hardware, illustrated
instruction book & morel

MODELING NEEDS
Banner Axles Ve or %2 $ .99
Custom Craft Mitre Sander, dix $19.99
Craft-Air ESV $16.99
Craft-Air Rite Box $19.99
Devcon Epoxy, 9-oz., 5 minute or
30 minute $3.75 or 3/$10.99

Dean's 3-pin Plugs $ .90
DuBro Ball Wrench $ 2.99
DuBro Kwik Fill Fuel Pump $ 6.95
DuBro Muff-l-aire II $ 6.99
Edson Adj. Motor Mount S 5.55
Fox Pressure Rttings $ .69
Fox Large Cub Style Wheels 4" $ 6.29
472" $7.69 5" $8.99 5V2"$9.99
6" $11.50

Hobby Poxy I $ 1-19
Hobby Poxy I! $ 2.88
Hobby Poxy III $ 3.49
Hot Stuff, 14 grams $ 2.35
Hot Stuff, Blue Line $ 2.99
Hot Stuff, 2-oz $ 7.20
M.E.N. Gell Ceil 12-vt. battery $23.95
Miller#2017Spray Rig $54.99
Prather Prop Balancer $ 1.49
Prather Filler $ 1.49
Prather Prop Gauge $24.99
Prather Fuel Line, 30' roll $10.77
Robart Super Stand $ 3.49
Robarl Super Pumper $12.99
Robart Auto Mix $ 7.25
Robart Retract Tail Wheel $ 7.69
Robart V2A Trike Retracts $18.99
Sullivan Starter $25.99
Sullivan Deluxe Starter $28.00
Silver Solder $ 2.99
Soft Glass $ 6.99
Taylor Multi-Charger $19.99
Taylor Power Pacer $48.99
Vortac Exploding Bombs (2) $ 7.69
Vortac Release Clips $ .79
Vortac Release Mechanism; $ 3.88
Wilhold8-oz, Glue $ 1.25
Wilhold 17-oz. Glue $ 2.25
Zinger Props, per dozen 8" $ 9.36
9" $9.36 10" $10.80 11" $11.50

Wet Cell Battery, 12-vt $13.99
X-Acto #11 Blades. 100 pk $ 9.60
"T" Pins Va-lb, bulk $ 4.99
"T" Pins 100 count $ .99

HOSS
FLY II

$30.99
Builds fast, easy to fly. Precision cut,
sanded foam cores; semi-planked wing.
For .29-,40 engine.

SCALE SALE

JEMCO
P-51,ME109orFW 190 $48.75
PT-19 Trainer $48.75
F4U Corsair $59.99
AT6 Texan $48.75
F-6-F Hellcat, .40-.50 engine $62.99
Zero $59.99
P-47 Razorback $66.99

PICA
Spitfire,T-28B,FW 190or Waco., , $62.99
Cessna $69.99

SfG
Clipped Wing Cub $31.45
Super Chipmunk $45.45
Citabria $45.45
Skybolt $48.96
Cessna 150 $52.45
Bonanza $49.99
Liberty Sport $50.75
P-51 ... $43.75

TOP FLITE
P-51, P-40or P-39 $45.97
Corsair $59.99

Royal kits available on request.
Please check availability before ordering.

S/G KADET

$27.95
with ailerons

America's #1 selling trainer! Will fly
hands off & has good maneuverability.
Balsa fuse & wing, 57" span.

citDGLODRIVER $44.99
Has electronic

pulsing circuit,
drives any 1V2 or 2
volt plug. Visual
detection of open,
shorted or flooded
plug.

DuBfo PROP DRIVE
UNIT $64.99

Smooth running, for scale
realism. Extra belt, $3.99

BALSA
SUPER SALE

Size Pieces
Vi6x3x36 25Ca ,35
%2x3x36 20Ca .42
V8X3x36 20Cr' ,50
3/16x3x36 ISL" .62
74x3x36 15(cJ' .67
3/8x3x36 10(<i' .88
72x3x36 1 oral .02
7i6x4x36 20((/ .66
3/32x4x36 20Cd' .68
7ex4x36 ^5Co' .81
3/16x4x36 15ri .89
74X4x36 10ra1.07
3/8x4x36 7/" 1.40
72x4x36 6((< 1.85

3-fnch

assortment

Box price
. . $ 8.75
,  . $ 8.40
,  .$10.00
,  . $ 9.30
,  .$10.05
,  . $ 8.80
..$10.20
,  .$13.20
..$13.60
.  ,$12.15
..$13.35
.  $10.70
.  , $ 9.80
. .$11.10

$14.58

74x3x36 (1) 72X3x36(6) 3/32x3x36
(5) 78x3x36

4-i'nch

assortment

(5) 716x4x36 (2) 3/16x4x36
(4) 3/32x4x36 (2) 74x4x36
(4) 78x4x36

36-fnch stick
assortment

(10) 78x78 (10) 5/i6x7i6 (4) 1x74aileron
(10) 78x74 (5)3/8x3/8 stock
(20)3/16x3/16(10) 74 tri stock (4) 174xVi6
(20) 74x74 (10) 3/e tri stock aileron
(8) 74X72 (5) 72 tri stock stock
Super Hero
assortment

(20) 7i6x3x36 (2) 72x3x36 (4) 7ex4x36
(16) 3/32x3x36 (10 3/4x3x36 2 3/i6x4x36
(15) 7ax3x36 (1) 1 x3x36 (2) 74x4x36
(8) 74x3x36 (5) 7i6x4x36 (1) 3/8x4x36
(8) 3/16x3x36 (4) 3/32x4x36 (1) 72x4x36
(2) 3/8x3x36

$15.57
(1)%x4x36
(1) V2X4x36

$19.99

$49.99

Model Merchant

RYAN ST-A
• 72A sport scale
• Super detailed ^
• Pre-assembled fuse ^\J
R/C flying fun at almost any size field.
Unique simple wing construction for
easy building. Good looking plane but
not for the beginner. Kit includes met
al motor mount.

Tape or glue this label to the I
upper right hand corner of any "
envelope. Enclose order form I
and your check, money order ■
or credit card number. No letter |
postage necessary.

No Dosiage

11 necessary

11 il mailed

11 in (tie

United Slates

BUSINESS REPLY LABEL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 161 Ft. Worth, TX

Y market;
POSTAGL Will BEPAiOBYAODRCSSEE

Dave 3955 W. Vickery Blvd.

Fort Worth, TX 76107
P.O.Box 2172 76113 Phone{817) 736-2301

The Hobby Market
P.O. Box 2172

Ft. Worth, TX 76113



CONCEPT MODEIS
kuarier scale
Htadra power

SPECIFICATIONS

Wins Sp.B
Wing
L«nglh
W«igh(
Engin«

$179.95

in.

2100 «.i.

64 in.
16 lb.

Quadra
!«• unit

>  i NS r. 6O0X

>nlf 916.95

CONCEPT MODELS. Ine.
'6 Sv»n« Pa.

Maoison. Wi. 53711

16091271<0355

Top quality radk> controUed models designed for easy buJidingA

CURVED MICROBLADE

PROTECTS MODEL

&TABLETGP

Cuts Coverite

& Monokote better

than any other
blade. Lasts much

longer.

COVER

LETS YOU

CARRY

TRIMIT IN

YOUR POCKET

COVERITE
420 Babylon Rd., Horsham, Pa.,190

a classic swinger
The beautiful GREAT LAKES TRAINER from

FLVLINE in 11/2" scale-

kit

nallA

for A channel radio control -

Send 254 for -09 fo ,25 engines, 40" span -
our catalog 2 3*. pounds, 450sq.ia area-

See your dealer now - S3 (.'/S

FLYLINE MODELS, INC.

1/ 4 - 1/3 SCALE THE NEW (SMOOTH) 1.9 C./.D.

BIG R( sR ENGINE

(t won't shake your model apart, and at a price thai all o(
us 1/4-1,'3 scale modelers can afford. The recoil starter

makes it great for R.'C twais. too.
1.90 C.I.D. — 2 H.P.'" 10,000 rpm Spark Plug & Mag.
Ign. 16-1 gas oif mix. 5V>" hlgh-4" wide. Made m USA.
All parts available all over USA. Factory warranty.

1.9 Engine $79.95
U.S. add $3.00

hdl. & shipping per engine
List price S110.00

Radial Mount • S12.00

6 Bolt Hub - $14.00

Large props available

SPECIAL

Hub Mount

& Engine

S99.95

Direct factory dist, for these engines. Send check or
money order or we ship UPS C.O.D. Foreign countries
add 15% of total order for postage. Will refund
overpayment. Prices subject to change without notice.
Dealers inquire. Send ISc stamp for catalog.

THE BIG SUPER ROPER 3.7 C.I.D.

THE ULTIMATE IN R/C POWER
List Price S169.00 — Introductory Price $139.00

0
SPECML OFFER

Engine $98.50
Complete with

prop hub and mount

Specializing In Miniature Aircraft Engines
I'll help you get power for your big "job" — Gene Horner.

HORNER 5 SALES
300 DiXIE HWY., BEECHER, IL 60401 — (312) 946-2515

R/C FLYING AND THE LAW

from page 90/78

The number of man hours that are
spent in working out sensible, usable
and meaningful safety instructions,
warnings and directions constitute a
very substantial investment of time,
effort and talent, all dedicated to the
single goal of making R/C modeling a
safe avocation. Nothing is more
disheartening than to learn that some
modeler injured himself or someone
else with an R/C model or a component
such as an engine or propeller. It
becomes doubly unfortunate and tragic
when the indications are so clear that If

the modeler had obeyed the
instructions, warnings and directions
given, the mishap would not have taken
place.
Obviously there is a self-serving

element when the manufacturer or

distributor includes such safety
instructions, warnings and directions
with their product since violation of what
the modeler has been told may indeed
constitute a defense in the event of
litigation against the company. But the
point to be emphasized is that most of
these manufacturers and distributors
are themselves modelers who truly want
what's best for the entire hobby and not
just put forth methods of defending
themselves.

From my viewpoint, the real problem
is not the existence of so many safety
instructions, warnings and directions but
rather that they are not followed or
obeyed! In fact, I would argue that even
more in the way of such safety warnings,
instructions and directions should be
prepared and put out with the ever
increasing number of R/C products,
devices and components.
What has to be overcome, precisely

because it leads to injuries and property
damage, is the attitude that since this is
an avocation, a "fun-involvement,"
therefore you can ignore warnings and
safety instructions. It is that kind of
mentality which manufacturers and
distributors are attempting to overcome.
If you have before you reports of how
individuals had injured themselves or
others, you would be amazed at the
plain stupidity so often involved,
reflective of this mental attitude that,'
since it's a hobby, "I can forget to act like
a reasonable person with common
sense."

In forthcoming parts of this series, I
am going to reproduce and comment
upon some of those safety instructions,
warnings and directions currently being
used. Meanwhile, what about your
mental attitude? Do you take seriously
the safety instructions, warnings and
directions that are given so that you
keep the hobby what it should be — an
intriguing, thrilling and satisfying
avocation?
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I  always enjoy reading your
comments and suggestions, so please
write to me at: 315 South Plymouth
Court, Chicago, 111. 60604. □

SCALE VIEWS

from page 76

closing down completely to protest the
situation. So it was somewhat of a
surprise to have 93 entries (a nice gain
over 1978) turn up in Montezuma, Iowa,
from 9 states and Canada. This is either
a tribute to the interest aroused by the
IMAC type of competition or to the
"never say die" spirit of model builders
when it comes to getting to a contest. As
it turned out, things were not too bad.
The visitors were all able to fill-up at local

. stations and get far enough away to find
re-fills along the way home.

If the energy crisis keeps on its
present course, modelers may have to
try to run their cars on glow fuel. Ray
Arden, who popularized the use of glow
plugs in model engines, sent a car
equipped with glow plugs on a
nation-wide tour to convince dealers,
distributors, and other skeptics that they
were practical. So far at least, there
doesn't seem to be any shortage of
alcohol. But since nitromethane has
recently gone up about 40%, maybe
we'd best try FAl mix!

The Sig Championships was again
operated by an enthusiastic group from
the Des Moines Modelairs, who kept the
flight lines moving, the scores awarded,
and paperwork accomplished. They had
accumulated expertise from previous
years, but added to that expertise by
holding a judge's training school on a
half dozen occasions prior to the meet.
Some of the judges were also AMA
accredited. The frequency ready line
method first tried in 1978 worked
beautifully. {See Scale Views In the
October, 1978, issue of RCM for full
details.)

While IMAC events are pilot-oriented
competitions, it is of interest to see the
types of airplanes they have chosen to
fly. In the Biplane Events the recorded
entries were 23 Sig Skybolts, 6 SIg
Miniplanes, 5 Aeromasters, 3 Pulsars, 2
Cass Skybolts, 2 Midwest Pitts Specials,
2 Knight Twisters (Bill Heger design), 2
Aero Stars and 1 each of PT-17,
Beachcraft Staggerwing, Ace All Star,
Fleet, Phaeton, HIperbipe and Tigre
Bipes (Brent Reusch Design), plus
some other originals. Monoplane turned
out 9 SIg Super Chipmunks, 4 Sig
Cessna 150's, 4 Super-Flies (2 BridI, 2
M.A.N.) 3 Sig Clipped Wing Cubs, 1 Sig
Citabria, 1 Akromaster and 1 Stafford
Chipmunk. Mammoth Scale had 3
Nosen Citabrias, 1 Nosen Cub, 1 Nosen
Champ, 1 Cass Super Skybolt, 1 Platt

to page 98

Time
out-flys
us all.

4

Ten years ago we ^ ^
opened Hoboy World.

None of us can avoid the lumps and bruises we get from old
father time but we can all be better off for the experience... by
taking encouragement from the victories and by learning from
each mistake.

We've been in business ten years now and we've grown and
prospered. For this we are grateful.

Many firms have crashed along the way. Of the continual
advertisers in B.C. Modeler, (starting with July 1969) only 3

• quality firms have taken their lumps from old father time and
kept on flying. They are "Ace Radio Control, Inc.", "World
Engines" and "Hobby World".

You can benefit from our experience by letting us help with
'  any B.C. project. We'd like to help you take your lumps from

the "old man" and maybe get In a few of your own.
Give us a call TODAY! And remember, times a-flyin'!

BOBREUTHERS

Homar
W9BID

6602 HIGHWAY 100 • NASHVILLE. TENN. 37205 U.S.A.
9:30 AM to 5:30 PM Monday thru Saturday (615)356-1225
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EVERYBODY HAVING FUN!

Ji

NEW!

OS BALDWIN

OS LOCO WORKS

S. Ogawa — Boss Train Man

Mr. Ogawa's first live
steam locomotive was
stolen from a department
store some 40 years ago.
The insurance award was

only S5.00I Note the
differences in stack con
figuration between the
new Baldwin and the OS

Porter.

For S20.G0 we will send
you these instructions plus
a tai^e drawing of the Por
ter. This would apply to a
locomotive purchase from
us or from your dealer.

The same fine workman
ship in OS engines is re
flected in their steam loco
motives. They run on
coal or propane.

Test Track — Mama's Garden

PORT

The prices for the painted,
bolt-together, kits (some
tapping required) is
S2995.00 for coal or pro
pane. The price of the
assembled locomotives,
ready to chug,is S3795.00.
Dealer inquiries invited.
In Stock Now ~ 6 kits, 3
assembled, both types.

The model airplane engine
pictured at the bottom is
the new OS 61 VP. One of

these was awarded each
Master's Tournament en
try at Celina this year by
World Engines and OS.

world Engines
8960 ROSSASH AVE., CINCINNATI, OHIO 45236 TELEPHONE (513) 793-5900 TELEX 214 557

OS Retail Shop — Osaka

Propane Apparatus

Retail Shop — Inside



WORLDS Products Available From:
ARKANSAS

Shcrrill's House of Hobbies

3408 S. University
Little Rock. AR 72204

CALIFORNIA

Authorized Radio Control
S15N. Main St.
Orange, CA. 92667

Covina Hobby Center
140 N. Citrus Ave.

Covina. CA. 91722

Evett's Model Shop
1636 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA. 90405

Franciscan Hobbies

1935 Ocean Ave.
San Francisco, CA. 91127

The Hby. Co. of San Francisco
5150 Geary Blvd.
San Francisco, CA. 94118

The Hby. Co. of San Francisco
217 Sutler St.
San Francisco, CA. 94108

High Flight Hobby Shop
38126 6th St.. E.
Palmdale, CA 93S50

L.R. Taylor & Co.
208311^ Roscoe Ave.

Canoga Park, CA. 91306

Smith Bros. Hobby Center
8941 Reseda Blvd.

Nortlirldge, CA. 91324

Smith Bros. Hobby Center
1542 Los Angeles Ave.
SimI Valley, CA. 93065

Smith Bros. Hobby Center
18217 Victory Blvd.
VanNuys, CA. 91406

T& A Hobby Lobby
3512 W. Victory
Burbank, CA. 91505

COLORADO

Custom Hobbies
2813 E. Plane Ave.

Colorado Springs, CO B0909

Tom Thumb Hobby Center
7020 E. Colfax Ave.
Denver, CO. 80220

CONNECTICUT

Al's Hobbies
54 Chestnut Hill Rd.

Norwalk,CT. 06854

Bristol Hobby Center
641 Farmington
Bristol Plaza

Bristol, CT. 06010

FLORIDA

Art's Hobby Shop
103-34 Atlantic Blvd.
Jacksonville, FL. 32211

Charles Ricci
R/C Aircraft Shop
2159 S.E.9th St.

Pompano Beach, FL 33062

FLORIDA (cont'd)

Farmers Sundries 8i Hobbies

4926 E. Broadway
Tampa, FL. 33605

Field's Hobby Shop
602 S. Edgewood
Jacksonville. FL. 32205

Garand Hobbies
605 Wood Rd.

Seffner, FL. 33584

The Hobby House
360 Hwy. 17-92
Maitland.FL. 32751

GEORGIA

The Hobby Shop
123 S. Broad St.

Thomasvilie, GA 31792

HAWAII

The Hobbietat

1423 Tenth Ave.

Honolulu, HI. 96816

ILLINOIS

Al's Hobby Shop
121-123 Addison St.
Elmhurst.lL. 60126

Klippgr'sToysSi Hobbies
13)4 Wapkegan Rd.
Glenview. |L. 80025

Stanton Hobby Shop
4734 Milwaukee
Chicago, IL. 60630

West Side Hobby
2629 W. Main St.
Belleville, IL. 62221

INDIANA

Mutchler's Hobby
4620 Crandell-Lanesvlile Rd.
Corydon, IN. 47112
PH; 812-366-3141

Spencer's Craft 8i Hobby
2015 Ewing St. Rd.
Seymour. IN. 47274

Bernie's Westside Hobby Shop
DldU.S.30W. (at city limits)
Plymouth, IN 46563

IOWA

Ralland Craft & Hobbies
1626 E. 7th St.
Atlantic, la. 50022
PH: 712-243-3137

KANSAS

Campbell Electric 8i Hobby
1003 E. 11th St.
Concordia, KA. 66901

Modeler Hobby Shop
947 Park Lane Shopping Ctr.
Wichita. KS 67218

61 VF

The OS Max 61VF engine is a rear ex-

^^ haust, Schnuerle ported. ABC engine
^^0 designed especially for pattern com

petition. It features an extremely heavy 17mm 00 crank
shaft with heavy duty shaft bearings. The small pipe
adapter (pictured) Is supplied. Cat. No. 14400 - S149.9S.

KENTUCKY

Jackson Purchase Hobbies
408 Reed St.

Mayfieid.KV 42066

LOUISIANA

Hub Hobby Shop
2618 S. Broad Ave.

New Orleans. LA. 70125

Mercury Hobbies, Inc.
Rte. 6, Box 734A
Mandeville, LA 70448

MASSACHUSETTS

Fisher R/C
17 Salmi Rd.

Framingham, MA. 01701

N.E. R/C Service
497 Cenual Ave.
Seekonk, MA. 02771
PH: 617-761-6268

Ray's R/C Specialties
12 Sherman St.
Worcester, MA. 01610

The Hobby Hut
47 Bank St., Rear
Attieboro, MA 02703

MICHIGAN

Hobby World
1049 2Bth StSW

Grand Rapids, Ml. 49509

Joe's Hobby Center
17900 5.10 Mile Rd.
E. Detroit. Ml. 48021

Joe's Hobby Center
33419 Grand River Ave.
Farmington, Ml. 48024

Joe's Hobby Center
7845 Wyoming Ave.
Dearborn,Ml. 48128

MICHIGAN (cont'd)

Rider's Hobby Shop
115W. Liberty St.
Ann Arbor, Ml. 58108

Rider's Hobby Shop
920Trowbridge Rd.
E. Lansing, Mi. 48823

Trackside Hobbies

418 Main St.

Rochester, Ml. 48063

Pete Waters

R/C Service Midwest
41889 Joy Rd.
Canton, Ml. 48187
PH: 313455-1380

MISSOURI

C.W. Reed

5408 Woodson Rd.
Raytown, MO. 64133

MINNESOTA

Medical Center Cycle
5640 W. Broadway
Minneapolis, MN. 55428

MISSISSIPPI

H&BModels
319 W. Main

Tupelo, MS. 38801

NEBRASKA

Chick Bartlett's Hobby Town
134 N. 13th St.
Lincoln, NB. 68508

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Fitts Photo 8i Hobby Shop
Kings Hwy. Plaza
Stratham, NH 03885

NEW JERSEY

J.A. Deneke

526 Ooremus Ave.
Glen Rock,NJ 07452

NEW JERSEY (cont'd)
Hobby Hut
567 Rt. 23

Pompton Plains, NJ 07444

Paul's Hobby Sport 8i Marine
540-546 Peterson Ave.
E. Rutherford, NJ 07073

Tiny Tots Stores, Inc.
199 U.S. Rt.22, East
Greenbrook, NJ 08812

Tiny Tots Stores, Inc.
Rt. 408> Washington Ave.
Pleasantvllle, NJ 08232

NEW YORK

Brown's Hobby Center
6031 Broadway
Bronx. NY 10471

Mardel Hobbies
351 Aitamont Ave.
Schenectady, NY 12303

Worldwide Hobby
391 S. Main St.
New City, NY 10956

NORTH CAROLINA

The Hobby House
1617 Ashville Hwy.
Hendersonville, NC 28739

NORTH DAKOTA

McGlffins

1228 9th Ave. S.
Grand Forks, NO 58201
PH; 701-772 5311

772-5380

OHIO

Country R/C
12459 Amity Rd.
Brookvllle, OH, 4S309

Jack's Hobby Shop
R 29'/< Walnut St.
Shelby. OH 44875

Hobby Stop
4907 Summit St.
Tcledo.OH. 43611

National Hobby inc.
5238 Ridge Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44129

Mark Riba Cabinets
32094 Detroit Rd.
Avon, OH. 44011

W-K Hobbies
19 N. Main St.
Centerville, OH. 45459

Wife's Hobby Shop
712 Bristol
Lima.OH. 45804

PENNSYLVANIA

Groff's Hobby Shop
USE. State SL
Quarryvilie, PA. 17566

J.C. R/C Hobbies
23 Easton Rd.
Willow Grove, PA. 19090

Skelly Sporting Goods
2227 W. Market St.
York, PA. 17404

TEXAS

H, Hobbs
4615 Banister Le.
Austin, TX. 78745

VERMONT

The Hobby Shop
RFDNo.1,Rt.7
Swanton.VT. 05488

The Hobby Shop
Burlington Square Mall
Burlington, VT. 05401

Midd-Way Shop
40 Court St.
Middtebury. VT. 05753

VIRGINIA

Bob's Hobby Center
3002 W. Cary St.
Richmond, VA. 23221

WASHINGTON

Firgrove Model Supply
10611-136th St., E,
Puyallup.WA. 98371

LEK'tronics U.S.A.
4230 Hflff Read
Sellingham, WA 98225

Stewart Enterprises
429 W. Chelan St.
Wenatchee.WA. 98801

WISCONSIN

Pope's Hobby Land
640 S. 3rd. St.
Wausau.Wi 54401

CANADA

Calgary Hobby Supply
3920 Edmonton Trail NE
Calgary, Alberta

Can-Air Hobbies, Inc.
5850 Blvd. Gouin Quest
Montreal, Quebec, H4J-1E4

Dundas Hobby Supply
16 Sleepy Hallow
Oundas, Ontario

LeModele Reduit Enr.
265, Larouche
Aivida, Quebec
PH; 546-2136

Marcoux Hobbies
5 Duchesnay
Beauport, Quebec

ENGLAND

M.J.WIIshere
Unit 10, Paramount Est.
Sandown Rd.

Watford, Herts

GERMANY

Helmut Noll
4690 Herne2
Hauptstr 6, West Germany

ITALY

G 2 Models

Via A OA Mestre, 31
Mestre, Venice

world Engines
8960 ROSSASH AVE., CINCiNNATI, OHIO 45236 TELEPHONE {513) 793-5900 TELEX 214 557


